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Gov. Wilkinson signs various
bills into law this week

Murray can't cash in,
lose to Marshals 1-0

Wrenn hopeful that
Masters win will come true
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News In Brief

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 8, 1988

35 CENTS

Grand groundbreaking

Latest report
of salmonella
outbreak tied
to some eggs

Zea urging chamber members to
forward 'citizen' nominations
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, has issued a reminder to all chamber
members to forward their nominations for "Citizen of the Year" to
the chamber office by April 11.
The selection announcement will be made at the annual Chamber
Dinner April 26, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris
Center. The dinner is open to the public and reservations may be
made by telephoning the chamber office at 753-5171.
Additional information concerning the annual event will be forthcoming, according to Pam Shay. spokesperson for the chamber.

Elsewhere...
By The Arearisled Preee

— Lyn Nofziger, President Reagan's former
political director, was sentenced to 90 days in prison today and fined
$30,000 for illegally lobbying administration officials after he left the
White House.
If ASHINGTON — Attorney General Edwin Meese's choice to
become the No. 2 official in the Justice Department is under fire for
his membership in an all-male athletic club and an all-white country
club
P.4N.431.4 CITY — Archbishop Marcos McGrath calls off his attempt to mediate between Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega and the opposition. which wants Noriega to first agree to leave. There is also a
split in the main opposition coalition
JEKUS.4LEM — An autopsy of an Israeli girl killed in a clash with
Palestinians shows she was struck both by a bullet and a large object,
casting doubts on initial army reports she was stoned to death by
Arabs The possibility is raised the girl was inadvertently shot by a
Jewish settler
NICOSIA. Cyprus — Airport workers in northeast Iran refuel a
Kuwaiti jetliner and its Arab hijackers rthey will take off with
about 50 hostages held for three days if eleventh-hour international
mediation efforts fail.
PORT SMITH, Ark. — The acquittal of 13 white supremacists on
sedition charges means "religious freedom is still alive in this country," says one of the defendants in the seven-week trial.
SANTA BARB.ARA, (alit — White House chief of staff Howard
Baker says President Reagan and his wife Nancy made sure "all of
the i's were dotted and the t's were crossed" before leasing a *2.5
million Los Angeles home purchased by friends.
LOS .4NGELES — Police patrolling gang-infested neighborhoods
awash in drugs. bullets and blood are preparing to saturate the
streets of the nation's second-largest city in a declared war on
WASHINGTON

violence
HOUSTON —

In the end, the four-year corporate war that forced oil
giant Texaco into bankruptcy and the largest civil award in U.S.
history came down to a silent. 10-minute electronic payment of $3
billion to Pennzoil.
LO.VOON — As if Britain's yuppies didn't hav4,enough to worry
about in the fallout from the stock market crash.. they're now faced
with anarchists plotting a "National Anti-Yuppie Pay."

Groundbreaking ceremonies were held this morning for the University Square Shopping Center to be located
on 12th Street next to Loretta Jobs Realty. Fictured above are, from left: John Williams, Willie Wilson, Pam
Slia • Joe Gupton, George Weaks, Donna Herndon, Phil Sparks, Harold Doran, Sid Jobs, Gene Berrill, Loretta
Jobs, president of the University Square Corporation; Joe Dick. Jesse Rose, secretary of University Square,
Inc.; David Cathey.(Wthey Contractors; Wanda Brown, Brenda Lawson, new tenants; and Gene Straw. Construction, due to be completed this summmer, will include two 5,000 square foot wings with four stores in each
wing.
Matt phelm by Seca WIlses
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CINCINNATI (AP) — Government environmental agencies are
trying to learn as much as they
can from January's oil spill in the
Ohio River to improve efficiency
in responding to similar emergencies, an official said.
About 1 million gallons of fuel oil
from a collapsed Ashland Oil Co.
tank near Pittsburgh on Jan. 2
spilled into the Monongahela
River, which flows into the Ohio.
The Ohio River serves as a
water resource for industry as
well as a major drinking water
source.
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"Something like this can certainly happen again. Logic tells
you that," Alan Vicory, executive
director of the Ohio River Valley
Water Sanitation Commission,
said Thursday. —That's why we're
moving as aggressively as we
can
Fish samples taken from the
Ohio are being examined in
laboratories to determine whether
oil from the spill still taints the
fish. Results should be available in
a few weeks, Vicory said
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has two task forces

examining the effectiveness of the
combined state-federal emergency response to the oil spill, and
Vicory's commission also is
assessing it. The commission, a
public panel composed of
representatives from eight Ohio
Valley states and the U.S. EPA,
also is serving as a coordinator of
activities resulting from that spill.
The commission has urged that
regulators establish minimum
federal standards for inspection of
tanks which hold chemicals in
river basins. Such inspections are
handled in some areas by local

fire departments, but commission
officials say a uniform inspection
standard is needed.
The January oil spill was one of
the nation's worst spills in an inland waterway. The response
agencies had to improvise some
techniques to deal with it, Vicory
said.
His commission, which
monitors and reports on Ohio
River water quality, normally
uses a chemical heat-analysis
tecjinique called gas
t'd on page?)

Criticism of Chandler continues to grow;
calls for his resignation increasing, too
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events
thousands of firms

(Coned

Agencies evaluating recent Ohio River spill

Corporate sponsorship of events
Fees paid by companies
to sponsor an event

CHICAGO (AP) — Raw or
undercooked eggs — even from
perfect and sanitized shells — may
be spreading the salmonella
bacteria in the Northeast, says a
federal researcher who fears the
problem may be spreading.
Even sound Grade A eggs,
which are screened for defects and
cleansed outside with chemical
disinfectant, appear to be implicated in the sickening of hundreds of people in recent years,
the researcher said Thursday.
Previous egg -related
salmonella food poisoning has
been limited to eggs that were
cracked, dirty or in some other
way defective or mishandled, said
Dr. Michael E. St. Louis of the national Centers for Disease Control
in Atlanta.
St. Louis said in a telephone interview, though, that his findings
now implicate Grade A eggs — the
most widely sold egg in whole
shell form. He said, however, that
fully cooked eggs appear to pre-

VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) —
Pressure is growing for former
governor and baseball commissioner A.B. "Happy" Chandler to
resign from the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees because
of a racial epithet he used.
But Chandler said Thursday his
record on race issues is outstanding and he will weather the
storm.
A group of Lexington civic and
political leaders scheduled a news
conference for today to add their
voices to the chorus calling for
Chandler to resign.
Chandler, though, said it was a

"minor proposition" that paled in
comparison to his long dedication
to improving race relations.
"I don't reckon there's anybody
in this lifetime has made any
greater contribution to race relations and good feelings between
black and white people than your
humble servant, and I think the
record will show that," Chandler
said.
The remark was made on Tuesday when Chandler, 89, was attending an investments committee
meeting. The university decided
in 1985 to dispose of its investments in South Africa because

of its racial policies.
"You know Zimbabwe's all nigger now. There aren't any
whites," Chandler said.
Among the protests that
resulted from the remark was a
decision by the UK football team
to boycott spring drills on
Thursday.
"He doesn't realize that this is
the '80s. This is 1988 and we don't
like being called that anymore ... I
mean we never did like being called that. The term is not acceptable," said team spokesman
(Cont'd on pate 21

Dukakis, Jackson want unity; Gore has other plans

Forecast

Tonight: Clear and cool. Low
around 40. Light northeast
wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny and
warm. High 70 to 75. East wind
5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast

The extended forecast calls
for increasing cloudiness with a
chance of thundershowers late
Sunday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.2
358.4

NEW YORK (AP
-Democratic presidential frontrunners Michael Dukakis and
Jesse Jackson are preaching unity
In the volatile political atmosphere of the New York
primary campaign, but Sen.
Albert Gore Jr. says he will persist
in "drawing a contrast" viith his
opponents.
From ethnic neighborhoods to
special interest forums, the
Democratic contenders were campaigning for the 255-delegate prize
at stake in the April 19 primary.
A poll released today said
Dukakis was the choice of 47 percent of likely Democratic voters,
while 31 percent backed Jackson
Gore was the choice of 6 percent.
The Marist College Institute for
Public Opinion questioned 404
Democrats Tuesday and Wednesday for the survey which had a
margin of error of 6 percentage

points A similar survey conducted by the institute in midMarch had Dukakis the choice of
37 percent of Democrats and
Jackson the pick of 28 percent.
A fourth Democratic presidential candidate, Sen. Paul Simon of
Illinois, put his campaign in cold
storage on Thursday — and drew
sharp criticism from Jackson for
technically remaining in the race
to keep control of the block of 47
at-large delegates he will get as a
result of his Illinois primary
victory.
If Simon dropped out, those
delegates would go to Jackson,
who finished second in Illinois
"I would hope that in time Mr.
Simon ... now that he has made the
decision to leave the race will
leave so honorably, and hide
behind no technicalities to block
those as my delegates which in
fact belong to me," said Jackson

ilemocrittle
eonend.m
rampalrning

Dukakis

Vice President George Bush,
considered a sure bet for the
Republican presidential nomination even by his only remaining
rival, Pat Robertson, was heading
for Texas to wind up the fundraising phase of his campaign
Robertson, who has said he will
not campaign in New York, dropped his Secret Service protection
on Thursday but an aide said the
former television evangelist
would remain an active candidate
up to the GOP convention in New

Jackie*

I:ore

Orleans in August
The Democratic candidates
crossed paths often in New York,
appearing at forums sponsored by
the state party and The
Democracy Project, a liberaloriented group
They often found it difficult to
escape the shadows of Gov. Mario
Cuomo and New York City Mayor
Ed Koch
"Who 'cares what
Mario
(Cont'd on pare II)
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Wilkinson-signs bill-that prohibits child-from riding outside approved restraint seat

Sunday silhouette

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has signed a law that imposes a fine of $50
for a child to ride in a vehicle outside of an approved restraint seat.
Senate Bill 275. signed Tuesday,
waives the fine on a first offense if
violators can show they have ob:.*
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Fishing activity in Kentucky was generally light to moderate during the Easter weekend. according to reports
-S8193, relating to the Kencompiled by the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources from major impoundments across the state. Viith tucky Emergency Response
a water temperature of 58 degrees, conditions on Kentucky Lake were reported to be clear•to•murky and ris- Commission.
ing. Above, Sunday-morning fishermen near Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park in Gilbertsville are
-SB195, relating to consumer
silhouetted against the sparkle of the water.
purchase of recreational or retire'staff photo b) (irrg Tra•ts
ment property.
-SB197, relating to regulation
me to the woodshed" for the league professional baseball.
of
crediti„Detis.
remark during a conversation on
Rickey came to Versailles to
-SB20T,confirming executive
Thursday. Chandler said Wilkin- discuss the matter and Chandler
(Cont'd from page I)
reorganizatio
n of the Cabinet for
son
did
not ask him to resign, and said only he could approve of the
Dave Johnson, a defensive back
Human Resources.
instead,
"indicated
he
wouldn't
move,
even though all other club
from Louisville who will be a
-SB209. confirming executive
ask me to step down) under any owners were against it.
senior in the fall.
reorganization of the Tourism
circumstance
s."
"I said,'Someday they may ask
The team will resume practicWhen he was growing up in rural me why I didn't let this boy play Cabinet.
ing today, but will participate in
-SB210, confirming executive
Henderson County,"Chandler said and (if ) I say it's because he's
another rally calling for
reorganization of the State Fair
blacks
were
called
"niggers"
and black, that might not be a satisfacChandler's resignation. They also
Board.
"they didn't dislike it."
tory answer," Chandler said.
plan to wear black armbands until
-SB211, confirming executive
Chandler said he would not
Chandler also defended his reorganizatio
Chandler resigns.
n of the Bluegrass
agree that the remark was a record on race issues during his
Players said they may not parState
Skills
Corp.
"racial slur" and heatedly denied service as governor in the late
ticipate in the spring Blue-White
-SB213, confirming executive
being racist or sexist.
1950s.
game scheduled for April 16 unless
reorganization of the Cabinet for
"The record will show we inChandler said he now
Chandler is off the board.
Human Resources.
tegrated
in Kentucky and without
understands that blacks are ofCoach Jerry Claiborne said he
-SB215, confirming executive
very much trouble," Chandler
fended by the term.
sided with the players.
reorganization of the Transporta"I wish I hadn't said this thing," said.
"It was embarrassing to the
tion Cabinet.
Two black residents of Verschool and the only person who Chandler said "I didn't inten-SB216, confirming executive
knows what he 1Chandler meant tionally mean to be offensive to sailles stopped by the news con- reorganization of the Kentucky
ference to lend support to Employees
was Happy Chandler. He's the on- anybody."
Retirement System.
ly person who can answer that,"
A boyhood•friend of Chandler's Chandler.
-SB225, relating to probation
Jeff Brown, who works for the
agreed that the future governor
Claiborne said.
and discipline of state employees
General Assembly, said Chandler
held no ill will toward blacks.
Kennedy James, a black student
-SB236, relating to member"tie always was a fellow that was instrumental when Versailles ship on the Kentucky Turnpike
helping to organize today's march,
never had no prejudice about became the first city in the state to 4uthority.
said those marching will be asking
for Chandler's resignation. As him," said Simpson Brown, 86, a name a road in honor of slain civil
-SB237, changing the name of
long as he's here, there's a dark
black, who still lives in Henderson rights leader Martin Luther King the Commerce Cabinet to the
Jr
mark on the University of County.
Cabinet for Economic
"Happy has done great work for Development.
Kentucky."
Chandler used the opportunity of blacks,"
Brown said.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said a news conference at his Ver-SB240, relating to the relocaBrown and Brack Cushing
Chandler should apologize, but sailles home to recount what haption assistance program.
ducked questions on the matter pened when he was commissioner Berry, who used to work for
-S8242, relating to reimburseThursday: He said Chandler "is a of baseball in 1946 and Brooklyn Chandler, said their testimonials ment when public utilities are
grown man. He needs to make his Dodgers owner Branch Rickey were unsolicited.
moved.
"Don't downgrade this man,"
own decisions."
-SB244, to prohibit liquor
wanted to sign Jackie Robinson as Berry
said. "This man has helped license holders
Chandler said Wilkinson "took
the first black man to play major
from hiring people
convicted of crimes
-SB258, relating to liability of
reclamation bonds.
-SB264, confirming executive
reorganization of the Cabinet for
Human Resources.
-SB277, relating to screening of
recycling centers.
-SB288, relating to the issue of
who may give permission for a
minor to marry.

Chandler...
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-SB303, relating to eligibility
for assistance from the School
Facilities Construction
Commission.
-SB304, relating to the corporate license tax.
-SB305, relating to eligibility
requirements for Kentucky Housing Corp. loans.
-Senate Joint Resolution 44,
directing the Parks Department to
study whether to build a lodge and
er fac#fities at Fort
nesbp&fh State Park.
- nate Concurrent Resolution
53, establishing the Special Commission for the Study of the Consolidation of Counties.
-House Bill 25, to give police
powers to certain federal officers.
-HB351, to make it a felony to
sell controlled substances within
1,000 yards of a school.
-HB352. to make it a"felony to.
sell hashish or possess it with intent to sell.
-1-18353, which rake-, it a
felony to plant, cultivate --or
harvest five or more marijuana

V

Local Business for the Arts committee
seeking corporate sponsors for event
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Business
Committe for the Arts has announced that letters have been
posted for corporate sponsors to
the annual JPAC festival to be
held June 4-5 at Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora.
The largest contributors to date
are the Paducah Sun and WPSDTV with $500 donations. As corporate sponsors these groups have
asked to co-sponsor the MurrayCalloway County Business After
Hours with Kenlake State Park.

Spill...
((bard from page I)
chromatography to determine
what chemicals are in the Ohio's
water But that process is timeconsuming, and regulators needed
an on-the-spot method of tracking
the speed and length of the oil slick
as it floated downriver.
So engineers improvised and used fluorometers, devices that
measure the fluorescence of
materials in a water sample. The
method provided instant, analysis

4 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
1906 Coldwater Rd,

- HB874 , relating to
assessments on utilities by the
Public Service Commission.
House Concurrent Resolution 62,
which petitions the Supreme Court
to adopt certain rules of civil procedure, was allowed to become
law without Wilkinson's signature

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP - A and expansion of new business.
bill that would prohibit housing of Wilkinson had signed the bill into
mediumor maximum -security in- law six days earlier
The Commonwealth Venture
mates in a privately operated
Fund would cwitain money conprison was signed Into law
Wednesday by Gov Wallace tributed by c6rporations in exchange for various tax credits
Wilkinson.
Senate Bill 218 also would re- Twenty percent of the fund would
be earmarked for agriculturequire counties with private prisons
related businesses
to have full-time police departWilkinson scheduled similar
ments. It was sponsored by Sen.
Ed O'Daniel, D-Springfield, whose ceremonial signings today
His staff said the governor
district contains Kentucky's only
would be at the Montgomery
private prison - the minimum security Marion Adjustment County Industrial Park near
Mount Sterling to sign HB963 The
Center, operated by U S. Correcbill would expand the Kentucky
tions Corp. at St. Mary in Marion
Development Finance Authority,
County.
Other bills signed Wednesday a major bonding agency within the
Finance Cabinet.
were:
At Morehead's water treatment
-SB121, eliminating a requireplant. Wilkinson would sign
ment for county clerks to post the
HB217, creating the Water Innames of people using special
frastructure Authority to finance a
election ballots
wide range of public projects. The
-SB271, to authorize state-paid
bill's primary sponsor was Rep.
liability insurance for comWalter Blevins, D-Morehead.
monwealth's attorneys, county atAt the old airport in Pikeville,
torneys and their employees
Wilkinson would sign SB280,
-SB314. to limit liability of
creating the Kentucky Depressed
credit-card co-signors
Counties Economic Development
-Senate Concurrent Resolution
Authority.
68. appointing a special legislative
The bill was sponsored by Sen
subcommittee on state purchasing
Kelsey Friend, D-Pilteville for the
practices.
stated purpose of drawing inHouse Bill 833, which would redustry to counties with chronically
quire candidates to file for office
high unemployment.
120 days before the primary elecThe authority would issue bonds
tion instead of 90 days in advance,
to finance the acquisition of
was allowed to become law
manufacturing facilities that
without Wilkinson's signature
would be leased to approved ComAlso Wednesday, Wilkinson
panies. Lease payments by ',the
went to Louisville for a
company and a special tax on their
ceremonial signing of HB19, which
created a state venture-capital employees would be used to retire
the bonds
fund to encourage development

Country Ham Breakfast
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-HB551,4.elating to regulation
of the insurance industry.
-HB552, relating to regulation
of the insurance industry.
• -H13644, relating to community
action agencies.
-HB650, relating to the division
of property.
-1B766. to prohibit the abandonment of refrigerators with lids
still attached.

Bill restricting private
prisons signed by governor

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 'TM NOON

Only

plants.
-HB360, to provide for the
suspension of an operator's license
for five to 15 years in the event of a
vehicular homicide.
-HB403, to restrict liability for
damages from the criminal use of
a firearm unless involved in the
crime.

759-1864

The Business After Hours, by invitation only to regional
businesses and exhibitors, will be
held during the evening of Friday.
June 3, at the Kenlake Tennis
Center
JPAC Chairman Dr Betty Hinton said she is extremely pleased
with contributions that are coming
in and that business contributions
are being take from $10 and up
For more information. Hinton
says businesses in the area are
urged to telephone the chamber of
commerce at 753-5171.
capability tnat could be used on a
river barge to track the oil spill.
Vicory said
"And it worked very well But
no one had ever had any experience with it," he said. "In
fact, the first fluorometer we used,
we literally took it out of the basement of the U.S. EPA Region III
building in Pittsburgh and blew,
the dust off it."
Vicory was interviewed at an
EPA water research laboratory,
where he spoke to a University of
Cincinnati graduate environmental study class on the river spill.
Ashland Oil has told government officials it will pay damage
claims that can be verified as attributed to the company's oil spill
A spokesman at company headquarters in Ashland, Ky., declined
Thursday to comment on the
number of claims Ashland Oil has
received or the total amount
claimed to date.
Represented on the Ohio River
Valley Water Sanitation Commission are the U.S. EPA and the Ohio
Valley states of Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania. Virginia and West
Virginia.
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PERSPECTIVE
My New Kentucky Home
By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER D4 US
I started out with a positive attitude. At least I tried to. But when
my friends and business associates heard I was moving from New
Jersey to Murray, Kentucky, they started sending me sympathy
cards. Lots of grim black borders and soothing words about time
healing all wounds.
The topper was the Rand-McNally hubbub.
"The number one retirement community in the nation," a friend
shrieked with laughter. "Aren't you cashing in your chips a little
early?"
"I want to move to Kentucky," I tried to explain. But who can
give rational reasons for getting remarried at 41 and relocating to
a part of the country that I had never visited?
After a few house-hunting excursions, I returned the The Garden
State armed with descriptions of lovely lakes, a relaxed pace, the
friendliness of the people.
"You'll miss New York," a friend warned. "And what about the
ocean."
I guess I will miss New York. At least the concept of New York.
Lincoln Center, Broadway, SoHo, Greenwich Village are among
my favorite places — in theory at least. But I certainly will not
pine for the grimy menace of city subways, the world-class
rudeness of cab drivers, or restaurant bills that would cause a
sheik to shudder.
The ocean? Well, it is wonderful. In February, that is. When
there are not millions of people thronging-the beaches, and
thousands of cars overheating as they line up to cross the bridge into Bay Head. I won't even mention the garbage barges, or the
famous Red Tide that deterred swimmers most of last summer.
Such facts did not dissuade my Kentucky-trashers. Instead of a
bridal shower, I was feted at a kind of pre-nuptial wake. Friends
paid their last respects, offering gifts that might ease the transition
— a video of Woody Allen's "Manhattan," wine lists from my
favorite restaurants, a set of flatware stolen from The Harvard
Club.
But now that I have lived in Murray, Kentucky for a couple of
weeks. I am still waiting to be ambushed by grief, or at least
tweaked with a twinge of nostalgia. So far — nothing. Except an
occasional craving for plump, New Jersey tomato. And it's too early for that anyway.
So far, I like it here, in spite of the bleak forecasts from my
friends. I was in Piggly Wiggly the other day, and the boy who bagged my groceries offered to tote them to my car. "What'll it cost?"
I snarled, my metrdpolitan misanthropy prevailing.
"Nothing, ma'am," he replied with an,earnest grin. "We just
want yall to come back."
I couldn't believe it. In New Jersey, there is no such thing as
merchants deliberately providing service with a smile. The closest
I ever came was in Pathmark. in South Plainfield, New Jersey. I
complained when the cashier dropped a twenty pound turkey on top
of a dozen eggs I think it was a grin on her face when she snapped,
"Look, lady, next time you'll be lucky if you get outta here without
a few bruises yourself."
What a contrast to Murray. Its citizens are blissfully cheerful.
They are polite. Even friendly. They greet strangers on the street,
wave good morning from their cars. In my home state there are
several hand.gestures that are common to drivers. As far as I
know, none of them translate to, "Have a nice day," or. "Your
mother is most likely a pleasant woman."
Driving is another treat. Horns don't blare the instant a traffic
light turns amber Meter maids don't hum the theme from "Jaws"
as they wait for the dial to click to Overtime. And gridlock is as
scarce in Calloway County as a legal ounce of bourbon.
Speaking of legal issues. I have seen nothing in the papers about
fundraising for bullet-proof vests for Murray's finest There are no
"Crime Watch" stickers plastered on telephone poles. I am even
getting used to being without a burglar alarm.
I could go on for hours. Property taxes do not rival the national
debt Car insurance does not equal the cost of a ten-day cruise. And
house closings don't require a fleet of Philadelphia lawyers. .
Murray, Kentucky A nice town. A good place to live. But I won't
tell my friends. Then they might visit. How can I ever get away
from it all if they decide to move here too'
Route 7 — Box 138
Johnny Robertson Road
Murray, KY 42071 ,
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Bowled over by family fun
A few of us go bowling about
once or twice a year. It's a good
excuse to spend a cold Saturday
afternoon drinking beer, betting
and pretending to get exercise.
As a former pinboy I've always
liked the atmosphere of bowling
alleys. There's something oldfashioned about them. All those
pot-gutted sportsmen slinging
balls the way their grandfathers
did. The handy beer holders. And
the guy behind the counter doesn't
ask if you prefer smoking or nonsmoking lanes.
At least I liked them until a recent Saturday. But now it's over. I
may have thrown my last ball.
There we were, having a fine
time, about to bowl the allimportant beer frame. Harry
hefted his ball, stepped forward,
took one step, and stopped so
abruptly he almost fell over.
Suddenly, we were hip deep in
little monsters.
Now, in the eyes of their mommies and daddies, I'm sure they
were sweet, lovable little children,
rather than monsters.
But whatever you want to call
them, they were tiny creatures,
their ages ranging from about 5 to
12. There had to be about 25 of
them.
And they had suddenly come
pouring into the lane next to ours,
screaming, pushing, jumping,
waving their arms, falling down,
and spilling over into our lane.
"My God," Joe said, almost
swallowing his cigar. "what the

heck is this?"
I grabbed one of the little
beasties by an arm and said:
"Who are you, kid, and what are
you doing crawling all over our
space?"
"Birthday party, birthday party ," he shrieked, "We're
bowling."
We looked around, They were
everywhere, and behind us,
somebody had set up a table and
loaded it with soda, cake and
"pizza.
And all these tiny people were
dragging balls and shoving them
onto the return rack they were to
share with us.
Once again, Harry stepped up to
take his turn. Just as he was set to
roll, a little boy came strolling in
front of him.
"Kid," Harry yelled, "get out of
my way."
"I'm gonna bathroom," the kid
said.
I looked at the ball return rack.
One little runny-nose was struggling to pick up my ball.
Although I don't bowl often, I
have my own ball. It has my name

U.S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
TOBACCO PRICE SUPPORT INCREASE
IS GOOD NEWS FOR GROWERS
Last week, I announced that the U.S. Department of Agriculture(USDA)increased this year's burley price supports from 1.488
to 1.50 cents a pound. This increase represents the first time in six
years tobacco growers' price supports have been raised.
The new price supports, coupled with an increase in marketing
quotas, will put more money in growers' pockets from tobacco sales.
The USDA's decision to raise the supports is a step in the right direction and, hopefully, an indication of good things ahead for Kentucky's tobacco industry.
Support prices for burley tobacco are set by a formula established in the 1986 Tobacco Improvements Act. The formula has two
components: Two-thirds weight is given to a five-year average of
prices, excluding the high and low years. One-third weight is given
to an index of cost production adjusted for changes in yield. In addition, the USDA has the authority to limit the decreases or increases
of support prices to 65% of the formula calculation. Although the
Kentucky congressional delegation worked hard to get burley growers the full increase, the Secretary of Agriculture decided to slightly
limit the new support price to a 1 cent increase.

on it and it is drilled to my came down, the other balls hit it.
specifications. I keep it nicely
"Look," Big John said, amazepolished.
ment in his voice. "I've never seen
I said: "Put that back, kid, it's anything like that."
my ball."
He was referring to the fact that
"Okay," he said, and dropped it the other two balls had hit the
on the floor. I picked it up and felt rack, rebounded, and were now
something sticky. It was pizza rolling back up the alley.
cheese. His grubby little hands
Suddenly Harry let out a shout of
had smeared my ball with pizza
pain and grabbed his foot. One of
I dug a towel out of my bag to the kids had dropped a ball on his
clean the ball. When I went back to foot. I told him to check his shoe
sit down in the scorer's seat, it was for pizza sauce.
too late. Another little monster
was sitting there. About 10 more
Several of the other kids were
were jammed in next to him, pin- playing around at the return rack.
ching and pulling hair. Another
-They can Tget their fingers
dozen were all standing next to the crushed," Big John said.
"Ssstilihbh," I said, "let it be a
rack, screaming at each other
over who would throw next.
surprise."
We finally gave it up, changed
"Get out of my seat, kid," I said.
He stared at me. So I crossed shoes, and packed it in. It is impossible to concentrate on picking
my eyes and growled in his face.
He burst into tears and jumped up a 10-pin spare when, out of the
up and ran back to the pizza table corner of your eye, you see a ball
and began talking to one of two rolling north on a southbound lane
adult women who were sitting or a kid sliding in the gutter.
And this is what is happening to
there, looks of motherly pride on
their faces. One gave him a pat on bowling alleys, which used to have
the head, which I would have been the same wholesome environment
glad to do with my 16-pound as pool halls and taverns. They
have become family recreational
Brunswick.
centers, with all the terrors that
Meanwhile, the rest of them phrase contains.
were still loudly arguing over who
would throw first. Finally, one kid
As we left, Harry pleasantly
grabbed a ball and, using two asked one of the women: "How's
hands, slung' it down the alley. It the pizza?"
wasn't a third of the way to the
"Very good," she said.
pins when another kid tossed his.
"Sausage and cheese?" he said.
And that one was barely on its way
"And mushroom," she said.
when a third ball followed it.
"You ought to try the one that
That meant that when the rack has The Pill topping."
Despite the boost in support prices, there is still much to be done
on the part of legislators and agriculture officials for tobacco growers. One of my highest priorities has been to work on the elimination of trade barriers between countries to expand markets for
Kentucky's tobacco products. The future of American burley lies
overseas where, in most countries, smoking is on the increase. Tobacco farmers with access to those markets can count on higher quotas
and tobacco prices to fill this demand. Nowhere has this strategy
been more successful than in Japan.
The Japanese government, responding to American demands
for the elimination of restrictive trade barriers against U.S. tobacco
products, has opened their tobacco markets to our exports. The
result: Over the past two years the U.S. share of the Japanese tobacco
market has jumped from 107o to over 10070 and is still rising. Between
1986 and '87, Japan's imports of U.S. leaf tobacco rose 29.707o
and cigarette sales increased a whopping 217%.
Japan has generated over $388 million in new tobacco sales for
the United States.
Other countries hold great promise for American tobacco exports. I recently met with the South Korean ambassador to voice
my displeasure at their slow movement in opening their markets to
U.S. cigarettes. On a more positive note, Egypt and Turkey look
very promising for increased tobacco sales.
The past six years have been difficult for Kentucky tobacco
growers. However, I am very optimistic that the tobacco price support increase coupled with aggressive overseas sales of American
tobacco will combine to stabilize the tobacco industry. This stability will lead to greater profits and long-term growth for tobacco
growers.

Letters To The Editor

Looking Back
Teo J.ears ago
Both the golden anniversary
class of 1928 and the silver anniversary class of 1953 at Murray
State University will be honored at
a luncheon at Alumni events on
April 29
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and MM. Larry Jones, April 1.
Twenty years ago
Elected as officers of Hazel
Woman's Club were Mrs. J.W.
Jones, Mrs Hughes Bennett, Mrs.
Charles Knott, Mrs. Gerald Ray,
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore and Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson
Thirty years ago
L.D. Miller, executive secretary
of Murray Chamber of Commerce, attended a meeting of Kentucky Chamber of Commerce in
Louisville
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Roark, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Elwin Williams and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Charles Dale
Kemp.
Forty years ago
John Morris Houston, 27, was
killed instantly by a falling tree
yesterday about 3.30 p.m. on a
farm near Trenton.
Dewey Ragsdale, Calloway
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County Circuit Court Clerk, said
seven new and 11 continued common law cases, 34 new and 29 continued equity. cases will be on
docket for April term of Circuit
Court with Judge Ira D. Smith
presiding
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Faculty Senate at WKU endorses Alexander's stand
Letter to the Editor:
Some significant steps seem to
have been taken to erase the dirty
word that has been flying about
Western's campus since March 15.
The dirty word is censorship, and
the erasure steps are being made
by such fair and accurate reporting as can be seen in the local
Daily News. People who wait to
make up their minds until they are
sure they know what they are talking about are surely relieved to
hear both President Kern Alexander and the College Heights
Herald adviser saying the same
thing: both express confidence in
the sub-committee of the ad hoc
publications committee and its
ability to recommend policies and
procedures that will violate no
one's rights and be acceptable to
all concerned.
These steps should come as a
great relief on a campus where
there are enough problems (for
example, state funding) without
distortions and unmerited media
attacks. Notice the word
unmerited: justifiable attack§ for
real transgressions are always appropriate. Questions, as faculty
regent Dr. Eugene Evans has

pointed out, may be embarrassing, but it is more embarrassing
not to have questions when there is
cause. In this case, no one who has
read the report of the ad hoc
publications committee, or the
memos from Dr. Kern Alexander,
or heard his presentations at
special sessions of the Faculty
Senate and the Board of Regents
(i.e., read and heard with objective eyes and ears) can claim that
the charge of censorship has any
basis in fact. Certainly, none of the
Board members did. Dr Alexander has the full support of the
Board, which includes a
publisher ,journalist and elected
representatives from the faculty
and the students.
Whether the student newspaper
organized a vendetta against the
president as many believe) and
whether or not its staff circulated
unfounded rumors to the media in
general, every reader of the College Heights Herald has noticed
the extreme negativism directed
aginst President Alexander and
all his projects — a negativism
that suggests to some that student
editors may be far more controlled than they are willing or able to

MSU program a success
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, and all the
other people who helped make the
Adults Belong in College
Workshop such a success. We give
a special thanks to you for all your
help in publicizing our workshop.
We are pleased to announce that
many adults in this region took advantage of the opportunity to come
to the Murray State University
campus for an evening of information and assistance

recognize.
Dr. Alexander has not proposed
adding a faculty presence where
no faculty presence existed. He
proposes codifying and defining
policies and establishing a budget.
A campus newspaper helps shape
and define opinion for the entire
university community. This
responsibility must be treated
with utmost seriousness. One
would think this seriousness of
purpose would prevail even in student newspapers that use no state
funds or facilities. Dr. Alexander
has agreed that adviser may be a
more appropriate term than
editor; nevertheless, it is not the
title itself that is crucial. The
definition of the role is crucial. At
present, no clear-cut definition for

this role or others exists.
The recently presented Faculty
Senate resolution states that student publications should be under
no editorial constraints except the
"constraints of responsible journalism." We endorse that stand.
Fred Murphy
Faculty Senate Chair
Cherry Hall 206
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(502) 745-5725
Marry Ellen Miller
Former Faculty Regent
Thomas P. Coohill
Former Faculty Senate Chair
Joan Krenzin
Former Faculty Senate Chair
William G. Buckman
Former Faculty Regent

Local lodge hosting breakfast
Dear Editor,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons is getting ready
for another of those famous
country ham breakfasts.li will be
Saturday, April 9, from 6 to 10 a.ni.
at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
As has been the practice for
several years. we are asking a
donation of $3 per person and you
eat all you want. We have some of
the best ham, eggs and sausage
cookers around. there's always
coffee, pop or milk to drink.
We invite all who come to enjoy
a good meal. We will escort those
who wish to on a tour of our
facilities.

Educational opportunities are
not limited to the traditional 18 to
22-year-old student. Adult students
(sometimes called not-traditional
students) comprise 20 percent of
the undergraduate student body at
Murray State University.
I'd like to offer our free services
to anyone who is 25 years or older
The Masonic fraternity has long
and who would like to begin or been talked of as that secret
return to college. The Center for organization promoting a secret
Continuing Education 1762-2159) Is religion Nothing could be further
here to help.
from the truth.
Sincerely,
Our building carries the
Billie Burton
emblems of Masonary drawing
Coordinator of Addlt Outreach attention to our place of meeting.

•

Our members wear rings, belt
buckles, etc., bearing the square
and compass.
Masonary is not a religious
fraternity as no religion is taught
or discussed in lodge.
We are a group of individuals of
various religious beliefs joined
together in a bond of friendship
dedicated to the brotherhood of
man under the fatherhood of the
One God. A stated belief in the One
God and the immortality of the
soul is demanded of each applicant for membership.
We do not solicit members.
Each must seek membership by
asking any Master Mason. One
definition of free Masonary is a
system of morals applicable to life
— veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols.
As we prepare for the 150th birthday of our lodge, we ask you to
celebrate with us.
Sincerely,
Roy Harmon,
Past Master
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ejo Burkeen, editor

Coming events listed
Friday, April 8

McKendree
is finalist
for pageant

Tanya Jo McKendree
Tanya Jo McKendree,five-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
H. McKendree of Dexter, has been
accepted as a state finalist in the
Miss Kentucky American
Princess Pageant to be held June
18 and 19 at Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Lexington.,
The pageant is open to girls-between the ages of 4 and 7. Emphasis is placed on the importance
of mental alertness, self confidence and performance on stage.
The event seeks to recognize the
accomplishments of each contestant who enters and to help her see
goals for the future.
The winner will receive a cash
award, trophy, crown, banner,
flowers and will represent her
state for the year of her reigp.
She will be crowned Miss Kentucky American Princess and
return to the 1989 pageant to crown
her successor. She also will be invited as a special guest at all Miss
American Coed, Pre-Teen and
Princess functions.
Awards are given in several
areas of competition including
talent, photogenic, personality
and hostess.
Sponsors for McKendree include
Allison Photography, Harold.
Virginia and Dana Gish, Murray
Chrysler-Dodge, and Storey's
Food Giant, all of Murray;
Beagle's Tire Store, Parkway
Chrysler Inc., and Johnjy P. Gipson's Body Shop, all of Benton;
Mel's Hair Shoppe, Brewers;
Gladys Clark, Almo.
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Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Square and round,dancing
music by Sharecropper will be' America's Cover Miss and
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Cover Boy USA Pageant will be at
Roller Rink.
Holiday Inn, Murray.
————
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
————
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Events in Land Between the
————
Games will be played at 8 p.m. Lakes will include Forestry Outat Murray Moose Lodge. This _is _ door Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Visitor AOfor members only.
preciation Weekend with reduced
————
"Sp ring Fever'' will be camping rates; Arbor Day
presented by Murray State Celebration; Eastern Wild Turkey
University Dance Theatre at 8 field Trip at 4:30 a.m., Grand
p.m. in Johnson Theatre, Fine Opening from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Controversial Coyote at 9:30 a.m.
Arts Center. MSU.
————
and Morel Mushroom Hunt at 1:30
A juried selection of best works p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
produced by students during
Moonshine of LBL from 10 a.m. to
1987-88 academic term at Murray 4 p.m. at Empire Farm; Iron InState University will be on display
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
today through May 8 in Clara M. Muzzleloading Rifle Match at 1:30
Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts p.m. and Evening at The
Center, MSU. Opening reception Homeplace-1850 at 7 p.m. at
will be at 8 p.m. Admission is free. Homeplace-1850.
————
————
Friday Night Social will be at
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
Murray Country Club.
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
———
Auditorium, Murray State University. A reception will follow. For
Saturday, April 9
Country ham breakfast will be information call 762-6951.
————
served from 6 to 10 a.m. by MurGraphic design by BS candidate
ray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons at lodge hall, Col- Kern Cochrell will be on display
today through April 20 in Curris
dwater Road.
Center Gallery, Murray State
————
Calloway County High School University. Admission is free.
————
Choirs will have a car wash from 9
Main Street Youth Center at 205
a.m. to 4 p.m. at McDonald's with
North Fourth St. will be open from
proceeds to go toward
1 p.m. to 12 midnight. For inforWilliamsburg trip.
mation call 753-TEEN.
————
————
"Familiar Faces" exhibit by
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
Joy Thomas, artist, will be on
display today through April 30 at of the Daughters of American
Revolution will meet at 2 p.m. at
C,alloway Public Library. Reception will be from 2 to 5 p.m. today. home of Mrs. Price Doyle.
Members note change in place and
————
Beta Alpha Psi, accounting
time as announced Thursday.
fraternity at Murray State Univer————
sity, will have a car wash starting
"Spring Fever" will be
at 8 a.m. at Hardee's.
presented at 8 p.m. in Robert E.
————
Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Kirksey Ball Club Sign-Ups will
Center, Murray State University
be from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon at ball
————
field, located behind Kirksey
Sunday, April 10
United Methodist Church.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 pin, at American Legion
Second day of flea market by
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Paducah Life Member Club of
Streets. For information eoll
Telephone Pioneers of America
759-.4059, 762-3399 or 753-7'74.
will be from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
————
Ninth and Washington Streets.
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. CU/A
Paducah.
at Hazel will have its annual lap
sionary Day program at 2:30 p.m.
————
Four Rivers' Music Friends will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of
DAILY SPRING BREAK . Calloway Public Library. For in(BARGAIN MATINEES) • formation call 753-6979.
————
Sot., Apr. 9 thru Sun.. Apr. 17 •
Events in Land Between the
S
Lakes will include Forestry Out•
MICHAEL KEATON
. door Enrichment Series at Energy
. Lake Campground; Visitor ApIS
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" Leeper-Wilson wedding planned
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
C.ar•sie Leeper of Paducah and
Mike Wilson of Titusville, Fla.,
have been announced.
Miss Leeper is the daughter of
Lt. Col. and Mrs. David Leeper of
Fort Polk, La..
Mr. Wilson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Derrel Wilson of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Leeper of Paducah and of Mr. and
J.W. _Williams tg_ 14pin_
Grove.
She is a 1982 graduate of Lone
Oak High School, Paducati, and
will graduate in May from Murray
State University.
Mr. Wilson is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson of
Puryear, Mr. and Mrs. O.E.
Greenfield of Murray, and of the
late Mrs. Trolya Marine
Greenfield.
He is a 1982 graduate of Henry
County High School and a 1987
graduate of Murray State
University.
Mr. Wilson is employed as a
senior industrial hygiene engineer
by NASA at Kennedy space
Center, Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The wedding will take place on
Sunday, May 15, at 2 p.m. at Salem
Baptist Church, Lynn Grove.

Cassie Leeper and
Mike Wilson to marry

New babies and dismissals listed
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Wednesday. April 6.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kathie Pierce, 1625
Catalina Dr., Murray; Mrs. Rhonda Rogers and baby boy, 509 Vine
Murray,
Mrs. Nelda Garland, Rt. 3, Box
77, Dover, Tenn., Cletus Blanton,
208 North Cherry St., Murray,
Kevin Warren, 100 Williams St.
Murray; J.T. Phillips, Rt. 2,
Covey Dr., Murray; Mrs. Maude
Wrather, 706 Poplar St., Murray:
Mrs. Isel Wilson, 512 Whitnell
Ave., Murray; Ralph Winkel, Rt.
1, Box 17, Hardin; Mrs_ Connie
Adams, HC Box 4, New Concord.
Six riwborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
April 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admiasions
Chalepah baby boy, parents,
Tammie and Alonzo, Rt 1. Box
174G, Gilbertsville,
Turley baby girl, parents. Belinda and Charles, Rt. 8, Box 400,
Murray,
Darnell baby boy, parents,
Peggy and Terry, 313 West
Seventh St.. Benton;
Boyd baby girl, parents. Connie
and Curtis, 1009 Weda Circle.
Mayfield;
Schreiner baby boy, parents,
Christie and David, Rt. AS, Box
529-1, Mayfield;
Redden baby girl, parents,
Melia and Billy. 504 South Ninth
St , Murray.
Dismissals
Alvin Choate, F-9 Coach
Estates. Murray; Mrs Lisa (b

•
ment, Rt. 5, Box 151, Paris. Tenn ,
Wilson Gantt, Rt. 2, Box 35, Murray ; Mrs. Pam Gilbert, Rt 1.
Sedalia; Mrs Deliana Gouin and
baby girl, Rt. 5. Box 845, Murray.
Mark Hardison, Rt. 6. Mayfield,
Mrs Fannie Mohler, Rt 1, Box

189, Almo, Mrs Cynthia Presson
and baby girl. Rt. 1, Box 230,
Camden. Tenn.:
Mrs Shirley Raspberry. Rt 2.
Hazel; Earl Redmon, Kt 2, Hazel.
Collie Stubblefield, Rt 2. Hazel

ATTEND CONVENTION — Students from Jane Marie's Dance Studio
of Murray recently attended the Dance Olympus Comention in St.
Louis, Mo. Classes were offered in tap by Sam Morello of Boston, Mass.,
jazz by Leanne Sparacino and Charles Kelley of New York rity , and
ballet by Karen Travis of Dallas, Texas. The students were accom
pealed by their instructor, Jane Marie Chapman and husband, Al Chap
man. Students in top photo are, from left, Molly Melson, Laura Boaz,
April McKee!, Kimberly Lough, Celena Cooper and Stephanie Hill. In
bottom photo are Charles Kelley, jazz instructor, with, in back. Laura
Boaz, Stephanie Hill, April McKeel. front, Molly Nielson, Kimberly
tough and Celena Cooper.
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Saturday, April 9
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
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Check Out Our Special Tonight!
Call 753-6656
Coming Mond4y Night...

•COUPON

EXOTIC PIZZA BUFFET!

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

$3.59

This Week Featuring WHOLE GRAIN YUPPIE PIZZA
Also featuring:

Hawaiian-Style Pizza
MEXICAN pizza
Dessert Pizza
5-CHEESE pizza
Chicago-Style Pizza

Served From 5-8:30 p.m.

this Area's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 Large 16" PIZZAS
2 Toppings '''cice:).7,binvntrt'r
2(1) Liter Pepsi
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Sunday, April 10
predation Weekend with reduced
camping rates; Grand Opening
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Visit
with an Eagle at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
---International buffet will begin at
1 p.m. in Curris Center ballroom,
Murray State University. This is
by advanced tickets only. For
reservations call 762-3089.
---Lisa Belongia will present a
Junior cello recital at 2 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
---MAn 5ar,i1pril11
Purchase Kria Cultural Arts
Day for Homemakers will be at
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church, Murray. This is open to
the public.
- -- Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
---Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will not meet
tonight but will meet April 25.
- - -Board of Church Women United
will meet at 10 a.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
- - -Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m at home of Mrs.
Walter Baker.
- -- Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at 7 p.m. with Anna Bell
Russell.
---Mattie Bell Hays Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at church
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p m in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County-Hospital.
--- Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Lakeland Wesley Village. Ben•
ton, from 9 to 11 a.m.
- -- -

Monday, April 11
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.

Monday,April 11
Board 'of Need Line will not
meet today.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.

ART CONTEST WINNERS - Local students from area high schools received awards from art contests of
Murray Woman's Club and Hazel Woman's Club. Pictured above are the Murray High winners at the Murray
Woman's Club contest. They are, from left: Ashley Thurman, Paul Cagle, Chad Gibson, Jason Sammons,
Lance Balmer and Brian Carroll. This contest was coordinated by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray club. Pictured below are the Calloway County High winners of the Hazel Woman's Club contest. They are,
from left, front row, Andy Peiper, Ashley Pointer, Kim Bonds, Jason Spiceland, back row, Travis Torsak,
Greg Milton, Jessica Myrand and Kathy Musser. Jami Drenis, Tammy Bowden and Larry McKenzie were not
available for the picture. Musser's artwork will be sent to the state competition later this year.
ATTEND MEETING - On a trip to meetings of Apostolic Coalition in
Washington, D.C., the Rev. and Mrs. James H. Cain of Murray and son,
Terry, of Washington. visited with First District Congressman Carroll
Hubbard in his office. In 1985 Terry Can served a three weeks'summer
Internship program in Congressman Hubbard's office.

DANVILLE, Ill. (AP) - ACtor
Gene Hackman, actor-dancer
Donald O'Connor, comedians Dick
and Jerry Van Dyke, and pianist
Bobby Short are returning to their
hometown to help raise money for
a theater-renovation project.
The May 23 benefit, fetching
$1,000 apiece for tickets, will raise
money to help restore the abandoned Fischer Theater, where
some of the stars began their
careers, the sponsoring Vermilion
Heritage Foundation said
Wednesday
Hackman and Jerry Van Dyke

Need Line meeting changed
Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will not meet Monday,
April 11 A luncheon to honor the Need Line volunteers by the board is
planned for Tuesday. April 19, at 12 noon at Boston Tea Party, Holiday
Inn

DAR will meet at Doyle home
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday. April 9, at 2 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Price Doyle with Mrs. Virgil Grogan as cohostess. This will be the 40th
anniversary meeting of the local DAR chapter. Lt. Col. Jim Vaughn will
be the guest speaker All members are urged to attend and to note the
change of time and meeting place from that announced on Thursday.
Mrs Loal Cole is chapter regent

Four Rivers' group will meet
Four Rivers' Music Friends will meet Sunday. April 10, at 2 p.m. in
Amex of Calloway Public Library. All interested persons are invited to
attend. For information call 53-6979.

Grogan will speak at meeting
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 12, at 2 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Judy Grogan, R.N., will
discuss "Stress Reduction' This support group for cancer patients,
their families and friends is to provide information, support and
resource material. For information call Nancy Rose, R.N., or Gale B.
Cornelisn, L.W.W., at 753-5131.

i,..41(ent will speak at meeting
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 12, from 4:30 to
6 30p m in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An educationUl program on "Stress Reduction for the Alzheimer Patient/Victim
will be presented by Paulette Kent, M.S.N. For more information or,if
you would like to receive an Alzheimer's Disease Informational Packet,
contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., 753-5131, Ext 199.

Mr and Mrs. Elvin Lee Parrish of Murray are the parents of a son,
Justin Lee, weighing eight pounds eight ounces, measuring 204 inches,
born on Sunday. March 6, at 11:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Chester M. Garner, Mrs. Ruby K. Garner.
and Mr. and Mrs. Lubie E. Parrish, all of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mr and Mrs. Taz Youngblood, the late Trumab Anderson, the late
Rufus and Helen Garner, Mr. and Mrs. Max Parrish, Mrs. Nitaree McCallon and the late Hoyt McCallon, all of Murray.

were ushers at the downtown
theater and O'Connor made his
first public appearance there, carried onstage as a 6-month-old baby
during a performance by his
mother, said spokesman Alan
Thomann of the non-profit
foundation.
Long-term plans call for
transforming the ornate, century.
old theater into a regional center
for the performing arts, a project
expected to cost more than $3
million. So far, $100,000 has been
pledged.

Epi-Care Group plans meeting
Dr. Joe Mason and his wife, Sherry, will address Epi-Care at its
meeting on Tuesday, April 12, at 7 p.m,in Room 323 of Special Education
Building, Murray State University campus. The topic will be "Pharmacy and Dentistry and Their Relationships." Dr. Mason practices dentistry locally and Sherry Mason is a pharmacist at Wallis Drugs. EpiCare is a support group for epileptics and their families and friends.
This meeting is free and open to the public. For more information call
753-5575.

Hazel Club will meet Tuesday
Hazel Homemakers Cub will meet Tuesday, April 12, at 1:30 p.m. in
the home of Liz Herndon Members are asked to note the change in time
and place for the meeting this month.

Special benefit at Calloway
A Baseball Card Show and Swap for benefit of Calloway County Football Foundation, will be Saturday, May 7, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Calloway County Football Field House, 2108 College Farm Road. This
will include batting instructions and batting cage with 10 balls for 25
cents. Admission will be $1. For more information contact Coach Peter
O'Rourke or Coach Jack Haskins at 753-8141.

Lindsey serving in Germany
Army Pvt., Mark E. Lindsey, son of Larry D. and Joy D. Lindsey of Rt.
2, Mayfield, has arrived for duty with the 9th Engineer Battalion, West
Germany. Lindsey, a combat engineer, is a 1987 graduate of Graves
County High School.

EXHIBIT OPENS - "Familiar Faces" exhibit by Joy Thomas will
open with the artist's reception for the public from 2 to 5 p.m. on Saturday, April 9, at Calloway County Public Library. Thomas says "Art is
what I do for me...work is what I do for others." Working pastels or
watercolors, Thomas has combined her art with work by rendering the
likenesses of Jerry Jones, E.W. and Tara Dennison, Tom and Francie
l'anarsdale, the children of Dan and Mary Ann Anderson and Cathy
Elias with her daughter shown in the above picture with Thomas."I feel
there is a bit of artist in all of us. My portraits reflect the creativity of
my clients. I work closely with each subject combining their visions with
my own," Thomas said. The result is a fresh look in the traditional world
of portraiture, Gerry Reed, librarian, said. The exhibit will be at the
library through Saturday. April 30.

Church Women Board will meet
Board of Church Women United will meet Monday, April 11, at 10 a.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. Toni Jones, president, said plans for
May Fellowship Day will be completed. All board members are urged to
attend, Mrs. Jones said.

Sigmas change meeting date
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club has postponed its
meeting from Monday. April 11, to Monday, April 25, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. The program will be announced, according to Emily Gore,
vice chairman. Hostesses will be Kathey Hurt, Amy Fotsch, Francie
Vanarsdel, Eileen Fortner and Rosemary Graham

Energy-Saving 30" Electric
Economy Range

Joshua Chance Ferguson born
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Ferguson of Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., are the parents
of a son, Joshua Chance, weighing eight pounds one ounce, measuring
204 inches, born on Saturday. March 26, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have a daughter, Amanda Marie, 24. The mother is the
former Donna Coles. Grandparents are Mrs. Trudy Ferguson and the
late Carlos Ferguson, Rt. 2, Puryear, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coles, Rt.
2, Hazel. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Eva Craig and the late PArvin
Craig and Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Coles, and a great-great-grandmother
is Mrs. Retta Cooper, all of Rt. 2, Hazel.

'Color-matching metal
backguard
*Removable surface
elements and bowls
•Chromed self-lock
oven racks
•9 additional standard
features

$299 $499 $799
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee Mills of Southhaven, Miss., are the parents of
a daughter, Lauren Ashley, weighing nine pounds three ounces, measuring 214 inches, born on Wednesday, March 9, at a hospital at Memphis,
Tenn. The mother is the former Jennifer Darnell. The father t,is
employed at Dover Manufacturing Co., Southhaven Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mills of Southhaven and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Darnall
of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Steely of Murray and Mrs. Lois McAdams of Memphis
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Students help describe elemectar guidance program
Dr. Mary Valentine, guidance
counselor for the Murray Elementary School System, told parents
and teachers at the March PTO
meeting that the main emphasis of

the Murray E mentary guidance
program is for all students to be
involved in activities which foster
the development of skills designed
to help them be happy, healthy,

I.

A

Carrot Lane Christopher, Linda Skaggs and Ryan Pickens are shown
with Dr. Mary Valentine, guidance counselor for the Murray Elementary School System at the March PTO meeting. The students are holding
posters describing the role of the school guidance counselor.

productive individuals. Valentine
also stated that we now know the
habits, attitudes and thinking
skills which lead to success and
that an important part of the
counseling program is to see that
all children in the system have an
opportunity to develop these skills.
Students participated, in activities which increase their
awareness of sensitivity to others,
motivate them to do their best and
teach them the social skills
necessary to get along with others.
Valentine discussed the importance of teaching children types of
responsibility early in life, saying
that peer pressure and TV are influencing children at younger ages
than ever before. She said that
children need to be aware of these
influences and how they operate so
that they can make wise decisions.
Parents are encouraged to meet
and to discuss common concerns
and problems and to support the
school. Children who know common concerns and problems and
to support the school. Children
who know that their parents support the school value education
and respect the teachers.
Valentine state that we should
all be grateful for the free public
education system this county offers us.

"

Piano students, Whitney Coleman and Seth Grogan treated the class to a
musical selection by playing the chord organ. Several students with
musical talent and training are helping their friends to play the organ.
Playing the chord organs in the room is ta favorite rainy day activity .

A

#

Alf
Jean Orr, a violin student of Mrs.
Ottway, explained the parts of the
violin and played simple songs
from memory. Jean was also invited to play selections for the
other. sectiona_aL second -grade
classes.

Mr. Wilson's fourth-grade class at
North Elementary recently completed a unit on the Midwest and
its pioneers. As part of this unit,
the students had to design and
build their own cabins. Shown are
some of the cabins built by the
students.

The seventh and eighth grade choir of turras Middle, directed h tin0 Hodges, highlighted the recent
open
house program.

Murray Elementary students received a treat from Lucky Aiverson of
MSC. with a visit from a red-tailed hawk to complete their study on
nature and wildlife.

Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent for instruction for the Murray
City Schools, and Doris Cella, chairperson of the Murray board, led a
discussion titled "Increasing Community Involvement Through the Effective use of a Public Relations Program" at the recent KSBA
('onference.

Allison Pritchett. Murray Middle
School sixth grader. told class
members about her week at Space
Camp in Huntsville, Ala. She also
showed a video of her simulated
mission into space.
urray Middle School fifth grades presented patriotic songs under the leadership of Lanette Hunt during the
open house.

Michael 1,6%ett and Janie Martin
%ere featured on the trumpets
%hen the stage band entertained
at the recent open house at Slur
no Middle School.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School
District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the
staff of the Ledger and Times.
Please direct your questions and
comments about area public
schools to the Murray City Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County
Public Schools (753-2893).

THE BEST OF ALL WHIRLS.

Whirlpool Products

Every Jafon Portable Spa features beautiful redwood Cabinetry
with lock'and key access. Jason's unique removable side panels
allow further equipment accessibility plus the advantage of converting any portable into a permanently (drop-in) installed spa.
Jason Portables also feature double layers of insulation, including an extra generous layer of polyurethane foam on the spa
shell and styrofoam panels to better hold heat while keeping
equipment noise at whisper levels. Elegance on the outside, efficiency on the inside, and Jacuzzi family knowledge behind
every spa. The best of all whirls from Jason.

Eighth grader Michael Carpenter
presented two poems he had written in his English Class at the Murray Middle School open house.

-taron Whitaker. Murray Middle
School student council president.
welcomed parents and community
friends to the open house which
recognized Middle School Educa
tion

National Middle Level Education Week recognized
Murray Middle School recently
recognized National Middle Level
Education Week with an open
house for the parents and community. The program began with
a welcome by student council
president Aaron Whitaker and

John Nina. principal
The jazz band and ensemble
under the direction of Beth Stribling, middle school band director.
entertained, as did concert
violinist Scott Conklin, a seventh
grader. The Middle School

Watch
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THORNTON TII.E & MARBLE
OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
612 So. 9th St.

753.5719

Tim Scott read his "Like Father.
Like Son." Tim writes in his
English' class at Murray Middle
School using the process
approach.

Real Estate Listings
Provided Each Week By:
Century 21 Loretta JObs Realtors
MTG Real Estate

Bel-Air Center

Kopperud Realty
Roberts Realty,

CABLE
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Chorus. under the direction of Cindy Hodges. and a fifth-grade
music chorus also performed,
directed by Lanette Hunt, fifthgrade teacher.
Donna._Jigger, eighth-grade
science teacher, and the First
District's representative. to the
Kentucky Middle School Association, relkinded the audience of the
unique characteristics and needs
of the middle level student. The
association's role was explained,
and parents were invited to join
Guidance counselor Mary Jane
Littleton outlined her role at Murray Middle School and encouraged
parents to stay involved as they
and the school work together for
student progress.
Kaye Warner, eighth-grade
English teacher, brought the
parents and community up to date
on the writing project, "Writing
Across the Curriculum," which
has been implemented In the
system.
"The Quest Program," aimed at
improving student self concept,
was presented by,Pam Cartwright. Science teachers Pat
McMullin, Donna Keller and Cartwright have implemented "Quest,
Skills for Adolescents" this year in
grades six through eight.
Coach Rick Fisher explained the
athletic programs and stressed
their importance in the total
fitness of the student. He emphasized that academics come
first at Murray Middle.
Art, industrial arts and math
displays were set up in the
resource room.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sermons, music listed for Sunday
Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, April 10, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
The Rev. Randy Shelton will be
guest speaker at 9:30 a.m. service
at Bethel United Methodist Church
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church. Mrs.
Pat Greer will be in charge of the 6
p.n. service at Bethel. Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m. at
Bethel and at 10 a.m. at Brooks
Chapel.
————
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor,
will spak about "Lengthening and
Strengthening" with scripture
from Isaiah 54:1-2 at 11 a.m. service and have another message
from the book of Revelation,
chapter 7, at 6 p.m. service at
West Fork Baptist Church. Shirley
Nance will serve as deacon of the
week. Alvin Usrey will direct the
music with Janet Arnold and Mark
Winchester as accompanists.
Children's Choir will sing at 6 p.m.
service. Sunday School with
Stanley Anderson as director will
start at 10 a.m.
————
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "The Patron Saint of
Doubt"' with scripture from John
2G:19-31 at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Christian Church. Larrie
Clark will sing a solo, "Sweet Little Jesus Boy." Assisting will be
Faye Austin, Andy McKeel, Aaron
** Perkins, Sarah Van Meter.
Maurine Loftin, Jeannetta
Williams, 1)ean Caldwell, Howard
Titsworth, Judy Eldredge, Helen
Campbell, Ruth Daughaday,
Itaylene Gagel, Ann McKee!,
David Poynor and Bill Huggins.
Sunday School for all ages will be
at 9.30 a.m.
————
North Pleasant Greve
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. The Rev. James Garrett
will direct the song service with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School with Dayton
Lasater as director will be at 10
am
————
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m service and the Rev. C.C. Brasher,
retired evangelist, will speak at
6 30 p.m service at Hazel Baptist
Church Gene Orr Miller will
dirrct the music with Oneida
Mite as pianist A quartet will
sing "How Beautiful Heaven Must
Be" at morning service. Sunday
School with Joe B. Adams as
director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Church Training with Charles
Overcast as director will be at 5 . 30
.p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The second Sunday of Easter
will be celebrated at St. John's
Episcopal Church with Holy
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a m. Fr.
Andre Trevathan will be celebrant
and preacher. He will be assisted
by Elizabeth Whitmer, lay reader,
and Paula Stocks and Barbara
Malinauskas. lectors
————
First Presbyterian
Sal Matarazzo will be speaker at
10:45 a.m service at First
Presbyterian Church. His subject
will be "Trailer Living — Christian Impact" with scripture from
Luke 9:1-6 and 10:1-4 The Church
Choir will sing an anthem, "I To
The Hills," with Anne Lough as

director and Susan Chamberlain
as organist. Church School will be
at 9:30 a.m. A nursery is available
at all services.
————
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Mark Paschall will serve
as deacon of the week. Max
McGinnis will direct the music
with Laura Paschall and Sharon
Furches as accompanists. Suriday
School with John Lax as director
will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Eric Knott as director will be at 6 p.m.
————
Martin's Chapel
Linda Carter will be lay speaker
at 9:30 a.m. service at., Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Ralph Robertson will be lay leader
and Carmaleta Eldridge will be
pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m. An important board
meeting will be at 7 p.m. at
church.
————
Good Shepherd
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will
speak about "What Is Santification?" at 11 a.m. service at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. Danny Kingins will be lay
leader. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.

at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
P.m.

Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Chester P. Culver,
pastor, will speak about "Burning
Hearts" at 11 a.m. service at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. At 7
p.m. service the ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be observed
and the pastor will speak about
"Believers Covenant." Terry
Byerly will direct the music with
Louise Short and Tonya Wells as
accompanists. Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be
at 10 a.m. and Church Training
with Ken Borgarding as director
will be at 6 p.m.
————
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "The Victory Dance" with scripture from I
John 5:1-6 at 10:30 a.m. service at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. Jenny Lossner will be organist.
Assisting will be Stanley Costello
and John Schultz, Sunday
School/Adult Bible Class with
Joyce Milbrath as superintendent
will be at 9:30 a.m.
————
University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Seed the Lord and
Live" at 10 a.m. service and about
"When the Stream Runs Dry" at 6
p.m. service at University Church
Elm Grove Baptist
of
Christ. Ernie Bailey will direct
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. the song service. Also assisting
services at Elm Grove Baptist will be Bill Boyd, Doron
Church. Donald Smith will direct Claiborne, Hamp W. Brooks, Jim
Feltner, Artie D'Elia, Hampton
the music with Glnda Rowlett and
Brooks,
Todd Brooks, Keith Hays,
Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Chris
Hays,
Jerry stark, Al
Erica Rowlett will bring special
music at the morning service. Starnes, Harold Grogan, Max
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Cleaver, Jack Wilson and Greg
and Church Training and Junior DeLancey. Bible Classes will be at
9 a.m.
Choir at 6 p.m.
————
————
Memorial Baptist
First Methodist
Dr. T.A. Thacker will be guest
Joe C. Stroud, a United
speaker
at services at Memorial
Methodist missionary serving in
Japan, will speak at 8:30 and 10:50 Baptist Church. He will speak
a.m. services at First United about "The Gift of All Gifts" with
Methodist Church. His scripture scripture from Ephesians 2:1-10 at
10:50 a.m. service and about
will be from John 21:1-7. Molly
"Earthen
Vessels" at 7 p.m. serRoss will sing a solo at 8:30 service. The pastor, the Rev. Jim
vice. The Chancel Choir will sing
an anthem, "Ye Shall Be Simmons, is on vacation. Milton
Witnesses," at 10:50 service with Gresham will direct the music
with Margaret Wilkins and BrenDr Bruce Chamberlain as direcda
Hart as accompanists. The Santor and Joan Bowker as organist.
tuary
Choir will sing "This is the
Church school will be at 9:45 a.m.
Day" and Cindy Vance will sing a
solo, "0 Gethsemane" at morning
hour. Cheri Gregory will, present
Westside Baptist
special music at evening hour.
The Rev. Glynn Orr. pastor, will
Also assisting will be Guy Cunnspeak about "Stewards of The ingham,
deacon of the week, Earl
Lord" with scripture from Luke
Spann and David Lassiter. Sunday
12:42-48 at 9 and 10:50 a.m serSchool will start at 9:40 a.m. and
vices and about "Raised to Walk
Church Training at 6 p.m.
In Newness of Life" with scripture
————
from Romans 6 at 6 p.m. service
South Pleasant Grove
at Westside Baptist Church. TomThe Rev, Bob Dotson, pastor,
my Scott will direct the music with
will speak about "Behind Closed
Patsy Neale, Kathy Ligon and
Doors" with scripture from John
Susie Scott as accompanists. At 9 20:19-31 at 10:45 a.m. service
at
a.m. Kathy Ligon and Tommy South Pleasant Grove United
Scott will sing a solo and Jim
Methodist Church. The children's
Neale will give his testimony. At sermon will be "Getting
the Lead
10:50 Ligon and Scott will sing and
In" with scripture from Jeremiah
the Choir will sing "I'm Bound for
31:34. Truman Whitfield will
the Kingdom." Eddie Chapman
direct the music with Tommy
will given his testimony At 6 p.m. Gaines and
Kathy Erwin as acKathy Owens will sing a solo, W.B. companists. Also assisting will
be
Wilson will give his testimony, and
Naomi Dunn, Rubina Wade,
the ordinance of baptism will be
observed. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
————
Goshfn Methodist
The Re mi Susan Allsop, pastor,
will speak Int 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United Methodist Church.
David Lawrence will be lay assistant and Jo Lovett will be in
charge of children's church. Randall Watts will direct the music
with Carolyn Pool and Donna
Parker as accompanists. Also
assisting will be Clint Todd, Audra
Todd, Charles Palmer and David
Lawrence. Sunday School will be

Seventh and Poplar
Tohni3a-ie, minister, will speak
about "Humanism: Beware!"
with scripture from II Timothy
4:1-5 at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and about "The Torch Is
Passed from Moses to Joshua"
with scripture from Joshua 1:16-17
at 6 p.m. service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Jerry
Bolls will direct the song service.
Assisting will be Jamie Potts,
Johnny Phillips, Joe Thornton,
Jackie Geurin, Ron McNutt, Joel
Fisher, James 0. Lamb, Ken
Farley, Johnny Bohannon, Garry
Evans, Jamie Harrell, Bill McCoart, James Lee Harmon, Randy
Young, Jack Ward, Kenneth
Grogan, Alan Martin and Fred
Douglas. Bible classes will start at
9:50 a.m.
————
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.A. and 6 p.m. services at First Baptist Church. His
morning subject will be The
Choice of Two Ways" with scripture frm Romans 4:1-13. The ordinance of baptism will be observed. Assisting will be Dr. Bert
Siebold, deacon of the week, and
G.T. Moody. Joetta Kelly will give
the children's sermon at the morning hour. Steve Littlefield,
minister of music, will direct the
Adult Choir as members sing
"Satisfied with Jesus" at morning
hour and "Trust, Try and Prove
Me" at evening hour. Allene
Knight, Joyce Herndon and
Tamara Outland will be accompanists. Sunday School will be at
9.30 a.m. Pioneer RAs and Baptist
Young Men will meet at 5 p.m..
Church Training, Deaf Ministry,
GAs and RAs will meet at 6 p.m.
At 8 p.m. the deacons will meet.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. on Sunday
at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr.
Stan Tillman, S.J. will be
celebrant and. speaker. Assisting
will be B. Westbrook, Victor
Fromm, Eric 'Newman. Joe A.
Mattingley, Rob Pooser, M. Gert-

zen, D. Conzett, C. Buffington,
Tom Roggeman. Tom Dowdy, Bill
Whitaker, Bob Curtsinger, C.
Ramsey, J. Mikulcik, N. Boltz, M.
Ross, Frances Ross, Bill Lalicker,
Frank Fazi, Jeff Curtsinger, J.
and C. Boltz, G. and P. Kelly, and
Al Gay.
————
University Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at University Baptist
Church. Sunday School will bke at
9:40 a.m.
————
St. John's Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Nurturing
at 6 p.m.

•Permanent Life
•Term Life
•Universa; Life

By James H. Cain

Cat
Donakf E: Henry
Bldg 104 N 4Th
Suite C
'
Office
753 9935
Home
753 1540
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Stale Farm is Mere

Siete Soren tile Maurine' Company
Heine 011oc• Illoomonpion maims

Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. A
nursery is provided.
————
Asbury Mission
The Rev. Layne Shanklin,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at Asbury Congregational Methodist Mission. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and Bible
Study at 6 p.m.
————
Palestine Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct
the music with Fave Childers as
pianist.

"The toad beneath the harrow
NORTH
49 A
knows
4 10 9 8 6
Exactly where each tooth-point
•93
goes:
•A J 10 5
The butterfly upon the road
48 6 2
Preaches contentment to that
WEST
EAST
toad."
47 3
•Q J 42
— Rudyard Kipling. •@ J 10 8 2
•7 54
•7 4
•K 6 3 2
4 A 10 9 5
47 3
Our early bridge teachers taught
SOUTH
us that it's usually best to lead away
•A K 5
from low cards and up to face cards.
•A K 6
Learning the exceptions depends
•Q 9 8
upon our own experiences.
KQJ4
South won his heart king and took Vulnerable: Both
a losing diamond finesse. Back Dealer: South
came a heart ducked to West, and a The bidding:
third round of hearts cleared the
North
East
suit. Without the clubs South could South West
2
NT
Pass
3
NT
All pass
now win only seven tricks, and when
West won the club ace, his high
Opening lead: Heart queen
hearts brought one down.
South took pains to explain that
I\ID WITH THE ACES
he deferred playing clubs until he
4-9-B
could reach dummy to lead toward South holds
his honors. What he learned was an
•Q J 4 2
exception. It was more important to
•7 54
knock out West's possible entry in
•K 6 3 2
clubs than it was to lead up to high
47 3
cards.
After winning his heart king.
South should bang down his club North South
9
1 NT
king, attacking West's only possible
quick entry. After West wins his ANSWER:
Pass. Not enough to offer
club ace, South ducks the next heart
a decent play for game. Forget the
and wins the third. Now it's time for
possibility of playing in a 4-4 spade
the diamond finesse and South is fit.
safe. If it wins. South has 10 tricks.
If it loses, South must make nine, Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
whether or not East has another 1.2363. Dallas Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
heart to lead.
Copyright 1988 United Feature Synchcate

CALVARY TEMPLE
Hwy 641 S. Murray
753.7389
Sunday School
Worship & Praise
Time of Celebration
Wednesday - Family Hight

Congratulations!
Barry, Dianne
it Tiffany

For Life
Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE-BOBBY -wOLFF

It's A
Girl

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

1. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.
2. Those of you who think you knew it all are very annoying to
those of us who do.
3. One of the most important pieces of furniture for the house is
the family altar.
4. A newspaper is not for just reporting the news as it is, but to
make people mad enough to do something about It. Mark Twain
5. God created the world out of nothing, and as long as we are
nothing, God can make something out of us. Martin Luther
6. A broken home is the world's greatest wreck.
7. A gossip is one who talks to you about others, a bore is one who
talks to you about himself. And a brilliant conversationalist is one
who talks to you about you.

Marylin Liddle, Angie Glisson,
Richard Nesbitt, Bobby Hill,
Hazel Lee Boyd and Michael
Parks. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. Choir Practice and UMY
will be at 6 p.m.
————
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:343
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. The Church Choir,
directed by Leland Peeler, will
sing "The Ground Is Level" at
morning service. The Youth Choir
will sing at evening service.
Dwane Jones, Anita Smith and
Susan Jones will be accompanists.
Noble Bray will serve as deacon of
the week. Sunday School with Kyle
Evans as superintendent will be at
9:45 a.m. A nursery is provided for
all services.
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•Durable 1 1 -H P synchrobalanced Briggs & Stratton
engine;
'Dependable 4-speed
transaxle;
•38-inch mower deck
standard equipment;
•Rugged channel frame
construction;
•2-year limited warranty.

Nursery

Transportation

10:00
11:00
6:30
7:30
Provided

Pastor E. F. Clere
Youth Pastor Ron Cook
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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11$
Scott Conklin

Conklin wins
national audition

Art Guild members pass
stringent state standards
Two members of the Murray Art Guild, Margaret Crawford and
Cromwell Haug$ were approved for Exhibiting Membership in the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen at the standards Committee meeting in Paducah March 19.
There are now four Murray Art Guild members who are Exhibiting Members of the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
Emily Wolfson and Richard Jackson, retired members of the Murray State University art faculty, have been members for many
years.
Judging is for overall excellence in one particular medium. A total
of 30 points is possible and acceptance requires a minimum score of
4.Dignánd craftrnanship are two considerations in raUtig: Work
is juried by a Guild committee of three professionals in the applicant's medium.
Mrs. Crawford's work was juried in wateacolor. She has been
painting primarily in watercolor since becoming a Murray Art Guild
member in 1980. She says that being a member of the Art Guild has
given her the encouragement and inspiration to pursue this area.
Mrs. Crawford studied art at Murray State University and has attended numerous workshops sponsored by the Murray Art Guild.
Her works have been exhibited at the Murray Art Guild, the
Calloway County Library, the Pennyrikt Exhibit, Wesley
Village, Gallery 600 in Paducah and numerous other locations. Her
paintings hang in homes in Texas, Tennessee. California and New
Jersey, as well as Kentucky.
Before her retirement in 1978, Mrs. Crawford taught 31 years in
elementary schools at Lynn Grove and Southwest Elementary. She
lives in Lynn Grove and is married to Donald Crawford. They have
one daughter. Mrs. Dwain (Vicki) James, who is also an artist and
teaches art in Pasadena, Texas. They have one grandaughter,
Kern.
Cromwell Hauge submitted five works in pastel. her favorite
medium. She has been working in pastel since early in 1967, prior to
the founding of the Murray Art Guild on May 7 of that year.
Although she received training at the Art Academy of Cincinnati
during the 1940's, marriage and family caused her to abandon painting for the next 20 years. She exhibited at the Cincinnati Art
Museum during her student years and has exhibited at the Murray
Art Guild, Pennyrile Art Exhibit, Lakeland Wesley Village and the
Calloway County Library.
Mrs. Hauge has lived in Calloway County since June, 1961, when
she moved here with her late husband, Louie, and their sons, Blake
and Louis. As a charter member of the Murray Art Guild, she
devotes a lot of her time and interest to its growth. She feels that the
quality of the work by Guild members has greatly improved during
the last 20 years, especially in the last few years, since members
have met to paint at the Guild every Wednesday.

Scott Andrew Conklin, son of
Raymond and Elizabeth Conklin
of Murray, has been declared the
1988 national winner in the string
division of the Music Teachers National Association Selmer Junior
High School Instrumental Auditions. The national finals of the
competition were held at MTNA's
national convention, March 19
through 24 in Salt Lake City,
where Conklin was featured in
recital and received a $500 award.
Conklin. 12, is in the 7th grade at
iiiirray Middle School and studies
violin privately at the University
of Evansville (Ind.) Institute of
Fine and Performing Arts with
Carol Dallinger, who was also
presented with a plaque and $200
award at the NTNA convention.
Conklin has studied violin since
age five and made his debut with
the Murray State University
Chamber Orchestra at age nine,
making him the youngest musician ever to solo with any of the
university ensembles. In 1985 he
won the junior division of the
Young Artist Competition sponsored by the Louisville Orchestra,
and as a result he was the first
winner to perform with this orchestra on a subscription concert.
In 1987 he was one of 11 children
selected from more than 1,000 applicants to solo with the Berlin
Symphony Orchestra in West
Berlin, Germany, at the InternaThe Marshall County Young Actional Suzuki Conference.
tors' Guild, under the supervision
of the Marshall County Arts CounThe MTNA — Selmer Junior
High School Instrumental Audicil will soon be presenting its first
tions. one of five national student
production. The play, "Who Says
competitions organized each year
We Can't?", will be done entirely
by MTNA, include awards in the
by young people, under adult
categories of brass, woodwinds, supervision, and is not schoolstring and percussion. To become
related.
national finalists, students must
"Who Says We Can't?" is a
first win state and division comheart-warming play in three acts
petitions. In addition to the $500 about a family of four orphaned
national prizes, all finalists are
brothers and sisters, ranging in
presented with a $100 merit age from eleven to 18, who are
award. Prizes for this competition
fighting to stay together. After
are made possible through the
some unsuccessful attempts to
generosity of the Selmer Comraise money, including and indoor
pany. Elkhart, Tndiana.
yard sale, the youngest child,
MTNA is a nonprofit organizaBugsy, decides to call upon the
tion serving more than =,000 childrens' Aunt Felicity to help
music teachers in studios, private
them learn how to make and sell
and public schools, conservatories "Wambas," replicas of Bugsy's
and institutions of higher learning. favorite toy.
The student competitions conThe kids, with the help of an atstitute an important program
tractive, aspiring young lawyer,
through which MTNA achieves its overcome several obstacles in a
mission of raising standards of humorous fashion, resulting in a
music teaching, performance and
successful business and a new love
understanding in America.
for the oldest girl.

Cromwell Hauge, left, and Margaret Crawford, both members of the
Murray Art Guild, ha%e been at
cepted for Exhibiting Membership in the Kentucky Guild of Artists and
('raftsmen.

Marshall youth
to perform play

We hear a lot about excellence these days. Everybody wants it. Some say that it's what Americans
once had but, having gotten complacent, began
to lose. Others maintain that in an increasingly
complex and competitive world, the only way
to achieve it is through specialization.
We think the truth lies elsewhere The
Amencan capacity for excellence has never been
greater. new generations ofstudents have never
had more opportunity to prepare for it, and
specialization is even more useful when supported by a nch general background in the arts.
humanities, and sciences.
The fact is. music study is not just part
of this expenence- it's an essential part. To understand music is to know an entire range of human
expression, and to be able to play it means participating in that communication. As much as
wnting or mathematics, music represents a
special form ofliteracy with its own repertoire
ofemotional and intellectual content. Perhaps as
in no other discipline, to study music is to study
a truly universal language,one that illuminates
our culture as it connects us with other people
and other times.
It's no wonder, then, that the understanding of music and the ability to play it have long
been regarded as marks ofa well-educated
individual, as much as music itself is the mark
ofcivilization It's in this context-the pursuit of
the best possible education- that a sequennal,
balanced, comprehensive program of music
study belongs.

Foundationfor
the Advancement
ofEducation
in Music
1902 Association 1)rive
Reston, Virginia 22(1.11

'On Golden Pond'
now in rehearsal
For its final production of the
1987-88 regular season. the
Playhouse in the Park will present
-On Golden Pond," a funny and
warmly perceptive study of a
spirited elderly couple who return
to their summer home on Golden
Pond for the 44th year.
Written in the 1970s by Ernest
Thompson. On Golden Pond was
presented to great critical and
popular acclaim first off, and then
on Broadway. It was made into an
Oscar-winning movie, with
Katharine Hepburn and Henry
Fonda.

Norman Thayer (played by Bill Phillips, second from left) meets his
future son-in-law, Bill Ray (played by Frank Blodgett, right), in this
scene from "On Golden Pond," currently in rehearsal at the Playhouse
In the park. Others in the cast are, from left: Louise Weatherly as Ethel
Thayer, Kathy Pasco as Chelsea: John Pasco as Charlie, and Will Gordon as Billy Ray.

•VALUABLE COUPON•

BUY ONE • GET ONE

FREE
Buy Any Whole or Half Sub of
Your Choice, Receive An
Identical Sub

FREE

One coupon per customer per order,excludes party
subs. Please present coupon when ordering
.
Free Deliveries
-1 oupon expires Atptil 15. ISAR

753-5095
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center - Murray, Kentachy
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"This interpretation of the
lifestyle of a retired couple seems
particularly appropriate for Murray, with the large numbers of
senior citizens choosing to make
the area their home," said Liz
Bussey, the executive director of
Murray's community theater
But with its warm and witty
characters and true-to-life treatment of problems that beset not
only the elderly, but all families,
On Golden Pond should win the approval of all ages

The community theater production is directed by Janet Kenney
In the cast are BW Phillips as
Norman Thayer, Jr Louise
Weatherly as Ethel Thayer. John
Pasco as Charlie, Kathy. Pasco as
Chelsea, Will Gordon as Bill Ray.
and Frank Blodgett as Bill Ray
The technical staff Includes Ann
Palormo as the stage manager.
Mike Muehlman as the sound
designer. Mark Bushart as the
lighting designer, and Lyn (.:Yysler
as the costume designer
Set design is by Linda Pierce.
with set construction by John
Thompson Set decoration and
props are by Rose Carpenter,
Mike Carpenter, and David
Greene
•
On Golden Pond opens on Friday. April 22, with evening performances on April 22-23 and April
29-30; Sunday afternoon matinees
are scheduled for April 24 and May
Tickets are $5.00 for adults, $400
for senior citizens. and $3 00 for
students. Reservations can be
made through the theater box office at 759-1752.

Swedish movie is a delight
By LEE SIEGEL
Associated Press Writer
"My Life as a Dog" is a bittersweet delight, a Swedish import
about how a 12-year-old boy named Ingemar faces the anguish and
joy of childhood, deals with love
and death and learns to persevere.
Made in 1985 and released to
U.S. audiences last year by
Skouras Pictures, "My Life as a
Dog" has played mostly in art
houses. Its filmmaker, Lasse
Hallstrom, has been nominated
for the Directors Guild of
America's award for the best
movie director of 1987.
Hallstrom's movie is a beautiful
affirmation of life, a celebration of
the human capability to adapt to
adversity, and it is filled with wit
and humor
The film's two main characters,
impish Ingemar (Anton

Country Beat set
to play in Aurora
The Country Beat Band, featuring Jerry Burkeen on steel guitar
and Otis Elkins on fiddle, will be
appearing tonight at the Kenlake
Music Hall in Aurora. The show,
set for 7:30-9:30, is open to the
public.

Glanzelius) and his tomboy buddy,
Saga (Melinda Klnnamaiu, are
totally endearing. Glanzelius won
the Swedish equivalent of the
Academy Award for best actor,
while the film was named best
picture.
Ingemar lives in Sweden during
the 1950s with his older brother.
his mother and his beloved dog.
He recalls with longing how he
once could make his mother laugh
with his stories and tricks.
But now his mother (Anki
Liden ) is dying of tuberculosis,
unable to work, emotionally
fragile and prone to fiery tantrums brought on by the normal
antics of two sons, including Ingemar's hysterical inability to
drink a glass of milk without shaking the contents all over himself
Ingemar adapts by comparing
his troubles to tragedies in the
news: a Soviet space dog who
still:ryes to death aboard a
satellite; a missionary beaten to
death while kreaching; the motorcyclist who died trying to jump
over 31 buses; or the man killed
when a javelin hits him in the
chest.
"It's important to have things
like that to compare with," Ingemar tells himself. "You have to
compare all the time."
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The first week of May is "Be that also shows you are kind to
animals."
kind to Animals Week," and
Residents wanting to enter the
Humane Society Vice-President
Kathy Cohen says the society is contests should: (1) - Take a
trying to get the message across hotograph of the pet that will give
by rewarding local pet owners who an idea of how it has been
pampered. (Cohen says that
shower their pet with "high
"over—feeding" animals is not
kindness."
"Of course, the basics of 'being considered "pampering," and that
kind to animals' have to do with contest judges will probably not
provision of food, water and a look favorably on entries which
reasonable degree of shelter. But show obese pets); (2) Write a onewe all know several animal paragraph statement detailing the
owners who go to a loving extreme tender-loving-kindness that the
— pampering their pets at every pet enjoys.
The statement along with the
turn. We think these pet owners
are setting a fine example for the picture should then be sent to:
rest of us, and this year, the socie- Humane Society; P.O. Box 764;
ty is going to reward several folks Murray, KY., 42C171, or delivered
who spoil their pets rotten" said to the animal shelter at 105 E.
Sycamore St. Ext.
Cohen.
Cohen reminds residents enterThe society is sponsoring a
"Most Pampered Pet Contest," ing to be sure the pet's name and
and the winner will receive a free ,the owner's address and phone
veterinary check-up at the vet of ,munber are included. Photos will
their choice, as well as $15 worth liECOme the property of the
of pet food from Storey's Food society.
The deadline is Wednesday,
Giant in Murray. Runners-up will
be awarded a Calloway County April 21. Winners will he announcHumane Society T-Shirt, which ed during the first week of May.
Cohen described as "a nice shirt

Humanely Speaking
Murray-Calloway Co.
Humane Society

This
Wool('
Spoclal

4
.

Murray's Shawn kellie found a balloon this week, released from an
elementary school in Berryville, Ariz. The card attached to the balloon
reads: "Our school is participating in 'Weekly Reader' Writing Pals
Balloon ('ontest. Please put this message in an envelope, along with
your name, address, and telephone number, and the city and state in
which you found my message." The note was from Tommy Calhoun, a
6th-grade student at Berryville Elementary School.

Large Bar-B-Q
& French Fries

$219
Special Good
Through April 9

Bill may help counties attract employers
PIKEVILLE, Ky. 1AP — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has signed a
bill that its supporters- say will
help the poorest counties attract
new employers.
At the new airport in Pikeville
on Thursday, Wilkinson signed
Senate Bill 280, creating the Kentucky Depressed Counties
Economic Development
Authority.
The bill was sponsored by Sen.
Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville, but
was really authored by Pike County Judge-Executive Paul Patton
during his 1987 campaign for
lieutenant governor
The authority would issue bonds
to finance the, acquisition of
manufacturing facilities that
would be leased to approved companies Lease payments by the
company and a special tax on their
employees would be used to retire
the bonds
The measure also establishes
certain tax credits and other incentives aimed at encouraging
businesses to locate in counties
that have had unemployment
rates above the state average for
four of the last five years
Commerce Secretary William
Lomicka said the measure would
give rural counties potential for
growth that they have not had
before The bill would apply to 64
counties
"We have an opportunity to go
out and market a number of our
regions which we haven't had the
'.00ls to market before." Lomicka
said.
Patton. who was among about 30
local officials who joined Wilkinson on a platform for the signing.
said the state also must upgrade
sections of U S. 23 and 119 to encourage economic growth. But he
said the bill represents a
milestone in helping eastern Kentucky move Into the 20th century.
"It signifies that the rest of Kentucky is willing to help us in this
struggle." said Patton
Later, at the Montgomery County Industrial Park near Mount
Sterling, Wilkinson signed House
Bill 963 The bill would expand the

Kentucky., Development Finance
Authority; a major bonding agency within the Finance Cabinet

Try Our Now Dinner Salad.

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
David Greene of Murray prepares to enter "Sammy" in the Humane
Society's "Most Pampered Pet Contest." The deadline for entering is
April 27.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

•

Kings, 17 mg."tar", 1.2 mg. nicotine, 100's, 17 mg."tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine; lights Kings
and 100's, 12 mg."tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine; Menthol Kings, 18 mg."tar", L2 mg. nicotine;
Menthol 100's, 17 mg. "tar". 1.3 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

eneri
Priced

Hijacked jetliner leaves
%% kb 55 people aboard
NICOSIA, Cyprus AP ) — A hijacked Kuwaiti jetliner took off
from an Iranian airport with 55
people aboard today after the
gunmen threatened to blow up the
plane. Iran's news agency
reported.
The Islamic Republic News
Agency said the Kuwait Airways
Boeing 747 left at 2:28 p.m. 16:58
a.m. EDT) after workers at
Mashhad airport in northeastern
Iran removed obstacles from the
runway.
"Iranian officials have told thc
hijackers that all the airports in
the world will be closed to them,it said. The agency said the captain reported he did not know the
destination.
The agency said before their
departure, the hijackers radioed a
message to the emir of Kuwait
saying he must comply with their
demands or they will blow up the
plane
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Premium
quality at
a low,low
price.

Richlan

Richland
LIGHTS 100's

New Richland 20's
also available in
Regular 100's, Light Kings,
Menthol Kings & 100's.'

•benem owed

r"lor av444110

e

em

Value has its place in Richland,USA.
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Fishing Line
Free hunter education'course offered
A free hunter education course
will continue April 8-9 at 6 p.m. at
Camp Currie on Kentucky Lake.
The course, sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources will include
classroom instruction in firearm
safety, sportsmanship, hunter
ethics, first aid and outdoor
survival.

Department of fish and wildlife will tag
1000 crappie at Kentucky Lake in spring

By Jerry Maupin

The'last session will feature actual range firing and practice with
both firearms and archery
equipment.
Those successfully completing
the course will receive safe hunter
certificates valid in any of the 36
states where such certification is
required. Completion of this or a
similar hunter education course Is,
also a requirement for those

Envelopes to return the tags are
available at most area docks and
bait shops. State conservation officers in the surrounding counties
of Kentucky Lake will also be
distributing tag return envelopes.
The small, orange cylindrical
tags bearing "Ky. Fish-Wild" and
a number are attached to the fish
near the top of the back just
behind the dorsal fin and can be
easily clipped and removed.
"L.encourage crappie anglers t.)
return tags from any marked fish
they might catch this year," said
McLe more.
"A high percentage of returns
helps us make a better overall
assessment of the crappie population and gives us more information on which to base managemen!
decisions," added the biologist.

The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources will
tag 1,000 crappie at Kentucky
Lake this spring as part of an intensive statewide crappie study,
according to Bill McLemore,
western fishery district biologist.
The tagging study will provide
data on the crappie population,
growth and harvest rates. This information will be used to decide
what management, if any, is needed to improve fishing in Kentucky
Lake.
Returned tags earn anglers $5
each, and a chance to be drawn for
a $1,000 cash giveaway at the end
of the year. Last year, Jack Vannerson of Paducah won $1,000 in
the random drawing for returning
a tag from a crappie he caught in
Barkley Lake.

younsters under 16 participating
in:
1. A youth deer hunt at West Ky.
Management Area.
2. All hunters between ages of
12-18 hunting at Ft. Campbell.
3. All deer hunters under age 21
who hunt at Ft. Knox.
4. Deer hunters born after Jan.
1, 1970, who hunt at Bluegrass Army Ordnance.
5. All hunters born after Jan. 1',
1969, who hunt at Land Between
the Lakes.
Attendance at all three sessions
is required for certification. Any
person 10 years of age or older who
is interested in the shooting sports
or wants to become a safe hunter
is welcome to attend. For additional information, contact Bobby
McKee at 825-0770.

V.00.001111MM.

Fishing activity in state over holiday
light to moderate according to reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
ing, 5 feet below pool, 54.
Fishing activity in Kentucky was
UPPER CUMBERLAND —
generally light to moderate during
Murky; rising, 18 feet below pool,
the Easter weekend, according to 57.
reports compiled by the DepartLOWER CUMBERLAND —
ment of Fish and Wildlife
Clear; rising, 18 feet below pool.
Resources from major impound- 56.
ments across the state.
DALE HOLLOW — No report
Here is the lake-by-lake report
available.
of conditions released Monday:
LAUREL — Clear; stable, 15
KENTUCKY — Clear to murky;
rising, 21#2 feet below summer feet below pool, 53.
CAVE RUN — Clear; rising, 5
pool, 58 degrees.
BARKLEY — Clear; rising, 2 feet below pool, 57.
pAINTSVIT.1,F, — Clear; stable
feet below pool, 58.
BARREN RIVER — No report at pool, 56.
BUCKHORN — Murky; rising
available.
13
feet above pool, 61.
NOLIN — Murky; 12 feet below
pool, 57.
GRAYSON — Murky to muddy;
ROUGH RIVER — Murky: ris- rising, 5 feet below pool, 54.
ing, 10 feet below pool, 59.
DEWEY — Murky; 4 feet below
TAYLORSVILLE — Muddy; pool, 58.
stable, 2 feet below pool, 53.
FISHTRAP — No report
HERRINGTON — Clear to available.
murky; stable, 10 feet below pool,
OHIO RIVER MCALPINE
55.
POOL — Clear to murky; falling,
GREEN RIVER — Clear; ris- 19 feet below pool, 53.

Jerry Maupin with seven pounder caught March 26. The fish was releas•
ed alive.

David Bram left. is pictured with Mike RauKher .iianager of the local
Mart store. Bra= earned a $5,000 gift certificate from the store for
catching "The K Mart Kid."

latIat-IVINVViat aliaaaaliaaaalasaala

South Fulton man winner of tagged .
6K Mart Kid* fish in Crappie-thon
PAU,2,14,1441.70.

Jeanne Maupin, holds five pound bass, she caught March 13.

*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8,1 Service
PH. 901-642-9222

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"
to

David Brann of South Fulton.
Tenn was a winner in the Crappiethon held in conjunction with the K
Mart stores. The fishing tournament has been sponsored by the
local store of the nationally-known
chain for the past two years

Wat-Naaaaaaa-St_

PSI

•
•

D & W Auto Supply

NUN

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

— We Install Automotive Glass —

512 S. 12th

The fish caught. nicknamed
The K Mart Kid." earned the
South Fulton basketball coach a
$5.000 gift certificate from K Mart
Brawl said he caught the fish
March 27 on a Betz-jig

to

410 N. 4th
753-8346--753-6779
vrts-sxs
-s_NNNNN-0-cos

753-4563

41N-wwwvt•vvii-t-tv%aavia-iaa‘a -t-t-vvviawia to

"Your Fishing Headquarters"
Get your
Crappiethon Badges
Here!

Frank Ross of Louisville is shown with a limit of bass weighing 31
pounds.
Wednesday morning shortly
after sunrise Don and Alice
Masterson and myself were
alkaliaaalaaaalaalsaalsaalsaalarisaaalkaliar traveling by boat toward Blood
River. The air temperature was
cold and so was the rain even
though we were all wrapped in
Where "Service Is Our Business"
10 goose-down coats and hoods.
The lake was still very rough
after the storm and the gusts were
getting stronger by the minute. I
slowed the boat and pulled into a
bay deciding Blood River was too
far away in the wind.
/0
We were wiping the tears from
fle South
Your U-Haul Hoadquartors
es° our eyes when Alice said, you boys
alitlhalailaaaaaaaaalkaa a Wtaaaaaaaat sure know how to show a girl a
good time!
Don came back with something
lat‘ WlaaaalaaaaalThaaaaa-taaa a
like, the fishing trips I go on are
always this tough! They had come
to Kentucky Lake to catch some
big crappie no matter what the
weather may be.
4*,
We threw curl tall and road runner jigs along rocky banks both
shallow and deep
The crappie are still scattered
Super Producer,
Supew Doals,
Th40Mkaure's
and we are finding them just about
everywhere
mi. on Hwy. 94E. Mureo , K . 753-61 16
The water temperature was 64
degrees Tuesday but Wednesday it

to

641 Super Shell

to

0!

Something Fun
For Everyone!

Happy Holiday. Travel, Inc.

was back to 59 degrees and was
beginning to get muddy in the bays
which have creeks running into
them. If the sun shines again the
muddy water will warm much
faster than clear and should improve fishing.
We have been taking several
slab crappie each day but conditions aren't exactly right yet. The
females are carrying swollen egg
sacs and many of them have been
well developed but the time just
isn't right I would like to see a
long drawn out spawn but I'm
afraid it will be a very short affair
It has haqppened before you
know, blink and it was over!
Bass anglers are still enjoying
success with the crankbaits and
jigs, spinnerbaits and worms, a
matter of preference I suppose
The lake has risen swiftly to the
358 foot level and by the time you
read this it could be up.another
foot or even down one.
Hope not, would be nice to have
It steady during the spawn this
year.
Tagged fish are still around so
get with the program.
Happy Fishing!

Benson Sporting Goods
519 So. 12th St • Hwy 641 So.

753-1342

•L.Iohnson
Resort & Marina
Camden. Tenn

"On Kentucky Lake
Since 1961"
901-584-7880

,/Sun Cruizer Pontoon
vRanger
',Polar Kraft
i/Dura Craft
,,Traveler
i/Pro Craft

to Advanced Technology For Today's
Advanced Automobiles

to

If!
to

We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout
Tune-Up, Computer Ignition, Carburetor &
Fuel Infections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
314 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

733-1730

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalkaa'a NaaNIAaaalkaaall
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Roselle to tap sports program to pad budget
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP ) —
University of Kentucky President
David Roselle is proposing an increase in ticket prices for basketball and football games, with the
$3 million raised over the next two
years going into the school's
general academic budget.
Roselle, faced with a tight
budget for the 1988-90 biennium,
said he believes the plan will be
adopted when he presents it to the
school's Athletic Association's
board of directors late today.
"I think it's just a nice example
of the sense of community we're
trying to build here. The Athletic

Association is coming to the
assistance of the academic program of the university," Roselle,
chairman of the association board,
said Thursday.
"It's a major commitment, and
I believe it will be well-received on
the campus," he said.
While the Athletic Association
has been funding two academicscholarship programs in recent
years, the proposal would apparently be the first time money
generated by athletics has been
earfharked for general academic
programs at UK.
Roselle said the $1.5 million a

U.N. mediator announces Afghan
settlement ready for signatures
GENEVA (AP) — A negotiated
peace settlement aimed at ending
the Afghan civil war is completed
and ready for signature, United
Nations mediator Diego Cordovez
announced today.
The date of the signature
ceremony has not yet been fixed
but will not be later than next
Thursday, Cordovez told reporters
after nearly six weeks of arduous
negotiations in the latest round of
indirect talks between
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Setting the time of signature
"involves a number of logistical
questions," Cordovez said

(Cont'd from page I)
sent no danger
"In all of the outbreaks we investigated, people ate the eggs
raw or undercooked." St Louis
said "Consumers don't need to
stop eating eggs, but if they wish
to avoid salmonella infections.
they need to cook the eggs "
Cathy McCharen, a
spokeswoman for the .egg
industry-funded Egg Nutrition
Center in Washington, D.C., said
"We're doing everything possible
to correct and identify any
problems "
St. Louis and his colleagues
began their investigation after
learning of a sixfold increase in
the number of infections caused by
the bacteria salmonella enteritidis
in Northeastern states from 1976 to
1986
The researchers found that in
the nine affected states from
January 1985 to May 1987, 65 foodborne outbreaks of salmonella
enteritidis occurred and were
associated with 2,119 food.
poisoning cases and 11 deaths
In 35 outbreaks, the food bearing
the infection could be identified.
the researchers said. Twentyseven of those 35 outbreaks "were
caused by Grade A shell eggs or
food that contained such eggs."
the researchers added
A separate survey of records
concerning all U.S salmonella
outbreaks from 19'73 to 1984 revealed that "egg-containing foods
were disproportionately
associated with salmonella
enteritidis infections both in the
Northeast and in the rest of the
United States," the researchers
said
They reported their findings in
today's Journal of the American
Medical Association
Dr. Robert C. Baker, a food
science professor at Cornell
University in Ithaca, N.Y., said,
however, tat he believes the
danger may be over and that the
rash of outbreaks may have run its
course
"We don't think the problem is
going away," St. Louis countered.

Apart from the two negotiating
parties, the accord as foreseen
calls for the United States and the
Soviet Union to sign as
guarantors.
Soviet Communist Party
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev and his Afghan ally Najib
said Thursday that "the last
obstacles to concluding the
agreements have now been
removed." A joint statement said
Soviet troops can start leaving on
May 15 if the agreement is signed
quickly.
The United States is the main
weapons supplier to the guerrillas,
'who have been fighting the Sovietbacked Kabul government for a
decade. Soviet troops intervened
in December 1979 and 115,000 have
been fighting there since.

Fiscal court sets
Tuesday meeting
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session
on Tuesday. April 12 at 1 p.m. in
the office of Judge-Executive
George Weaks.
The meeting is general in nature
and open to the public.

year will be raised primarily from an increase in tuition and fees next
increasing ticket prices for UK's fall.
home football and basketball
Still, Roselle said, even with the
games. The proposal calls for a $1 money from athletics, UK will be
increase for most seats in Com- about $5.5 million short of meeting
monwealth Stadium and Rupp its 1988-89 budgetary goal.
krena, a $10 surcharge on season
Roselle also acknowledged that
.ickets and increased contribu- some additional money may be
:ions for members of the Blue. taken later from funds generated
WhiteFund to qualify for by UK's hospital.
preferential seating.
UK and the University of
"We are reallocating (money) Louisville are the only Kentucky
according to each unit's ability to schools with self-supporting interbe of assistance to the advance- collegiate athletic programs.
ment of the whole institution. And About $6 million in general univerright now, the association is better sity money subsidizes athletics'at
positioned to help, and the the state's other six universities.
academic programs are what are
Professor William Lyons, chairin need of help," he said.
man of UK's Senate Council, said
The money from athletics has the plan gives-the association "an
not yet been allocated to specific opportunity to demonstrate its
academic programs. That will be commitment to the educational
done for 1988-89 when UK unveils goals of (UK)."
that year's budget later this year.
Many faculty members, he said,
Roselle said he has discussed perceive UK's Athletic Associathe plan with most members of the tion — with its separate budget
board and found no opposition.
and operating procedures — as
UK Athletic Director Cliff somewhat distant from the
Hagan declined to comment on the university.
proposal before today's meeting.
Jack Guthrie. president of UK's
Roselle, who said he has Alumni Association, said he
"negotiated" the plan with Hagan, believes that most graduates
noted that it calls for tapping welcome funneling sports dollars
association money only for the into academics.
coming two years. But he said that
is based on the assumption that
the state budget approved in 1990
will more adequately fund
academics.
The Calloway County FireUK will get about a $10 million
Rescue responded to a stock barn
increase in state funding in
fire Wednesday at approximately
1988-89, but it needs about $1; 11:30 p.m. on the Sulpher Buffalo
million more to cover essential
Road, according to CCFR reporter
operations and begin academic inMike Sykes.
itiatives Roselle has said are
Owned by Willie Smith, the barn
crucial.
was engulfed in flames upon arThey include special grants to
rival of the fire fighters, Sykes
UK professors for scholarly work, said. The barn was a total loss
expanded scholarship and
along with several bales of hay
fellowship programs, new and im- and several farm implements, he
proved equipment and more
added. The cause of the fire is
community-college faculty.
undetermined.
Some additional money has
Three units and six mer
been raised by leaving positions responded to the call and were or
vacant, and more will come from
the scene for one hour.

Fire-rescue squad
responds to call
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Unity...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Cuomo says?" responded Cuomo
when pressed about whether he
would endorse one of the
contenders.
Cuomo also has advised Gore to
tone down criticism of his rivals —
a request seconded by party chairman Paul G. Kirk Jr.
No sooner had Kirk and Cuomo
spoken than Gore let loose with a
fresh attack. He accused the
Dukakis campaign of trying to fuel
a "stop Jackson' movement by
spreading the word that "a vote
for Gore is a vote for Jackson."
The Dukakis campaign denied
that, and Jackson's campaign
manager, Gerald Austin, said
Gore has used that strategy
himself.
Koch also was unWilling to heed
the admonitions of the governor
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and party chairman and said Jews
would have to be "crazy" to vote
for Jackson because of his views
on Israel.
Jackson brushed .aside the
remark, saying "Let us keep this
campaign above any form of
racial or religious bigotry."
Jackson came under strong
criticism in 1984 for his relationship with Louis Farrakhan, leader
of the National of Islam, a Black
Muslim group. Fahrakahn once
described Judaism as a "gutter
religion."
Asked what his relationship now
is with Farrakhan, Jackson said,
"We do not have one. It is precisely that."
Dukakis refused to be drawn into the debate. Asked about Koch's
comment about Jackson, he
replied: "This country needs healing, it needs unity, it needs a president who brings us together."

Read the want ads daily

TUCK'S PANELING

PATTERNS)

7:30-6:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS
DOORS & DOOR
DOOR KNOBS

Hwy.45 1 Mi. Sa.
Martin, TN

UNITS

EXTERIOR SIDING
FAUCETS
FIBERGLASS BATH TUBS
KITCHEN CABINETS
PANELING

901/587-3000

custom
shop

PARTICLE
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS
VANITIES

VINYL FLOOR

COVERING

WAFER BOARD

roiled lu,yiber
ATIOS and DECKS
‘?:

LEADED
GLASS"
DOORS

'Tub/Shower
tow .26 $125

Prelim i n ary census
activities slated fo
start this summer
Preliminary field activities on
the 1990 Census will begin in July
in Kentucky. iNventy counties and
partial counties in the state, will
be involved in' this pi•eliminary
field listing operation.
According to William F Hill,
regional director of the Charlotte
office of the Census Bureau, this
preliminary field listing is the first
step in preparing a comprehensive
list of mailing addresses in Kentucky Approximately 150
residents in the state will be hired
to complete this address listing
project.
The task involves listing the address of housing units in selected
areas outside of larger cities.
Each housing unit is listed on a
master listing sheet and spotted on
a corresponding map
The goal of these listing operations is to obtain a complete list of
addresses in the state A census
questionnaire will then be received by.each of these addresses in
March of 1990.
The Census Bureau's immediate
task is to hire persons to conduct
field listings. Census workers
must pass a 30-minute test, have a
car in good working order, be a
U.S. citizen and be 18 years old
and over or 16 and over with a
high school diploma). All interested candidates should contact
the county office of the Kentucky
Employment Security

"Contrary to what
you may have heard,
an individual
retirement account
is still an excellent
retirement plan."

corn mission

IRA contributions continue
to be fully tax deductible if you
or your spouse do not participate in an employer-sponsored
retirement plan. Even if you
do have such a plan, your IRA
could still be fully or partially
tax deductible depending on
your income level and filing
status.
A Peoples' IRA is worth
having and holding onto.It's a
sound investment that will increase in value every year. And
your federally-insured account
will earn interest income that
is still tax-deferred.
It doesn't cost anything to
open a Peoples' IRA,and you
can do it with as little as $100.
In addition,there are no service
or closing fees.
Forget the rumors and call
Peoples Bank at 753-3231.You
have a lot to gain by opening or
contributing to a Peoples'IRA
today.

Ride A
Powerful Breed
Of Horse.
200 Series Starting from S129.4
Invest In these featurrs
• Strong unitired steel frame
•(onvement gear shift lever
•Power to handle attar hments vear
round
• eltaNe elector ke$ start
•f ITortless steering system
• Durable taw Win front axle
•sleek attractive design
Wheel Horse Power Works FA You

Now is a grew time to ride on the pOWel
of a Wheel Horse 200 Series lawn
Tailor You get a lot 01 tractor ready to
work year round for as low as $1249
mower'
Stop by and see the Wheel Horse 200
Serws lawn Ilactor toda$ Its a powerful
Need of Horse

5th and Main
North 12th and Chestnut
South 12th and Story

At Med Horse

Member FDIC

STOKES TRACTOR

(Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal)
Industrial Rd.

IMPLEMENT CO.
7713 I 3 I 9

4.
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BOATOWNERS:

Dealt)
113\

Stay afloat
in the wake
of trouble...

By Abigaii
Van Buren

With Nationwide's "All
Risk" Boatowners Plan.
Here's compiele protection
against virtually every
peril, including collision,
theft, fire and stranding.

Busy Honeybees Sometimes

and

Covers your boat
accessories!

Find out more about the
"All Risk" Boatowners
Plan from your
Nationwide
!agent. Call
today

Dale IA Lilts

The National Hotel
los H. eth St.

suite B

753-2508
NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
0
1
.
I Nationwide is on your

Kate Reeves of the Murray Ledger & Times, far right, explains advertising to a group of students from the
morning class at the Murray Montessori School. The class, taught by Francie Beard Vanarsdel, owner and
director of the school, recently toured the newspaper plant.

side
Nationwide Mutual Fire insurance Company
Home office Columbus, Ohio
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Here's our offer: Go to your favorite car dealer in
the Murray area, cut your best deal including
rebates and discounts, then come to Peoples Bank
a
and save when you work with us.
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Our rates will mean lower monthly payments for
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you on your next car or truck loan. In addition,
0
$1.51%1
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Bumble as They Buzz About
DEAR ABBY: This is in response mouth, feel it sting, then have to
to "Delaware Beekeeper" and pull the stinger out of one's tongue
"Larry of Lakewood, Ohio."
or other oral tissue; worse if the
The honeybee will indeed land on stinger is too far down to reach.
soft-drink caps and bottles and get
JULIANNE TANSKI,
into them. I know several people
LAKEWOOD, CALIF.
who were stung in the mouth from
a honeybee that got into their soft,
DEAR JULIANNE: Let's put
drink can.
the cap on this •stinging issue
'nue. honeybee will isinonlY in with a final word from treader
defense of their hive or if they are with a sense of humor:
threatened, but when,a honeybee
gets into someone's mouth and feels
DEAR ABBY: Your "It was a
pressure, it will sting to protect wasp, not a bee column" reminds
• Itself. I am a beekeeper, alid I know me of this story: A bee, wearing a
the difference between a yellow yarmulke, met another bee who
jacket, wasp and a honeybee.
asked, "Why are you wearing that
At work, at lunchtime we have to skullcap? You're not newish."
keep our soft drinks covered because
The bee replied, "I know, I just
the bees swarm on top of any open don't want anyone to mistake me
can.
for a WASP."
I would also like to add that the
GEORGE H. RIESSER,
flight of the bumblebee is not only
Ph.D., HOUSTON
from flower to flower. If you go to a
swimming pool or watering hole in
••
the summertime, if there is a
beehive in the area, you will see bees
DEAR ABBY: You stated that
collectinjwater for their hive.
when a man dies, he leaves only one
Also, the honeybee does not widow —
the woman to whom he
gather honey from flowers as Larry
was married at the time of his
stated; bees gather pollen and death. Well,
my ex-husband died
nectar from flowers and then make after we
were divorced and neither
the honey.
one of us reniarried. Can I be
BIG AL, identified 88 a widow? Yes!
LOUISIANA BEEKEEPER
Did you know that the government considers ALL ex-wives who
DEAR AL: Read on:
were married to a man for more
than 10 years his "widows"? That
DEAR ABBY: was appalled to is, provided they
have not remarread in your column that great ried. Futhermore,
ALL of those
numbers of people wrote to say that widows are entitled to
collect his
bees get a bad rap because people Social Security
benefits!
mistake wasps and yellow jackets
It is possible for one to six
for bees.
"widows'.:.to collect from the demise
Who cares? I wish you'd have of a no-good fickle
philanderer.
focused on the real .issue — that
RESPECTABLE WIDOW,
being stung on the inside of the
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
mouth is a potentially fatal situation!
DEAR WIDOW: Who would
When I was stung on the tongue dream that after a
marriage had
lat the age of 241. I was terrified of been legally
dissolved by dithe very real possibility that my vorce, an ex-wife could
be conthroat would swell closed, and I sidered a widow! Surely
not I.
would die of asphyxiation!
Obviously I couldn't have been
So again I say, I don't care if it's more wrong — as far as
the
a bee, wasp or whatever. It's folks at Social Security
are
terrifying to get an insect in one's concerned.
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BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Investing for income?
What are your opportunities?
Seeking investments that provide safety
and high current income — then perhaps
we can help you. Come to our...

Income
Investment Seminar

So we invite you to take our offer and we'll
look forward to serving you.

Thursday, April 14, 1988
7:00 p.m.
Hilliard Lyons Office
414 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

•

Visii your favorite dealer,
take the rebates and the discounts..
then come to Peoples Bank for
your low monthly payments

Featured Speaker: James R. Allen
Vice President
Taxable Fixed
Income Department
If you want safety and high current income, this seminar
Is a must.
The seminar is free, but seating is limited.
For reservations please call

SOUTH
12th and Story

(502) 753-3366
Toll Free 1-800-444-1854

NORTH
12th and Chestnut

Thy Hilliard Iroat

differeare...
•Stfill Capital kayo..

FIFTH AND MAIN

753-3231
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Bennett says public schools should pay Catholic schools to teach tough kids
NEW YORK I AP) — U.S.
Education Secretary William J.
Bennett today urged Catholic
schools to enroll the toughest
public-school students and ask for
partial compensation from
governments.
But his proposal raised questions about the separation of
church and state.
"Seek out the poor, the disadvantaged, the disruptive, the
dropout, and take them in, educate
them, and then ask society for fair
recompense for your efforts,"
Bennett said in remarks prepared
for delivery at the National
Catholic Education Association's
85th annual convention being held
here this week.
The challenge is simple," saidBennett, a parochial school product himself. "Show educators
around this country what works.''
He said Catholic schools should
ask state or local governments for
half what it would cost to teach the
students in public school.
The governments "would. I
believe, be receptive to constitutionally sound efforts to pay for
the education of such students."
But if government can't or

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Skin ailment has
many causes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.. GOTT The doctor told
us that the swelling and pain in our
daughter's ankles and knees is from
erythema nodosum He said it will rtui
its course in about 12 weeks and won't
recur Is he correct'
DEAR READER Erythema nodosum is an inflammation of the skin.
usually in the area of the shin bones.
that is a consequence of certain infections These infections range from the
innocuous, such as strep throat, to the
senous, including tuberculosis, ulcer-

won't, Bennett said, "business and
others in the private sector would
surely want to support such a worthwhile endeavor."
Bennett dubbed his proposal
"Project Voluntas," Latin for
good will.
Bennett's idea of providing
Catholic schools public funds for
teaching "the so-called worst 5 or
10 percent" of students drew an
immediate complaint from one
public school official.
"It's a welcome challenge to
Catholic schools that they educate
the kinds of people he is suggesting. But when you get into the
financing, it won't cut the constitutional cloth," said Thomas Shannon, executive director of the Natitwal-fOool Boards Association.
"If the Catholic schools are going to do what they are supposed to
do, that is, teach Catholic beliefs
in an integrated way throughout
the curriculum, it would be unconstitutional on its face" to support such schools with public
funds, Shannon said.
Bennett's proposal is the latest
of several he has advanced, largely unsuccessfully, aimed at expanding educational options including

Twenty-two percent of parochial
schools' current 2.5 million enrollment consists of minority
members, up from 10 percent in
1970, he said. And 64 percent of the
blacks enrolled are non-Catholic,
Bennett said.
Citing studies by University of
Chicago sociologist James Col-

ative colitis and fungal lung inflammation Some forms of drug allergy
show up as erythema nodosum, sulfa,
iodides and birth-control pills have
been reported to cause this reaction.
Therefore, the answer to your question depends on the cause of your
daughter's skin inflammation. As
much as a year of penicillin therapy
may be necessary to cure strep-induced erythema nodosum Other
forms may clear without treatment,
only to recur again and again — until
the underlying disease is cured. Erythema nodosum isn't so much a disease in its own right as it is a reflection, a sign of inflammation
elsewhere in the body Unless your
daughter's doctor has established a
specific diagnosis and suggested therapy, I'm afraid that you will be disappointed after 12 weeks and he will end
up wishing he hadn't made such a
brash prediction
DEAR DR GOTT While in labor. I
had sharp pains in my thigh Now,two
years Later, my leg will just buckle,
then get very tender and sore An orthopedic surgeon gave me a cortisone
shot in the bursa. which made it
worse Is this a nerve, muscle, bursa

or joint problem? Should I go to a
sports-medicine clinic?
DEAR READER: Your question
suggests that you may have developed a pinched nerve in your back,
possibly as a result of a slipped disc.
In my opinion, you need either a myelogram (a special X-ray of the spinal
column)or a CT scan (another type of
spinal X-ray).
I'd forget the orthopedic speciality,
including a sports-medicine clinic,
and ask your doctor to refer you to a
neurosurgeon. If you do have a
slipped disc, you may be a candidate
for surgical repair or removal of the
structure between two of your backbones Once a disc herniates, it can
compress surrounding nerves, causing pain and numbness — and, later,
weakness — that can be permanent if
the abnormality is not corrected.
It you have questions about MEDICAL SPECIALISTS, you can get answers in Dr. Gott's new Health Report
on the subject. Send $1 and your name
and address to PO Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to ask
for the Health Report on Medical
Specialists.
ig) ISSA. NEWSPAPER ENISRPRISE AN

the private school sector. Key
among those have been tuition tax
credits and tuition vouchers that
would offer tax breaks or direct
assistance to parents of private
school children.
But with prospects bleak for tax
credits or vouchers, Bennett offered Catholic schools yet another
new tack.
He did not spell out why under
"Project Voluntas" parochial
schools would ask for only half
what a public school would spend
teaching a difficult student. But
Bennett said Catholic schools
"have often done more with less."
Median tuition at Catholic
elementary schools is about $700,
and $1,500 for high schools, cornparett-wfth an average of about
$4,500 a year to educate a child in
public school.

eman, Bennett said the dropout
rate among parochial high school
sophomores is just 3 percent, compared with 14 percent in public
school.
"Some try to suggest that these
students are the cream of the crop.

Again, not true. Twenty percent of
Catholic high schools admit
students expelled or dropped from
public high schools for
disciplinary reasons. Eighteen
percent of Catholic high schools
accept public school students

dropped for academic reasons,"
he said.
"In the end, Catholic schools
across the nation reject only 12
percent of those who apply. In my
lexicon," he said, "that is not
elitism.
It

RACER CLASSIC
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Saturday, April 23 Check-In 8:00 a.m.
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course
*four person scramble
*shotgun start
*first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and
last place prizes will be awarded

Entry Fee:

$55

(per person)

includes cart, greens fee
and a golf shirt
All Proceeds Go To The
MSU Athletic Program

ENTER TODAY!
Deadline to enter: April 20
Name
Address
Phone ( )
List the other members of your foursome:

Shirt Size: S M L XL

Please assign me to a foursome.
Make checks payable to: MSU Foundation,

Sponsored By The Racer Club
For More Information Call:

762-6800

Spring Rebate Sale

We are building our inventory, so the selection will be great.
In addition to our best competitive deal you will receive:
up to $1,500°° Cash Rebate on '88 Cadillacs
(if you are a previous Cadillac or Lincoln owner)
up to $750" on '88 Oldsmobiles

up to $750°° on '88 Buicks
up to *1,000" on '88 Pontiacs

In addition to the rebates, we have option savings on many models up to *700"
These rebafes are on selected models and are for a limited time.
Take advantage of G.M's rebates
while they last.

Wells Purdom, Jr.

Jim Suitor

We welcome trades
during this sale

Tripp Purdom

We have competitive
financing available.

John Purdom

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisifed Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

Janice Asbridge
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SPORTS
Living out
a dream

A perfect six

Wrenn hopeful
that Masters win
will come true
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. — It was the
kind of round young golfers dream
about, and Robert Wrenn didn't
want his to end.
While some of the game's biggest stars were struggling in gusty, bone-chilling wind, Wrenn
found himself in a tie for the lead
after the opening round of the 52nd
Masters on Thursday.
"Don't anyone wake me'up,"
Wrenn said after shooting a
3-under-par 69 to share the lead
with PGA champion Larry
Nelson.
"I want to enjoy this for a
while," Wrenn said. "It's a dream
come true.
"I never did three-putt and I
think that's a miracle on these
greens. These greens aren't exactly like hitting into peat moss. You
could be here all day on some of
them. You need to pack a sandwich to putt some of the greens."
Wrenn and Nelson fought
through the gusting 30 mph winds
to build a two-shot lead over four
others who managed to break par
— West Germany's Bernhard
Langer, Scotland's Sandy Lyle
Murray pitcher Kevin Tucker retired all six batters he faced Thursday afternoon, including three
and Americans Mark Calcavecstrikeouts. The Tiger bats couldn't generate any runs, however, and MRS fell to Marshall Count) 1-0.
chia and Don Pooley.
(See
related story.)
staff photo ht Oat Milker
-My game has always been like
the weather here," Nelson said.
"Sometimes good, sometimes
bad. I've played here when the
weather was perfect and didn't
shoot 69."
The weather was the major
topic for some longtime Masters
By The Associated Press
"There was no interference," 8-1. The Pittsburgh at
competitors.
You thought this was the Year of California manager Cookie Rojas Philadelphia game was rained
Six -time champion Jack
the Balk? In Chicago, it's the Year
said. "Joyner was sliding into se- out.
Nicklaus called it "maybe the
of the Interference Calt?_
cond
base. He was trying to break
most difficult" he's seen.
For the second time this young
up a double play. He's not out of
.-LNERIC-LV LEAGIE
Tom Watson, who has won this
season, an umpire's interference line. He didn't grab the guy.'
LaPoint took a three-hit shutout
revered title twice, said, "I'm
ruling at a key point in a tight
Maybe he did and maybe he into the ninth inning and had
always amazed what the wind
ballgame went in favor of a team
didn't.
retired 15 California batters in a
does here. I don't think I'll ever
from the Windy City.
"I'm not denying I stuck my row before Armas' double
figure it out. It was survival."
On Tuesday night, the Chicago arm out, but that's no different
"Early on, my fastball was
"It was almost totally by feel toCubs beat Atlanta 10-9 in 13 inn- than sticking my foot out," Joyner
moving because of the wind and
day," Ben Crenshaw, the 1984
ings after an interference call said. "Ozzie wasn't making an efthe dryness," LaPoint sa,id. "After
champion, said. "You're out there
against Gerald Perry of th Braves fort to throw anywhere."
I got going, my thangeup was
just creeping around trying to find
wiped out what would have been
Guillen, on the other hand, said
working."
something."
the winning run in the bottom of Joyner "tried to grab my right
Tigers 11, Red Sox 6
Crenshaw and Watson both
the ninth.
leg." And White Sox manager Jim
managed par 72s on the 6,905-yard
Matt Nokes drove in five runs
On Thursday, the Chicago White
Fregosi said replays showed with a pair of homers and a single
Augusta National course. Sox held
off California 2-1 thanks
Joyner had his arm locked around and Pat Sheridan and Tom
Nicklaus shot 75.
to a game-ending double play that Guillen's leg.
The wind was so bad it would
Brookens had four hits apiece to
included an interference call
"There's no question about it." pace a 21-hit .Detroit attack.
move the ball on green.
against the Angels' Wally Joyner.
he said.
"It was oscillating," Scotland's
Brookens drove in four runs and
Chicago's Dave LaPoint lost his
In other American League Alan Trammell and Jim Morrison
Ken Brown said after his 73. "I
shutout bid with one out in the
games, Detroit outslugged Boston each had three hits.
just let it roll wherever it
ninth on consecutive doubles by
11-6, Kansas City defeated Toronto
fancied."
Frank Tanana, 1-0, won it. He
Tony Armas and Chili Davis. 7-4 and Cleveland downed Texas
allowed 10 hits and five runs in
Gary Koch came to the 18th Reliever Bill Long walked Joyner 4-1. The Minnesota
-New York and seven innings, including a firstneeding a par to share the lead, but got Brian Downing to hit
Milwaukee-Baltimore games inning homer by Spike Owen and
but took a triple bogey seven when grounder to second baseman Fred
were rained out.
three hits by Marty Barrett.
he caught a trap, left his next shot Manrique, who threw to shortstop
• In the National League. New
Don Heinkel, making his major
in the trap and three-putted for a Ozzie Guillen. Umpire Jim
York defeated Montreal 8-5, San league debut, allowed one, run
72.
McKean ruled it a double play, Francisco downed San Diego 6-1,
over the final two innings to
Wrenn, 243, gained his Masters saying the sliding Joyrierhad inLos Angeles beat Atlanta 5-2 and preserve the victory for Detroit in
invitation liy winning the Buick terfered with Guillen.
Cincinnati outslugged St. Louis 40-degree weather.
Open last year, his only victory in
three years on the PGA Tour.
He said he was worried when he
started his first Masters round.
'I thought, 'Good grief! Just
don't shoot a hundred out here.'
He got off to a fast start, rolling
in an 8-foot birdie putt on the first
Staff Report
The Tigers got things started ly after taking host Reidland into
hole and scoring another birdie on
After leaving nine men on base
again in the final inning as Miller extra innings before the 5-4 final
the par-5 second when he two.
in a 4-0 loss to Mayfield on Tuespicked up his second single and Thursday afternoon.
puttedfrom 75 feet.
day, the Murray High Tigers were
moved to second base on a steal.
The Greyhounds drilled a one
Wrenn birdied No. 8 from 15 feet looking to cash in on every opporMiller advanced to third on a out single past left fielder Benji
and got his first of two bogeys on tunity against Marshall County
fielder's choice and Chris Dill Kelly's diving attempt to score the
the 11th. He also bogeyed 14, chip- Thursday afternoon.
walked to keep the rally alive, but winning run in the ninth inning.
ped to two feet for a birdie on 15
Those opportunities were hard
the next batter grounded out to
Calloway scored in the first innand capped the round by sinking to come by for four innings and
end the game and drop MHS to 0-2. ing when Corey Wells drove in
an eight-foot birdie putt on the when they did roll around. MI-IS
Although the bats may not have Alan Bazzell, and added three
final hole.
couldn't push anyone across the
caught fire, Murray's pitching runs in the third on singles from
tickled to death where I plate in a 1-0 defeat.
was red-hot, allowing only two hits Scott Adams and Greg Lassiter,
Marshall County pitchers com- as Marshall's only run was an RBI-grounder by Pookie Jones,
ani." he said.
bined for a perfect outing through
unearned.
and run-scoring hits from Wells
Nelson, seeking his fourth major
four innings, but first baseman
"I was really impressed with and Cary Alexander
championship, also had a round of
Mark Miller singled in the fifth in- our pitching. Anytime you allow
The Laker rally ended with a
five birdies and two bogeys. All of
ning
to open the door for the just two hits, you should win the runner thrown out at home
his birdies were from 10 feet or
in a
Tigers Murray left the bases full, game," Tiger coach Cary Miller close play, but Calloway held
less.
a 4-2
however, and waited until the
said. "I'm very pleased with the lead until the fiftK. when Reidland
Seve Ballesteros, the Spaniard
sixth inning to rally again.
way our pitchers are playing at scored once,
who holds two Masters crowns,
Jason Sammons singled to right this time of the year."
The Greyhounds then tied the
and Tom Kite, often in contention
in the sixth and advanced to seDavid Sykes started the contest game in the sixth on a balk which
but never a winner at Augusta, cond on a Don Easley sacrifice
for Murray, going five innings and allowed the tying run to score
were among eight players with
bunt. Eric Grogan lifted a hit into giving up both Marshall County
Calloway coach Randy Mc73s.
rightfield, but Sammons was nailhits. The senior lefthander struck Callon was pleased with most of
Defending champion Larry ed at the plate to end the scoring out four. Kevin Tucker relieved the performance by the Lakers,
threat.
Mize shot 78.
Sykes in the sixth inning. The although he did note their 18
strong righthander sent down all strikeouts in the game.
six batters he faced, three on
McCallon credited the high K
strikeouts.
total to Reidland ace Kent
In the Tigers' first two contests, Wallace, who pitched the final five
IN OVERALL
their pitching staff has allowed on- Innings for the Greyhounds and
CUSTOMER
ly two earned runs. Murray will be struck out 11. "He really slammed
SATISFACTION
looking to add some offense to that the door on us," McCallon said.
•immil 1986& 1987
pitching excellence today when it
McCallon also complimented
visits Christian County.
the performance of Bazzell, who
gave up only four hits and one
SOO Chestnut
earned run while striking out eight
7$34950
Calloway County suffered their
second loss in three games, but on- i('ont'd on page 1.5)
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Sutton, Cats ready to
follow up 'great year
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP ) — Although a "great year" ended only two
weeks ago, Kentucky Coach Eddie Sutton has already got his Wildcats
working on the next basketball season.
"What the athlete does in the offseason has a lot to do with the type of
season you will have," he said at his final weekly news luncheon Thursday. "We have made it very clear to the returning players that they
must work extremely hard in the weight room and on their own during
the spring, during the summer and into the fall when we start practice
on Oct. 15.
"I think they certainly understand that and welcome the opportunity."
At the start of this past season, the Wildcats talked of going to the
Final Four in Kansas City.
They even wore T-shirts that read: "Destina,
tion Kansas
-- •
•
But the road to the Final Four came to an abrupt halt in Birmingham,
Ala., where the Wildcats were beaten by Villanova in the semifinals of
the Southeast Regional.
"It's easier to reflect back on the year after a few days than perhaps it
is after the first loss," said Sutton. "I thought it was a great year Not an
outstanding year, but a great year,"
He noted that the Wildcats finished 27-6, were ranked in the Top 10,
won the Southeastern Conference regular season and tourney championships and posted non-conference victories over Syracuse, Notre Dame,
Indiana and Louisville.
(Cont'd on page 15)

Kentucky gives hoop awards
LEXINGTON, Ky. oAP) —
Senior guard Ed Davender was
the recipient of four honors during
the University of Kentucky
basketball awards banquet Thursday night.
Davender received the leadership, best free-throw shooter, most
assists and best defense awards
while backcourt teammate Rex
Chapman was named the team's
most valuable player.
Senior forward Winston Bennett
was selected outstanding senior
and top rebounder. Rob Lock, also

a graduating senior, earned the
110 percent and sacrifice ( taking
charges ) awards.
Forward Eric Manuel received
honors for fewest turnovers and
freshman leadership
Senior Cedric Jenkins garnered
the scholastic award, and along
with Chapman, was honored for
making the Southeastern Conference scholastic honor roll
Freshman redshirt Johnathon
Davis received the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes award.

Major League Baseball

Same rule, different league: Chicago wins through interference

Spring sports

Murray pitching not enough to save
win in 1-0 defeat to Marshall County
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Royals 7, Blue Jays 4
Hall added an RBI single in the
Danny Tartabull hit a three-run eighth, while winner John Farrell
homer and Kurt Stillwell had a gave up one run and six hits in six
two-run inside-the-park homer as Innings
Kansas City salvaged the finale of
Loser Jose Guzman pitched a
the season-opening three-game seven-hitter with 12 strikeouts
series Kevin Seltzer hit a solo
.1aomez ad RBI single Jur.th, .
N.4 TIONAL LE.40(E
Royals and winner Mark Gubicza
Meta /I, Expos 5
allowed three runs and five hits in
Gary Cirter is getting older
six innings
Maybe he's getting better. too
Tartabull homered in the first
Carter, who turned 34 today.
Inning off Jim Clancy after Seltzer celebrated early by hitting two
walked and George Brett singled. solo home runs Thursday night
Stillwell, acquired from CincinThe Mets are hoping this will be
nati during the winter, doubled in
a good year for Carter. a 10-time
the fifth for his first AL hit and
All-Star who slumped to 235 last
scored on Seitzer's single for a 4-2 season Manager Davey Johnson
lead
plans to give his catcher plenty of
Indiana 4, Rangers 1
rest; Carter, who also threw out
Cory Snyder's two-run homer
Mitch Webster trying to steal,
broke a seventh-inning tie. Snyder
may make that decision difficult if
connected after Brook Jacoby led
he continues playing well
off with a double, his third hit. Mel i('ont'd on pare 15)

Baseball

'Breds can't 'slam door' on UTM
Staff Report

Mitch Grogan slammed one
door, but Murray State's hitters
couldn't batter down another
Thursday afternoon at Martin,
Tenn. in a 5-3 loss to the University
of Tennessee-Martin Pacers
Grogan, half of the locally.
generated Grogan twins who lead
Murray's relief staff, entered the
game in the second inning and
shut the Pacers out on only two
hits through 6 1-3 innings.
The relief stint lowered
Grogan's team-leading ERA to
1.32 (brother Rick is at 1.72, but
the Thoroughbreds saw their
overall record drop to 8-10 with the
loss.
The 'Breds could not chip away
at the 5-0 lead until the seventh,
when Danny Alfeldt drove in Murray's first run

In the eighth, Phil Wessell drove
in the second run with a single and
pinch-hitter Jeff Brown,delivered
another RBI single But the 'Breds
had the tying run at the plate in the
eighth and ninth inning without
converting.
Wessell;--who also doubled in the
game, extended his hitting streak
to eight games, the team's longest
of the year. Starting pitcher Jeff
Moore, 0-2, took the loss.
UTM moved to 15-12 with the
win.
The Thoroughbreds return to
Ohio Valley competition this
weekend when they travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn for a three-game
weekend series with the Middle
Tennessee Blue Raiders.
The teams play a doubleheader
Saturday and a single game Sunday afternoon.

Breds baseball to be on WSJP
Radio station WSJP, 1130 AM in Murray, has announced its schedule
for broadcasting selected Murray State University baseball games.
The package is the first regular-season broadcast schedule on a commercial station for coach Johnny Reagan's Thoroughbreds. MSU sports
information director Craig Bohnert will be the play-by-play announcer.
"We're very excited about getting our baseball games on the radio,"
said MSU athletic director Michael D. Strickland. "It's especially important this season, since nearly all of our baseball games are being
played on the road. Through the broadcasts, we hope to get the people involved with the 'Breds, and get our fans excited about next year when
they return to play on campus.
"We appreciate the efforts of WSJP in getting this package put
together," Strickland added. "They've been very supportive of MSU
athletics, and this package is another indication of the fine support
they've given us."
The schedule, which is subject to change, is:
April 10 — Middle Tennessee, tape delay after Cardinals' broadcast.
April 15 — Tennessee Tech (first game of doubleheader).
April 16 — Tennessee Tech (picked up after Cardinals' game).
April 17— Tennessee Tech (picked up after Cardinals' game).
April 23 — Tennessee State (doubleheader:live from Calloway Conty
High School field).
April 30 — Austin Peay (doubleheader).
May 1 — Austin Peay (carried until beginning of Cardinals'
broadcast).
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Newton, others prepare for signing date
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - With the second and final signing period
less than a week away, basketball coaches at the state's regional universities are scurrying to till any gaps left on their rosters.
Murray State, coming off a 22-9 season in which it won the Ohio Valley
Conference championship, is looking for a center to replace 6-foot-8
senior Carl Sias, whose rebounding and inside defense helped the Racers
upset North Carolina State and just miss beating eventual champion
Kansas in the NCAA Tournament.
"We need a post man for Sias and Robert McClatchey," said Murray
State Coach Steve Newton. "We're still involved with several people. If
we get a center, we're going to be OK."
However, assistant coach Charles Cunningham said there are not
many good big men available.
All we need somebody to do is play good post defense," Cunningham
said. We have some jokers who can score, and if we get somebody who
can score, that will be great, too."
Murray State may have found its man in 6-7
270-pound Ronald
"Popeye" Jones of Dresden, Tenn., who announced through his coach
Wednesday that he would attend Murray.
Jones, the state's Class A Mr. Basketball, averaged 25 points and 15 rebounds while leading Dresden to a 28-4 _record and the semifinals of the
Tennessee State Tournament. He selected Murray over Lamar,
Tennessee-Martin and Arkansas State.
The Racers have also received verbal commitments from 6-4 Mike
Gray of Caldwell County High School and 6-3 guard Mitch Cothran from
nearby Marshall County High. Mike Land, a 6-6 forward from Sullivan
Junior College, signed with the Racers in November.
Donald Overstreet, a 6-4 swingrnan from Paducah St. Mary with a
40-inch vertical leap, is expected ib make an impact after sitting out last
season as an academic casualty.
Western Kentucky Coach Murray Arnold saidtis team's most glaring
weakness also is inside, even though the HUHoppers are hot after guards
Richie Farmer of state runner-up Clay County and James Brewer of
Bardstown.
Arnold said after the season that Western would try to get a quality
center so 6-8 Anthony Smith, who led the Sun Belt Conference in rebounding, can move to his natural position at forward.
The Hilltoppers, who return four starters, must also replace 6-6 for-

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

"We're still involved
with several people.
If we get a center, we
are going to be OK."

NBA

Pedro Guerrero's two-run single
snapped a 2-2 tie in the ninth inning and Los Angeles won in
Atlanta.
The Dodgers loaded the bases
against Paul Assenmacher, 0-1,
and Guerrero singled off Jim
Acker. Mike Marshall followed
with an RBI single.
Alejandro Pena pitched two
scoreless innings for the victory.
Jesse Orosco, acquired from the
New York Mets during the winter,
worked the final'inning for a save
in his Dodger debut.

Fifty years after Reds lit the night...
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Not all Cub fans light-hearted' as stands go up
Chicago aldermen over noise ordinances, state legislators over
statutes, and a handful of vocal
neighborhood groups in court over
lights at Wrigley since acquiring
the ballclub in 1981
But a City Council vote last
month removed the final
roadblock, even while limiting the
team to 18 lighted regular-season
contests each season
And sometime later this season
- team officials will not say when,
pending completion of the construction - the Cubs will become
the last team to join baseball's
enlightened fraternity
They do so more than five
decades after the Cincinnati Reds
played the first major league
game under the lights of nowdefunct Crosley Field, and 40

CHICAGO - The only question
left to answer now is who will
throw out the first bulb
Years of political manuevering,
hand -wringing. name-calling,
maybe even an era, ended Thursday when light stands began going
up at venerable Wrigley Field,
where for 72 years, the Chicago
Cubs played baseball only in the
sunshine.
"It's funny." said 14-year-old
Josh Relngold, watching a
helicopter lift girders to a work
crew positioned atop the left-field
deck "I thought the people in the
neighborhood had some fight left
In them"
The Cubs owner, Tribune Co.,
had fought pitched battles with

Sutton, Cats•••
((bard from page 14)
"I think it speaks well for the five seniors and for the 1987-88 basketball
team," said Sutton
Sutton said he believes Rex Chapman, Winston Bennett and Ed
Davender will be among the 50-80 players invited to tryout for the Olympic team this summer Chapman made the Pan American squad in 1987.
He also said he thinks that Bennett and Davender, along with fellow
graduating senior Rob Lock, in "all likelihood," will be drafted by the
NBA and it is "very possible" that Richard Madison and Cedric Jenkins
will be selected

Spring sports...
(('ont'd from page 14)
In seven innings of work
Calloway plays Trigg County at
Cadiz this afternoon.
SOFTBALL

Calloway County remained
perfect with a double-header
sweep of Fulton County Thursday.
The Lady Lakers improved to 4-0.
Calloway pounded out 13 hits
and drew 18 walks in the opener,
as pitcher Angie Miller scored the
23-0 win.
Cynthia Garland led the hit
parade with three base knocks and
a walk Holly Cherry had two hits
and a walk, Miller and Ginger Billington recorded two walks and a
hit each and P.J. Chadwick
tripled.
Calloway fell behind 2-1 in the
second contest, before Erica
Muskgrow doubled in the bottom
of the fourth inning. Lisa Barnett
then walked and Tracy Banks
singled Muskgrow home to knot
the game at 2-2.
Garland, who went 3-3 in both
games, then belted a triple that
scored both runners. Tina Barrow
knocked in Garland for an Insurance run and Sherry Rule held

on for the 5-2 decision, her first of
the year.
The Lady Lakers take a week off
for Spring Break and host
Hickman County in a
doubleheader April 18

1411-01111WANO1

Snaglesss
Sally

years after the Detroit Tigers
became the last to do so.
"It's about time," said Bud
Hora, who figures he's spent 65 of

his 75 years rooting for baseball's
previously lightless lovable losers.
"I wasn't sure I'd see them in my
lifetime."

.tIvindsr a Masises
Boston at Philadelphia
Cleveland at New Terse)
New York at Washfigton
Golden State at Sacramento
Houston at LQII Angeles Clippers

Saturday's Games
Baltimore at Cleveland
1)etroit at Kansas City
Toronto at Minnesota
Milwaukee at New York. In'
Seattle at Chicago. In
Boston at Texas in

.
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Spring football enthusiasm was
dampened last week when Murray
State University junior fullback
Frank Thigpen suffered ligament
damage in his left knee as the
result of a freak accident.
Thigpen slipped while trying to
make a cut and tripped across a
fire hose (used to simulate offensive linemen
causing a
previously-torn anterior ligament
to tear completely.
Thigpen previously injured his
knee during last year's spring
practice and saw limited duty for
the Racers last fall. He was expected to shoulder a larger

bakfield burden with the graduation of Bill Bird and Willie Cannon,
but "springs have not been very
good to Frank Thigpen." MSU
running back coach Bob Larson
said.
Larson said Thigpen, a junior
from Haines City, Fla., would face
three options: trying to strengthen
the knee, a change of position„or
an operation to attempt to repair
the damage.
Thigpen underwent arthroscopic surgery last Friday.
"Now we have to sit down with
the doctors and decide what the
correct decision is." Larson said.

HOW KUBOTA USED
A TRACTOR TO BREAK
NEW GROUND.
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Pte-Owned ar Sale
Our used cars with less than 100.000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3.000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.
1980 Chevy Caprice, çood1 transportation
1981 Pontiac Firebird,
miles
1982 Cadillac Sedan D ille, clean one
owner
1983 Cadillac Coupe Derrlf*ltw miles
1984 Monte Carlo, extra cle.l1,`3111000. miles
•
1984 Ninety Eight, 4 door, good rr4.1.
-.'
i•
1984 Buick Regal, 4 door, one o
•1984 Buick Regal, 2 door
(„
1984 Buick Century, 4 00014r1!
1984 PontlacSTE, 4 door I.1985 Pontiac Grand Prix, local one owner
1985 Chevy Iroc-Z, low miles, one ovIner,.••
31,000 miles
1987 Buick LaSabre, 4 door, riiiimcar
warranty
warranty
1987 Mercury Topaz SL, one ovvnesr,

new car warranty
1987 Buick Skylark, one owner, new car
warranty
1987 Buick Riviera. GM car:*new -oar
c
warranty
1987 Buick Century, 4 door, new fac
. 42• ,
warranty
#
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4, Gyps' 4.

warranty

•

1988 Ford Pickup, like new with used
price new truck warranty remaining.

KUBOTA
Nothing like it on earth:

COWIN() YOUR WAY FOR

Ifuck:
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STOKES TR (TOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
Industrial Rd.

itib,• 1RRI

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

153-1319

Thal Fishermen guy"

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Conr er i'•
OLDSMOBILE--PONTIAC-CADILLAC - BUICK

AT YOUR TACKLE STORE
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1987 Pontiac Sunbird, 4 door,

Then did ii a it h expertise cultivated over 25 years Ifs what
made Kubota the biggest small tractor somparty in the world
NOW theY're trodding new turf with a full lane of lawn
and garden tractors and walk behind tillers
Kubota's first lawn tractor is built for operator comfort
and sonventense Its air cooled 13 5 HP Kubota gasoline engine
makes grooming large lawns easy
The G-Series tras tors are the firo of their size to be powered by a
diesel engine Five models (eons 10 to 16 horses run longer and use less fuel than any gas
mower
The tillers range from 2 2 to 7 horsepower and have air cooled gasoline engines There's
also a diesel powered tiller The larger tillers have smut! counter rotating
tines that turn backwards to work hard packed soil up from the mots
Our portable generators have from 00 to .500 watt..
of
r• And our pump; vary in capacity from 106 to
47Sgllons per minute
Wh.ititcenex to breaking new ground, leave it to
tractor company
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Thigpen injured in practice

Gold or Nick's
111 Colors

"Th* Fishormens' Belt

Angeles

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

Football

IA, Ira
113, I
os

BIG BASS

1-clarirhed playoff berth
y clinched division title
1101nprada3I's Games
Atlanta 120. Mew Jersey 94
Houston Ii21810
•
Friday 11.Darnell
New Jersey at mobil
Detroit at PtaadelAtall Mtle41.ukee at clr.v ego,'
lintionwat Wastrangton
New York at Chit.ign
Utah at Dallas
Denver at San Antonio
Los Angeles Clippers at Los
Laker,
Phoenix at Golden State
Portland at Seattle
Ont.:day's(iniews
[tetra*. at Atlanta ;
Denver at banns
tridtana at MilwaukeeSacramento al Phoenix.
Los Angeles Lakers al Portland
Houston at Seattle

Baseball

In,

By JAMES LITKE
AP Sports Writer

•

..11/

ward Fred Tisdale, a defensive specialist.
Western could end up with a great recruiting year if it gets Farmer
and Brewer to go along with 6-5 sophomore Harold Tompkins, who sat
out last season for academic reasons, and early signee Mike Wilson of
Stone Mountain, Ga., a highly rated 6-41guard.
Eastern Kentucky will try to regroup- after losing seven seniors and
four starters, including All-OVC guard Jeff McGill and center Tyrone
Howard.
"We're looking perimeter players mainly," said Eastern coach Max
Good. "It could be touch and go."
With 6-9 Mike Smith and 6-81 Ron Peck retaining four years of
eligibility following a redshirt season, Good would like a guard to team
with senior Darrin O'Bryant.
Morehead State is looking to revamp its squad following a 522 campaign. Although the Eagles did not sign anyone in November, they have
received a commitment from B-6 forward Ronald Barnes of Trinidad,
Colo., Junior College.
Morehead also is recruiting 6-2 Johnny Hawk of Paducah Community
College and several junior college post men.
"We need help everywhere immediately," Morehead State Coach
Tommy Gaither said. "If they can't play for us, they can't play. It's a
good situation for a player to come into."

Dodgers 5, Braves 2

Like a good htargipbor,
State Farm is there

That's
State Far-in.i„
n eV:110ames
OI,1C05
è1dom.cwt
wino's
insurance.- HaTg.

Steve Newton

first major-league hit, an RBI
single after a fake bunt, and a
sacrifice fly.
Eric Davis hit a solo homer and
RBI single. Kal Daniels drove in
two runs with two doubles.
Reds rookie Chris Sabo, filling
in for the injured Buddy Bell, tied
the major league record for
assists by a third baseman with 11.
Jose DeLeon, obtained from the
Chicago White Sox, gave up four
runs on five hits and six walks in 3
2-3 innings.

PAGE n

SCOREBOARD >.

Major League Baseball...
(Oont'd from pagva 14)
San Diego in the seventh.
Darryl Strawberry continued
Brenly hit the Giants' first
hitting, connecting for his Na- homer of the season, a three-run
tional League-leading third home shot in the fourth against Eric
Show, 0-1, Butler hit a solo homer
run of the season
In the fifth off Eric Nolte.
Giants 8. Padres 1
Mike Krukow pitched four-hit
Reds 8, Cardinals 1
ball for seven innings and Bob
Danny Jackson pitched a threeBrenly and Brett Butler homered hitter and drove home two runs in
as San Francisco won its home his NL debut as Cincinnati beat
opener before 54,543 fans.
visiting St. Louis.
Krukow. a 20-game winner two
Jackson, acquired from Kansas
years ago who slumped to 5-6 last City in the winter, worked around
season, struck out six and walked seven walks and a home run by
one Benito Santiago home red for Bob Horner. He contributed his
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"Our aches and pains conform to
opinion. A man's as miserable as he
thinks he is.
— Seneca
Today's hand is offered to any
who feel miserable about any hand
they have recently misdefended.
It'll do wonders for your outlook to
know that this is the actual -defense" that took place during a
World Championship.
West started with the diamond
king and East laid an egg when he
played his six. Obviously East was
trying to signal count, a dubious effort in these situations. Playing
East for a possible doubleton, West
continued with the diamond ace and
, South ruffed.
--Bob Cornelison, center, president of the Murray-Calloway Comititr—
''—
. A.low trump was led toward dumUnited Was, welcomes new board members to the organization. The my (West's overcall made this play
members are; from left: Ronnie Gibson and Arlie Scott.
an easy one) and West, in with his
trump king, switched belatedly to
clubs. South won, crossed to dummy
in trumps and discarded a club on
dummy's
high diamond. A club ruff
We're Your
eliminated the minor suits, and a
Video
heart to dummy's 10 and East's jack
finished the job. East had to surrenHeadquarters
der either a free heart finesse or a
ruff and discard, and instead of two
down. South made his -impossible"
game.
S.J. Simon, the immortal bridge
guru of past decades, warned that
defense was the most difficult part
of the game. I agree. However, it's
not always as tough as today's defenders make it seem,
Pickup Fri.
Rent A VCR
Bring Back Mon.
For The Entire Week

Rent 5 Movies For $10
Members Get 6 For $10
For Only

1444serey

290 1.'ANN. Si

V

WASHINGTON ( API — A congressional panel investigating the
Latin American drug trade will
examine portions of the diaries
kept by former White House aide
Oliver North, the subcommittee's
chairman says.
"I've been pressing for these for
some time and the White House

753-111/0
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BEETLE BAILEY
Li A M ,
BAILEY.
YOU'RE

BAILEY?
HE'5 IN

BEETLE,
YOU'RE SOING

THE NEXT
BARRACKS

ON K.P.

TO BE IN

TROueLE WHEN
THEY FINP
OUT

‘
4
1

NORTH

48-A

•10 9 5
A Q10 5 4
•Q 5 4
4J 7
WEST
•K 2
V73
•A K 107 3
K Q53

EAST

•7
VKJ8
•9 8 6 2
+ 10 9 8 4 2

SMITH
•A Q J

86 4 3
9 62
•J
•A 6
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding.
South
1,

West
1 NT

44

Pass

North
Dbl.

I CAN
HANDLE
TR'OuBLE
AT 9 A.M.
I CAN'T
HANDLE IT
AT 44 AM.

East

2+
Pass . . Pass

Opening lead Diamond king
BID WITH THE ACES
48B

South holds •7
VKJ8
•9 8 6 2
4 10 9 8 4 2
North
14

South

ANSWER: Pass. No reason to look
for trouble with a poor hand and a
bad fit.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12163. Dallas Texas 73225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
copyrtot Mai

mud Featiare'Swedicate

has finally made them available,"
said Sen. John F. Kerry. D-Mass..
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations subcommittee on drugs
and terrorism.
Kerry says upcoming witnesses
before his panel will zero in on
links between drug trafficking and
the Reagan administration's efforts to maintain and supply the
Nicaraguan Contras.
North is under federal indictment on charges of conspiring to
divert proceeds illegally from the
U.S..Iran arms sales to the Contra
rebels in Nicaragua.
The Contra link came up
Wednesday when the panel heard
that the State Department hired a
firm with ties to drug smugglers to
ferry aid to the Contras.
Investigators for the congressional Iran-Contra committees
have told the narcotics panel that
the State Department selected
Vortex from a list of transport
companies provided by the CIA.
according UZI a Senate committee
source who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Michael B. Palmer, an admitted
former drug pilot who worked for
Vortex, testified that the Miamibased air transport company signed a series of contracts with the
State Department totaling more
than $300,000 two years ago.
The State Department's
Nicaraguan Humanitarian
Assistance Organization wanted
humanitarian aid flown to the
rebels but Vortex was too small to
handle the amount of supplies and
had to lease a bigger warehouse,
Palmer said
Robert Duemling, who ran the
NHAO, was expected to testify
before the panel today.
Vortex had a working relationship with the CIA, according to
Palmer and subcommittee officials speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The company did some airplane
maintenance work for CIA proprietary companies resupplying
the Contras in 1987, and in late 1986
sold to the CIA supply operation,
for $320,000, a DC-6 that formerly
had been used to haul drugs, according to his testimony and committee staff members

THE FAR SIDI
HE 5410 MIOOOKENDS
WERE TERRIOLE

Shaye Mitchell, left, helps Tony Sea% e.g. Paul Duke and Brian Et an.
with math at Calloway County Middle School,

Stephanie Wilson, center, tutors Kyle Welch and Jason Hale in
Language Arts at Calloway ('ounty Middle school.

Calloway students get help with honievsork
Students at Calloway County
Middle School have been provided
a unique opportunity for receiving
help with homework.
Each afternoon, students from
Calloway County High School
volunteer to work with middle
school students who are having
difficulty with work or who prefer
to complete their work at school
instead of taking it home
The high school tutors are
outstanding students who have
shown an interest in working with
younger students in an academic
situation.
They have received training In
tutoring from Patty Jachowicz,
coordinator of the tutorial program in the learning center at
Murray State University

llliulu

TOKYO ( AP ) — Stock prices
eased slightly today from their
record level of a day earlier, while
the U.S. dollar also dipped in
trading against the Japanese yen.
On the Tokyo Stock Exchange,
the Nikkei Stock Average of 225
selected issues, a 258.05-point winner Thursday. shed a modest 20.33
points, or 0.07 percent, finishing
the week at 26,748.89.
The Nikkei's close of 26,768 22
points Thursday was its highest
ever Its level today, though
marginally lower, surpassed the
previous best of 26,646 43 set the

By GARY LARSON
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the tutors are supervisedt by
Jan Nadeau, certified personnel,
who has also had tutorial
experience.
School coordinators for the project are - Marion O'Rourke at
Calloway High and Pat Seiber at
Calloway Middle.
The tutorial program is already
bringing about many positive
changes. O'Rourke and Seiber
said. Students are shwoing an increased ability to study and
reason, as well as improving their
grades.
"Perhaps most important of all.
middle schoolers are getting to
know students who are positive
role models as well as concerned,
capable friends. the coodinators
added.

Tokyo stock prices ease slight!)

I

BLONDIE
API WORKSHOP TEACHER
GAVE ME A'C'MINUS,
MR OLMSTEAD

Travis Torsak, tutor, helps Scott Adams, Marc Fain, John Geurin and
Cory Burkeen at Calloway County Middle School.

Panel to examine Olher North's diary

$(195

forget
our weekly
movie specials.
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2750 movies.
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48

week before the worldwide stock
market panic last October
"The decline was caused by
price adjusting. There were concerns that the market was rising
too fast," said Hiromi Yoneyama
of Wako Securities.
The weaker dollar also helped
promote selling, he said.
Activity faded in the afternoon
after a busy morning session during in prices rose on momentum
carried over from Thursday's
3harp rally. traders said

Cuba to participate
in stop-smoking day
MEXICO CITY (API — Cuba,
known worldwide for making fine
cigars, will participate in an international stop-smoking day.
The Cuban news agency Prensa
Latina said Cuban participation
today should not be considered "a
novelty," even though Cuba is a
major tobacco producer
"A strong campaign against the
smoking ha t tuts been under *ay
for some
rsIndlas achieved
already__ sitive results, even
thoth at t expense of an imporreductii in income from the
of cigar es and tobacco,"
the dispatc eceived in Mexico ty on Wedne ay.
The-trampaigu- tensified after
Cuban President Fidel Castro
gave up his trademark cigars
about two years ago
Prensa Latina said per capita
consumption of cigarettes and
tobacco has been declining since
1986 and sales dropped by VW
million last year. It also said from
today onward smoking will be banned on all Cuhatidomestic flights

r
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Calloway handicapped program ilea for below average students
Editor's Note: This is the second average or above average inof a five-part series on the Child telligence, but who have a severe
Awareness/Child Find program discrepancy between what they
for handicapped children. This ar- are able to do and what they are
ticle deals with the learning actually achieving."
disability program in the
Students may exibit this
Calloway County Schools.
discrepancy in one or more of
The learning disability program seven areas: oral expression,
is active in all of the Calloway listening comprehension, written
County Schools, and contrary to expression, reading skills, reading
popular belief, is not for students _comprehension, mathematics
of below normal intelligence Nan- calculation, or mathmatics
cy Lovett, assistant superinten- reasoning.
dent for Curriculum, said that the
'A learning disability is one of
LD program is for students of the hardest types of problems to

Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 9. 1988
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
Business is on your mind now. But
it's hard to drum up any enthusiasm
from others about your projects at
present. Otherwise, try to enjoy the
day.
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
You know what you mean, but may
not find the right words to express
your thoughts today An ethical
matter may concern you Watch
spending if traveling
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll have to watch personal
siwnding and the use of credit today.
Also. it's not a good time to become
involved financially with a friend.
Safeguard interests
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
You can't expect ottwrs to be
perfect, and today you II probably feel
that close ties aren't as cooperative
as they might tw Friends may tw
prer)c(upied
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
. TRL
Special attention needs to be paid
to health and diet tr stay Try not to
overindulge and think about getting
yourself hack into shape Some join a

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to ict 22)
Tension csitild arise with a partner
over a domestic matter. You want to
be polite and to maintain a happy
face, but you needn't kowtow to
people you don't care for.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)Judgment is not at its best regarding Maness and job interests now.
Wait until another time, when you
have more facts at hand and are more
self-expressive.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)'
Again you're warned not to go
overbaoard in spending money when
seeking pleasure Guard against
needless extravagance. Don't feel the
need to impress others. A
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to.hin 19)
You may feel your efforts to please\
someone aren't being appreciated.
Realize that wherrothers have problems, they're not always at their best.
Be understanding.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
A slip of the tongue may be mildly
embarrassing Use words with care
now and refraigc from pointless
chatter You want "to have fun now,
WAG°
but may lw trying too hard.
(Aug 23 to Sept 22)
PISCES
',taw
A child's spending habits may be a (Feb 19 to Mar 20.'
gigot
concern Yoti,may be trying toliard to
Social life is highlighted, but it's not
make a deal happen Refrain from the best time
entertain others.
mixing business and pleasure, but do Also, you should tw mindful of costs
eruoy yourself today
when pleasure seeking tonight

diagnose; a student must be tested
in all areas of a suspected disability," Lovett said. Therefore the
evaluation process is detailed and
involves many different methods.
The childs teacher first tries a
variety of methods and strategies
to attempt to correct the problem
within the regular classroom.
Then, the parent, the child's
teacher, an LD specialist, and
other support personnel meet to
determine the next steps.
After the parent's permission is
given for testing, the child is
evaluated in several ways including an intelligence test, informal and formal educational
assessments and vision and hearing screening.
The team meets again to iiPlermine the disability area. A Writteh
Legal Notice

report from an LD professional
must also be issued.
Lovett said that the LD program
is set up to build on the Oil_d's
strengths and remediate problems. "It is definitely geared to
academics. It supports the regular
classroom, but does not take the
place of it. There is close cooperation between the child's regular
classroom teacher and his LD
teacher," she said.
Diana Tatlock, learning disability teacher at Southwest Elementary said "The learning disabled
child may have difficulties in one
or more academic areas. This
often leads to frustration in
school." Early identification is
vitally important to prevent this
frustration .and to help the child.
learn to achieve academically.

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

PUBLIC
T PEOPLE
oft

Sodium
chloride
4 Labor
8 Excavate
11'One opposed
12 Military unit
13 Anglo-Saxon
money
14 Note of scale
15 Obscure
17 Awards
19 Succor
21 Health resort
23 Summer Fr
24 Bridge term
26 One no
matter which
28 Break
suddenly
3 1 Bespattei
33 Recent
35 Title of
respect
36 Let It
38 Testifies
41 As far as
42 Possess

Listed below are individuals, firms and corporations who have failed to pay 1987 City of Murray Property Taxes. The amount set opposite the property owners name is the amount of delinquent taxes
and includes penalty, interest and publication charge. Unpaid property taxes become a lien upon the described properties until paid
in full. The City of Murray may elect to file.suit for collection of unpaid taxes.
JO Crass
City Clerk

1987 City of Murray Delinquent
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sorrow
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Notice

Face
Brick
Start At
$

1 40°20,

1000

Vowel! &
Son, Inc.

2

otice

Missed
Your
Paper?

2

Notice

Boy it sure is.nifty
to be fifty today!

753-1916
5:30 to

MIL Number/Map Location/Address

Amount Due

"
Allen. Kennth; 81; 9-5-19/506 Pine
Amburgey, avid B.; 92; 11-21-6/1509 Clayshire

$17.09
238.91

Barnett, Diane; '211; 2-9-1A

258.52

Beane. Terry R.; 257; 11-13-8,1204 Melrose

247.20
5.77
266.07
9.44
51.63
32.54
201.95
23.88
.19.18

Blackford, Gladys H.: 338; 41-129/Hwy. 121
Blanton, Luke & Virginia; 257; 9-28-2/1st St.
Boggess. Terry; 388; Tr/Fox Meadows
Bolen, VirUna; 391/Tr/Fox Meadows
Borge, Jud7C.; 415; 3-1-2/Valentine Ave.
Boyle. Marvin & Verta; 445; 2-2-11
Bruce, Lindy; 543; Tr/Coach Estates .
Cain, Thomas H ; 623; 51435/Hwy. 121
Canter. James; 654; Tr/Coach Estates..
Canup, HA.: 657; 8-10-6/Coverdale, Add.
Carroll, Merida M.; 679; 9-5-11/Barnett Add
Cathy. John; 714; Tr/Coach Estates
Catlett, George Earl; 716; 10-26-11A
Catlett. Yvonne; 717; 10-26-14
Cavitt, Teresa; 725; 9-30-11/100 Spruce St.
Cavitt, Theresa Ann; 726; 9-31-9/Spruce
Churchill, Mason; 776; Tr/Fox Meadows
Clark, Lynn W.; 797; 7-9-1/907 Vine
Clark, Pamela; 800; 11-21-7C/1505 Clayshire
Coats, Terra; 815; 9-27-4/1st St.
Colley, Ronnie; 863; Tr/Coach Estates
Crawford, John, 956; 9-9-14/405 No. 4th
Cunningham. Theodore; 1013: 9-25-7/302 Cherry.
D-Al-Les, Inc.; 1029; Tr/9 Trailers
Dakota Patrick Foods, Inc.; 1032; 3-2-12A/Imp Only
Danner. Ronnie; 1043; 7-1-21/1004 Poplar
Darnell. Jesse; 1051; Tr/Riviera Courts
Dick, Marty Allen: 1098; 11-20-8/1498 Clayshire
Dowdy, Russell; 1172; Tr/Riviera Courts
Dublin. Rebecca; 1190; 7-2-10/So. 12th ,
Dunbar, Ella Est; 1192; 10-26-15/709 S. 3rd St.
Duncan, Allan; 1195; Tr/Riviera Courts

47.27
29.52
54.07
30.59
.19.18
17.09
.32.19
137.81
47.27
33.69
213.26
258.52
.9.44
36.35
115.18
122.71
11.93
1,126.17
164.96
16.50
250.98
17.28
250.98
20.87
.17.28

English, Brian, 1308; Tr/Riviera Courts
Farmer, L.H.; 1377: 4-6-33/1319 Poplar St.
Fike, Bobby; 1440; 4-14-13/410 So. 12th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1441; 10-19-12A/So. 4th
Eike, Bobby, Sr.; 1442:10-19.16/So, 4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1443; 10-19-17/So. 4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1444; 5-4-7/Sycamore St
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1445; 10-19-15/513 So 4th
Mice, Bobby T.; 1446; 42P-12-9/1516 Canterbury.
.
Flav-O-Rich; 1476;
Fondau, Vern; 1487; Tr/Riviera Courts
Foster. Drake: 1504.; 9-27-8/204 Pine

.24.90
.21.24
288.69
210.23
92.54
28.41
303.79
92.54
650.84
23.34
21.10
26.36

Cagle, Clifford J.; 1569; 4-11-18/1307 Overby St.
Gammonds, Wayne; 1586; 9-23-10/No Cherry
Gammond, L.D.; 1587; 9-20-1A.

250.98
29.90
..5.77

4

6 p.m

Mnr, I r;
p.m.

3:30 to 4

Martin, TN
587-2301

Read the want ads daily

Name

UOU 00 Beaugard, Georgia; 260; Spruce St.....

OU 1210000
Mg SMOU 03.0

Happy
Birthday

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

I.

(Editor's Note' Public Notice edvertising ploys s oakum nisi both in American history end 1st the
process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its ene premise that people most be
informed if they ore ts govern themselves competentiy. Public Notice *doer/Wag first come Into
being with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognising its respostsbaity to the pimple,
required the Postmaster Geastral to advertise for bids for the cos:traction of now pest offices.
From that insisspisioes beginning to the complex publication regairements la fetistral,state mod
lent laws today, government officials have come more and 1110C9 to iswierstend their obligations
to Inform the public *magi Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over tile years have been the
vehicle by which these obligations have been fulfelled. They will confines to be es lei g as the
meek demands that it be informed fremseatty and by the best moans possible.)

• Real Estate Taxes
44 Arid
45 Noise
47 unwanted
plant
49 Still
51 Back of neck
54 Hurricane
center
56 Period of
time
58 Fruit seed
59 Typeface
style
62 Edible seed
64 Article
65 Night bird
66 Short
informal
letter
68 Scene of
first might*
70 Tiny
71 - Trek"
72 The sett

intelligent, yet are having a learning problem, and the child
becomes frustrated with himself
because he knows he has a problem but can't understand what it
is. "He just knows he's different
from the other kids," she said.
"You have to teach them how to
learn. Once you find the key that
opens that door to their problem,
all you have to do is give them the
information."
The emphasis of Child
Awareness/Child Find is to locate
and help Handicapped children. If
you know a child who is handicapped or who is not receiving special
help, please contact Nancy Lovett
Child Awareness/Child Find Coordinator, at the Calloway County
Board of Education office at
753-3033.

4.4

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Tatlock said that some
characteristics of possible learning disabilities in a child could be
language delays, limited shortterm memory, difficulty following
directions, cllstractability, uncoordinated movements and poor eyehand coordination.
Ann Haney, also a learning
disability teacher, said that a learning disability can often be a
frustrating experience for both
child and teachers. "There is
nothing physically wrong with the
child that you can see," she said.
"LD kids are sometimes gifted
and of above average intelligence,
but they can get lost in the group
because they have problems that
you can't follow." Teachers can
sometimes become frustrated
with the child because they appear

Gilbert. Johonna; 1661, 9-29-1/RR St.
Olvmore. Carol, 1684; Tr/Coach Estates
Gordon, Marshall; 1696; 42R/Detail Doran Road
Grace, Cletus D.; 1707, 51-62B/Old Concord Rd.
Gradisher, Myra D.; 1708; 3-12-40/114 No, 14th St
Graves, Linda J.; 1719. 9-28-4/No. 1st & CST...

.13.32
.31.78
.40.17
.78.72
379.24
.13.32

Green, Bruce, Bldg. Contractor; 1726; Tr. 42-57
Green. Bruce, Bldg. Contractor; 1727; 42-57/Hwy. 1550
Hager, Ronald;, 1776; Tr/Riviera Courts
Haley. Jeffrey L.; 1796; 10-3-2/So. 8th & Poplar.
Hamm, Steven J.; 1816; 9-6.-214No. 6th

9.63
28.72
.34.45
137.81
183.08

Harding, Bert; 1830; 9-31-16A/No. 2nd St
Harrington, Wacelyri; 1856; 6-4-14
Hayden, Gary; 1913: Tr/Fox Meadows
Hayden, Wilma June; 1915; 6-11-5/513 Beale
Hensler, Al & Mary; 1965; Tr/Riviera Courts
Hensler, Al St Mary; 1966; Tr/Riviera Courts
Hill, Louis C.; 1994; 11-12-29/Plainview Ac

8 04
175.54
22.99
152.90
13.46
16.50
266.07

Hooper, Kimberly; 2053; 11-21-4/1513 Clayshire
Hornbuckle, Charlie; 2086; 9-20-5/215 L.P. Miller
Hubbard, Louise; 2136; 9-27-3/1st St.
Hubbard, Louise; 2137; 9-20-7/105 Pine
Hudson, Barbara; 2140; Tr/Fox Meadows
Humphreys, Ann; 2171; 3-10-8/211 NO. 13th
Humphreys, Anna F.; 2172; 9-9-10/406 NO, 5th
Humphreys, Leslie; 2180; 1-19-9/No. 16th
Humphreys, Leslie; 2182; 7-4-3/1109 Vine
Humphreys, Leslie; 2183; 9-6-3/503 Pine St
Humphreys, Leslie; 2185; 4-5-22/307 So. 15th
Hutcherson, Clifford; 2216; 9-30-12A/104 Spruce Ivory, Anna Bell; 2255; 9-29-7/1st St

277.39
39.73

Jones, Carl; 2387; 7-4-8/304 So. 11th St
Jones. Dan; 2393; Tr/Fox Meadows
Jones, Lawrence D.; 2433; 10-3-7/300 So. 5th
Kinel, Willie E.; 2544; 9-29-3C/Pine St
King, Jerry D.; 2549; 9-30-2/209 E. Pine
Lane, Linda A.; 2649; 11-21-7A/1505 Clayshire
Lee, Billy; 2712; Tr/Riviera Courts
Lord, Alice Faye; 2768; 51-72/01d Murray Paris Road
Lucas, Walter; 2797; Tr/Fox Meadows

141.59
59.26
220.80
235.88
77.45
247.20
33.30
9 46
17.28

38
5.04
96
17.28
66.14
115.18
254.75
198.16
164122
9857
'47.27
6 52

32.54
Manning, Randy; 2841; Tr/Coach Estates
85.00
Mathis. Wayne; 1879; 8-2-6
341.52
McCarty, John; 2914; 3-14-25/No, 13th
160.44
McDaniel, Lubie Dan; 2967; 10-1-7/Court Square
39.73
McPherson, Marion E.; 3058; 9-31-20/Bolen St
21.10
Modglin, Lillian; 3176; Tr/Riviera Courts
197.41
Morton, Lexie; 3233; 8-5-52 & 53/Grogan Add
36.35
Muller, Juston; 3249; Tr/Riviera Courts'
Murray Alumni Corp of Sigma Phi Epsilon; 3260; 3-9-5, 5A,6/
730.77
1402 Main St
Nance, Rick; 3340; Tr/Fox Meadows
Nanney, Samuel J.; 3346; 5-4-21/Whitnell Add
Nichols. Claudean; 3367; 51-73 & 73A/Murray Paris
Owen, David W.; 3483; 2-8-9/105 No. 16th
Payne, Eusheki; 3626; 9-24-1/409 No. 2nd
Pealo, Earl; 3634; 7-9-28/413 Se. 10th
Peeler. Phillip; 3645; Tr/Coach Estates
Pennington, Tommy; 3649; Tr/Fox Meadows
Perry, Willie; 3673; 9-24-4/407 No. 2nd
Perry, Willie Earl; 3676; 9-29-8/408 1st St
Pizza Inn; 3721; Improvements Only
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3726; 9-26-5A/Ash St
Proctor, Mitch; 3762; Tr/Riviera Courts

15.36
235.13
29.97
315.12
42.00
118.95
51.63
16.54
69.90
58.60
576.86
5.77
11.17

Robinson, Daniel E.; 395602-4-10/1615 Miller
Rowell, Susan A.; 4057; 1-19-12/1600 Ryan
Rutledge, Anthony; 4091; 9-27-5/405 No.lst

130.26
217.04
167.99

14.98
Scott, Delius; 4183; Tr 69A-12/Riviera Courts
260.41
Scott. Donald G.; 4184; 4-4-24/217 So. 15th St.
7.29
Singleton, J.; 4315; 9-30-10/Pine St.
14.83
Skinner, John W.; 4322: 10-26-14AS/Pleasant Hill.
92.54
Skinner, Mary Jane; 4324; 9-30-18/120 Sprtyce..
266.07
Sohm. Ruth H.; 4399; 1-16-6A. 19 & 20
6.52
Sparks, Maggie M.; 4428; 9-29-4/400 1st St.
371.69
Stalls. Fred P.; 4447; 11-22-1/Plainview Ac
266.07
Stalls, Herman Euwin; 4449; 11-11-7/Plainview Ac
15.74
Steffy, David; 4484; Tr/Fox Meadows ...
303.79
Stewart, Chad Lee, Jr.; 4495; 3-8-13/1404 Hughes •
Stockwell. Ralph & Bill Stockwell; 4502; 4-8-12/140 So. 13th 235.88
398.10
Tabers, Gerald K.; 4596; 7-19-3/500 Broad.
.8.11
Thomas, Jerry: 4636; Tr/Green Acres .
94.81
Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4670; 9-19-3 & 9-19-4 .
175.54
Tidwell, Margaret; 4697; 3-15-15/W Main St.
93.62
Turnbow, Benjamin C.; 41P-59/Stadium View
31.39
Turska, Jeff; 4779; Tr/Riviera Courts
198.16
USA; 4786; 8-9-21/So. 9th St.
47.27
Utterback. Edd; 4807; 9-8-2/505 Walnut
30.64
Vickrey, Lionel; 4832; Tr/Riviera Courts
137.81
Voohers, Jerry G.; 4848; 9-8-2/505 Pine St.
339.26
Voorkes, Jerry G.; 4849; 5-21-3/Peggy Ann
30.64
Walls, Ricky; 4906; Tr/Riviera Courts
107.63
Walls, Walter; 4908; 9-24-1/Bishop View
149 14
Weaver, Angela G.; 4982; 1-14-20/1628 Olive
200.69
Wilder, Robert; 5072; 4-8-15/So. 13th
70.70
Wilford, Bernice; 5077; 41-53
17.28
Williams, Dorothy; 5-91; Tr/Coach Estates
.5.03
Wofford. Louise: 5179; Pleasant Hill Add
17.28
Young, Angie; 5240; Tr/Fox Meadows
99.33
Younglove, Truman; 5259; 7-7-21B/So. 10th St.

'
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Notice

6

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
SON OR DAUGHTER
The Commonwealth of Kentucky.Calloway Circuit Court, Bright
AGE 19?
Mortgage Company. Plaintiff, versus Donald L. Lanham, Defendant,
Case No. 87-CI-215.
Unless still in
NOTICE OF SALE
School or College,
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
their family group
Court rendered at the January 6 term thereof 1988. in the above cause,
hospital insurance
for the sum of twenty-eight thousand, one hundred fifty-five and 56/100
may have expired
dollars, with interest at the rate of 13e; per annum from 3/1/87 until
due to age. Our
1708/88; thereafter at the rate of 12 percent per annum, until paid
most popular Maand its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
jor Medical Policy
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public
offers comprehenauction on the 18th day of April 1988, at 4:00 o'clock p.m. or thereabout
sive benefits at
upon cash or a credit of 30 days - the purchaser being given the right
reasonable rates.
and privilege to pay the accrued interest at any time before the 30
For free informadays expires; the purchaser to execute bond with sufficient surety
tion call:
thereon to be approved by the Commissioner, and said bond to have
the same force and-effect of the Judgment on which execution may
Jerry McConnell
issue and on which there can be no replevine.
Insurance
The following described property, to wit: A 0.49 acre lot as surveyed
753-4199
by F.T. Seargent an Associates of Murray, Kentucky, on August 30,
-tree local chitin ',nice'
1983. and being Lot N.115 of Panorama Shores Subdivision, Unit No.
2. in Calloway County, Kentucky, as shown on plat recorded in Plat
Book 2, Page 20 and being more particularly described as follows:
KGA Recycling
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described lot, said
Next to fruit
corner being a it inch re-bar iron pin set at the intersection of the
stand In Hazel
South right-of-way of Lakeview Road, with the west right-of-way of
Skyline Drive (both roadways having 40.00 foot right-of-ways;
Buy Aluminum
thence, South 00° 10' 00" West - 125.00 feet along the West right-ofCans
way of Skyline Drive to an existing iron pipe found 123.40 feet
45' per lb
Southeast of the Southeast corner of the existing residence; thence.
Over 100 lbs.
North 89° 12' 54" West - 150.00 feet to a 1,42 inch re-bar iron pin set in
50'per lb.
the East boundary of Lot No. 113 of the said subdivision and 70.50 feet
Buy Junk batteries. all
Southwest of the Southwest corner of the existing residence; thence.
kinds of scrap, Junk cars
North 00° 17' 58" East - 159.63 feet to a 1,42 inch re-bar pin set on the
Have used parts for sale
South right-of-way of Lakeview Road in the West edge of an existing
492-8183
Atter 5 30 pm 49847135
gravel driveway; thence. South 76° 12' 54" East - 153.95 feet along
the South right-of-way of Lakeview Road to the point of beginning.
THE Gold Nugget,
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as
south side of square,
set forth in the office of the Clerk of .the Calloway County Court in
Mayfield, Ky, 247-6762.
Plat Book 2, Page 73; and the restrictions as set forth in Plat Book
Diamonds, black hills
2. page 21, and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this
gold, 14kt gold chains
conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
The above described property is sold subject to all restrictions, conThompson Jeweler.
ditions. exceptions. easements, etc.. as are stated in the deeds from
Tennessee Valley Authority to Maude Nance .which said deeds are
of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in
REWARD
Deed Book 105, at Page 161. and Deed Book 108, at Page 536, and those
For
any information
appearing on the plat as recorded as in hereinabove set forth.
on
the
person or perBeing the same real estate conveyed to Donald L. Lanham and wife,
sons who vandalized
Mary L. Lanham, jointly and to the survivor, by deed from Olive V.
Steele, a single person, dated September 1, 1983, and of record on
a truck belonging to
microfilm in Book 164, Card 2437, in the Calloway County Clerk's OfHal & Ike Allbritten
fice. The said Mary L. Lanham is now deceased and by virtue of the
on Outland School
survivorship clause contained in the aforesaid deed, fee simple title
Rd. & New Hope
to subject real estate vested in her widower. Donald L. Lanham.
Community.
For the purchase price, purchaser must execute bond, with approvContact Sheriff's
ed securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid,
office
and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
6 Help Wanted
Master Commissioner,
EAUTIC1AN Pay 60%.
Calloway -Circuit Court
4-6 days a week Call
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Calloway Circuit Court, The Administrator of Veterans Affairs, Plaintiff, Case No.87-CI-284. versus
.James R. Sweatman and Patti L. Sweatman his wife, Defendant.
•
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the March 17th term thereof 1988, in the above
cause, for the sum of twenty-four thousand, three-hundred ninety-nine
and 09/100 dollars, with interest at the rate of 11% percent per annum from the 1st day of June 1985, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the city of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 18th
day of April 1988, at 3 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, the purchaser shall
be required to make a cash deposit of 10% of the sale price which
shall be applied to the purchase price and the balance of said purchase price shall be required in 30 days for which the purchaser shall
he required to execute his bond bearing interest at 12rt, per annum
payable to the Master Commissioner 30 days after the date of sale
until paid with good surety, the following described property, to wit:
• Being a certain lot facing West on U.S. Highway No. 641 in Calloway
County Kentucky. said lot iS in the North east Quarter of Section 23
Township 3 Range 4 East and is the same property was described
in Deed Book 160, Page 828 and said lot is more particularly described as follows: Beginning at an iron rod in the easterly right of way
line of Kentucky Highway No. 641, said rod being located northerly
along the center of U.S. Highway No. 641. 9353 feet. more or less, and
North 84 degrees 49 minutes East 30 feet from the center of Kentucky
Highway No. 464. also a power pole pointer located South 3 degrees
05 minutes East 3 feet and South 84 degrees 49 minutes W -1 foot from
said beginning point, and running thence North 3 degrees 05 minutes
West along the easterly right of way line of said Highway No. 641 210 feet to an iron rod; thence North 84 degrees 49 minutes East leaving said highway 244 feet to an iron rod, thence South 3 degrees 05
minutes East 210 feet to an iron rod; thence South 84 degrees 49
minutes West 244 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed by Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs to Mortgagors by deed dated June 14. 1983, and recorded in
Deed Book 164, at Page 1594, records of the Calloway County Clerk's
office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
2

Notice

AN Ultima1e Service Lef
us stay while you're
away Housesitting, crit
tersitters by the day,
week or drop by service
Mail/NewSpaper pick up,
shopping, wait for re
pairman, plus much
more No babysitting or
maid service 753 3315

t

2

Notice

Notice
2
TRANSFER your 8MM

Carolyn's
Corner

home movies to video
tape 53 50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246.

Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's
*New & used furnitur,
'Antiques
*Glass & Bray,
08. morel"
Finanolnip Alrallabla
70.0-0070

f
l
...i
l

Danny's
Gas Mart
It's Not A
Dream!
Melissa
Is
Sweet
Sixteen

Bait Shop
608 S. 4th St.
Live Bait & Tackle
4:30 e.m.-7 p.m.

Liss, you
don't look
like this
any more
'cause you're
24!!

Help

Wanted

Evening
Facility
Supervisor

1 1

Instruction

24

iNSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE

24

Miscellaneous

ALUMINUM extension
ladders 14' 539 99, 16'
$42.99. 20' $59 99. 24'
574_99, 28' 599 99 Wallin
Hardware, Downtown,
Paris
BIRD Baths 8. Concrete
Planters in various
sizes. Clay .pots in all
shapes & sizes.
Strawberry Pots De
c?rative Rock, too!
Coast to Coast
Hardware, Murray!
DOUBLE Gang Disc
and Cultivator for Lawn
and Garden Tractor
3 point hitch. 753 5115
after 6P M.

Miscellaneous

28 Mobile Homes lot Rent

TROY Bill Tiller, 8HP )OR 3 BR furnished or

Kohler engine Call after
unfurnished, some new
2P M 437 4628
furniture, natural gas
TWO Air Conditioning electric, air con
netedial.
Units 7,000 and 18,000 ditioned
Shady Oaks
•00t Censksuor,
BTU's Call 753 6953
753 5209
•Full as pan time
Westview is seeking a
amino"
'TWO adjacent plots, be
qualified RN for a
•IllaMinieni Owe
autiful old section 2,
•alewives& Asa
forility supervisor on
Garden of Devotion,
Available
* Four Star*
the 3 to 11 shift. Must
Murray Memorial Gar
ALLIANCE
MOBILE HOME
TRACTOR
TRACER
dens,
51,100
total
Write
hove good leadership
CIENTINS
P 0 Box 1040 0, Murray
REPAIR
skills and previous
LEBANON IN
USED Riding mowers,
cm liell Fria
supervisory
exall sizes and all prices
Doors Windows
1400.3341203
perience.
Salary
Stokes Tractor, Indust
,
Skirting Gutters
open.
riai Road. 753 1319
Instased
Apply to:
WANT to Buy Bunk Beds,
eh% floors i9pa,,e0
Call 753 7743 ldayS), 753
Roots Keel Sealed
Mr. Beck,
TRAIN
-est Prices duality results
3992 (evenings)
FIBERG
LASS
TO BE A
om 01.0
,
I
1404 S.16th St.
Shingles
20 Year WEDDING Gown, head
setae E.1:women
PROFEWONAL
Warranty $20.95 sq. piece and veil, never
Murray, Ky.
Ivoiaiore Sonesellee
ilElltErtRY
Size 4
Mid South Building been worn
asobier Homers
•SEC. RECEPTIONIST
Supply, 342 East 753 5213
E.O.E.
* PHONE S502)4924411141
Washington, Paris, 901- WINDOWS, storm win
•EXECUTIVE
6.12 2552.
dows. screens and shut
SECRETARIf
Siert snails Full time pail
FIREWOOD for sale ters Call 753 9740
Urtus lean isurd pras easing
NEEDED
Full time
Heating and Cooling
Also, tree removing 30 WOOD For Sale -Green 29
and reLated eel
Hulls
experienced secretary
Horne Stud, and Hes/dent
TWO
Westinghouse Air
years
experience
436
and seasoned
for local construction
Tinsman, %so
Svadqkarters
Conditioners for sale
2758 or 436 2562.
$25 rick Call 437 4927
Hi' Ft
company. Must be
18,000 BTU and 27.000
FIREWOOD for sale
oirlasalml *ad 4•1•1•11••
highly qualified to do
Wa Memo.4•••••••••
BTU
Also. white 30"
25 Business Services
437 4667
payroll, quarterly taxes
1-900-327-7724
FOR Sale One barber GET your tax refund Westinghouse Electric
and bookkeeping
range, nice Call after
I= NAST SOWN
chair
75 air
4502and 2 mirrors
Please send complete
faster! We're equipped
3827859
to transmit to IRS by 6P M
resume to: P.O
Box
FRUIT Trees Apple, computer
444, Murray, KY 42071.
Refunds 30 Business Rentals
peach, plum, cherry, issued in average of 18
Position available
and pear
immediately.
Several days last year! We can SPACE for office or
varieties Only 59 99 transmit if I do the small business at 113
NEED Live in 14
Want to Buy
each. Ornamental preparation, you or South 13th St Call Tom
housekeeper to do light
Hopkins 753 3488
housework and help care OLD Oriental Rugs trees Purple Leaf another preparer
Now
Wanted
Any size or Plum, Dogwood. Red preparing individual
for 2 children Call 753
condition Call toll free Bud, Flowering Pear, farm, business and
0305 after 5P.M
Silver Maple, Willow 8. partnerships
Cali 32 Apts for Rent
NEED a lob. 4 openings 1 800 342 7847
more Only $1450 each
Joyce Noel Tax Service I OR 7 bedroom apart
now. You may qualify
At Coast to Coast Har
489 2440 for appoint
merit near downtown
if
(1)you do not have
dware in the Central ment. information or
Murray. 753 4109
GED or your high
Shopping
Ctr
,
Murray
rates
school diploma, 121 you
DELUXE One Bedroom
GARDENS AND NEW GET your tax refund
apartment very priv
have been out of Sch001
YARDS
Manure at faster! We're equipped
9 months or more, (3)
ate Washer, dryer, and
Expo Center Free if to transmit to IRS by
appliances, $200 per
You are between ages 16
You load it Pick up load computer
Refunds month plus electric
& 21. We are a EOE
if
we load it, $5.00. issued in average of 18 753 5619.
This project is funded
Dump truck delivered days last year! We can FOR Rei Now taking
by the Western Ky.
within city limits. transmit if I do the
Private Industry
applications on site tor
$7500 $1 00 Mile one preparation. you or
Council
JT PA
Call
SEC 8 rent SUB I
76
3175xtra in county . another preparer
wayye
J.T.P.A Out Of School
Now
bedroom apartments
preparing individual, Apply . Sournside Manor.
753 9378 between 8 30
HOFFNER Acoustic farm, business and
12 -00 5 days a week.
LTD 753 8221 9 11A M ,
Call 12 2P M
Guitar, $150 Camper's partnerships
WANTED -Experienc
M F
Equal
Combo Shotgun, $150. Joyce Noel Tax Service
ed painters Interior
Housing Opportunity
489 2440 for appoint
Technics SLP300 Com
and exterior capability.
pact Disc Player, IR ment, information or
Starting wage 55. hour
apartments Efficiency.
rates
Remote Control. $150
15 Articles tor Sale
Call 753-6244 after 5P M.
I or 2 bedrooms No
Call
IMPORT
O25
7
S.3
Auto
Salvage
WANTED • Part time lob
children
no. pets
,X4 ECONOMY Studs, LANDSCAPE Timbers Largest Selection of Zimmerma
Seekers. Local firm needs
n Apart
$
99
each
South
Mid
Foreign
Cars
We
8
each
53
have
00
Mid South
to fill multiple positions
ments. South /6th St .
for experienced truck Building Supply, 342 Building Supply, 342 new and used parts Open 753 6609
East
Washingto
n.
East
8A
Fri
Mon
M
M
5P
2
s
Par
90
2
h
W
55
1 64
1n
2g on
a
drivers and knowledge of
MI.JR Cal apfs
Nor
Paris, 901 642 2552
474 2325
Paris,
Anhydrous Ammonia
triwood Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
DO
lb
CONCRETE
Mix
LARGE. large, large MIKE Hodge's Tax
Send qualifications to
Now renting
Equal
Just add water $2 10 selection of storage Service offering elec
P 0. Box 10.10-R.
Housing Opportunity
bag.
Mid South Building buildings in stock for Ironic tiling
Refunds 759 4984
WERDPS-Tilow hiring
Processed in average of NEAR University
for part-time day Supply. 342 East immediate delivery
Acree Portable 18 days 11 years ex
positions. We offer Washington, Paris, 901
bedroom apartment
Buildings, Mayfield. perience
Southside with large living room.
flexible hours, paid 642 2552
753-8663 after 6P M. for vacations, bonus
Shopping Center, 759
and THREE Bedroom Ky 502 247 7831
ample closet space
an interview
holiday pay
Apply in suites with mattresses LAWNMOWER Battery 1425
bath with tub arid
CONTR ACT person, Mon Fri
and box springs, excel
$2099 Wallin Hardware
Shower,
kitchen has
26
TV
Radio
Housekeeping position. 2-4P.M.
lent condition, $100 downtown Paris, TN
range, refrigerator.
Call for appointment,
each
Set of Royal LAWNMOWER 77' Cu?, LEASE TO OWN 2S'
disposer and dis
502-35/ 6377, Mon. Fri
Daulton China for 10, 8" steel ball bearing console TV with remote, hwasher
Fully -car
9A.M. 5P.M.
5100 Partial set of wheels, instant height $53 a month
Murray
petea 'Has Washer ,
EXECUTIVE Secre
Noritake China, $50. adjustment, 3 1/2 HP Rental & Sales 753 8101
dryer hook up $225
tary. Call for appoint
753.9458.
deposit $275 month,,,.
LEASE TO OWN 19
Briggs & Stratton en
ment, 502 354 6376,
gine, 5159 99 Wallin color Tv, $28 a month
Call 7 5 9
1300
16 Home Furnishings
Mon. Fri. 9A.M.-5P M
9A M 4P M
Hardware, Downtown Murray Rental & Sales
Fast
growing
FULL Time Parts and
Now renting 1 and 7
COUCH, chair and Paris Open all day 75.3 8201
Service Manager. Full
company
bedroom apartments
LEASE TO OWN Win
loveseat, coffee and end Saturday
time all purpose
tables, 5250 Camper LIKE New Remington eless remote VCR. $32 a Call Embassy Apart
Must be 21
worker. Send resume
ments at 753 3533
Murray Rental
topper, LSO Call 7537850 M 1100 12 gauge month
E xCellent benefits
to: P.O. Box 306,
Magnum with case and 8. Sales 753 8201
after 4P M
ONE Bed-room apart
Murray, KY 42071.
Apply in person
3 boxes shells $250 Call LEASE TO OWN 17C ment
$145
OV'eRSTUFFED VeT
Low
HALF DAY GREAT
watt stereo system
utiiities no pets Call
our Loveseat, shades of 753 1866.
PAY! Now hiring 15 en
MARINE Batteries 71 only $53 per month
753 3949
brown, $75 Good condi
thusiastic self-starting
tion
TAKING applications
Serious callers Series 85 amp 5.3999. 27 Murray Rental & Sales
individuals for exciting
Series 105 amp 549 99
753 8701
only, please, 753 8950
for Sec tion 8 Rent
new local promotion
Wallin Hardware
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
121 By-Pass
Mobile
27
Homes
tor
Sale
Pleasant voice and good
downtown
Paris,
TN
BR
Apply Hilldale
19 Farm Equipment
reading skills needed/we
Apts , Hardin, Ky
NEW Shipment of 173(60 HILLCREST 1 or
4 KUBOTA Rear tine Wheel Horse lawn
train. Day or evening 9 Situation Wanted
1 bedroom. large living Equal Housing
Tiller, $700 Call 753
work All welcome. Apply
Opportuy
mowers 8HP rear en
room 10X12 Wood Out
now Southside Shopping CHRISTIAN family will 0062 after 5P M
gine riders to 17HP twin building, large wood
0 Bedroom Duplex
Center, 616 S 17th St. do mowing, light haul
FOR all your no tilt cylinder We have them deck. garden spot
with central heat and
ing, and house cleaning. pasture reseeding or 10 ale!
Suite 103 10A M 4P M
Best service in Located in Fox air outlets for washer
I-1AVE you done farm Prices reasonable. 492
year program seeding
town! Stokes Tractor, Meadows Call 753 2926
and dryer No pets Call
8899
David Feagin, 489 2740
work within the last
Industrial Road
12 X 60 MOBILE Home, alter 4P M , 753 9741
HOUSE
setter
will
care
year? For example
TRACTOR AC B Model PTNE Barkmulch 2 79
2 bedroom, 1 bath, TWO Bedroom apart
strt'pping tobacco, for pets, plants, yard, plow, disc, blade cu
bags
ft
Pine partially furnished Call merit near downtown
collect
mail,
etc
while
hauling hay, feeding
cultivator New battery, nuggets 3 39 2 Cu ft
furnished or unfurnished
753 3118
Re
cattle, etc. Do you need You're away
2 new tires Priced to bags Spaghnum Peat 4 12x65, 1971 Critterion,
Some utilities furnished
1
ferences
available
762
help in finding work?
sell Call after 6P M , cu ft only 5.869 We bedroom, 1 1/7 baths, Call 753 6429 after
4253
Are you interested in
436 2611
also have top soil, $3200 753 1311
4 3CIP M
will keep and care for
training? If so please
potting soil, cow man
R1TZCRAFT
1969
12x65,
1
20
Sports Equipment
contact Rita Shelton, a lady in my home in
ure & peat Coast to bedroom Ashley wood
31 Houses to, Rent
Field Representative, Hazel. Experienced
REMINGTON 1100 TI Coast Hardware, stove, northern insulated,
SMALL .House, extra
Kentucky Farm Good references 492
Murray
guage vent rib barrel
priced at $3800, good nice No children
Workers Program, 8510
No
with rim choke, like PROTECT Your condition 435 4249 after
pets Call 753 3371
Murray Court House, REGISTER Now and new, $350. Interarm 44 investment put a rub
5P
M
'TWO Bedroom, 2 blocks
3rd Floor, Murray, KY Save $5 off first mow
mag. revolver stainless LA:r bed mat in your new 1979 SHULTZ7 bed
42071, Phone 753-0708.
ing
Now making our with accessories, $250. Pick Up truck
Stokes room with central heat from University. cc
onomical utilities, $225
HOMEMAKERS Spring and Summer Smith 8. Wesson 9mm Tractor, 753 1319
plus deposit 753 1513
Dream
Christmas schedule for lawn care_ Model 39, nickel with RED Hot BargainsT and air 200 amp ser
Ceti
vice, $6500
after 4P M
Around the World is 10% off, for Senior accessories, 5350, Re
Drug dealers' cars, 489 2150
looking for a sharp CitizenS. 753-3455 or
mington model 788, boats, planes re
PRICED to Self 1962 36 For Rent or Lease
homemaker to work as 753 3534.
, 7mm Of. with scope, Possessed
Surplus
14x70 Frontier High
area supervisor Work
$200. 7537300
Your
area
Buyer's
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 RENT to Own a Heavy
from your home. 10 Business Opportunity
Guide, 805 687 6000, Ext
baths, step up kitchen, Duty Washer and
weekly paycheck, bonus rOR Sale Weight Loss 22
S 8155
Musical
furnished, has washer Dryer. $18 per week
trips, free training, free Business. Good income
Call Movie World at
ROCKWELL table saw, and dryer with queen
BALDWIN Orga Sonic
$300 sample kit, no for individual For in
$100. Garrett XL 500 size waterbed Also set 753 1663
Spinet Organ, Model 10
investment. This is a formation call 753 0020
underwater metal de
on lot 327x87, septic TWO Bedroom trailer,
with bench Asking $400
ground floor opportun
After 5P M 753 8583
Northwind Mobile
tank and water lines
Call 753 7274 after lector, $300; SHP 3
ity Call for local inter
Park
phase electric motor, Call after 5P M
No pets Three
Instruction
5 30P M
view
1 800 232 XMAS
11
$100, 10 speed bike, 419 2529 Excellent Bedroom House in
502 389 0079
STAINED GLASS
country
new, $90 753 7300
Call 753 9866
condition.
HOUSEKEEPER/
Miscellaneous
CLASSES Due to high 24
R OTO Tiller Sears
Nanny will provide demand the Leisure 10x11
WOOD Storage Craftsman 5HP, very
house to live:in, plus Connection at MSU will
Building, needs work, cgrat4_17tyl
3 0np
30 MCall
,,e r.D
salary
Middle age be offering more begin
$450 9x10 Metal Storage
.4\TED
couple or single woman. ning and intermediate
Building, $150 Call SEASONED firewood,
The
Call 502 354.6733 after classes in stained
Calloway
County
Health Center,
753 0062
glass
550 2 ricks, delivered.
5P.M
Purchase District Health Department has
The cost of the class is 11 'UPRIGHT Frost
2778
436
IMMEDIATE Position $35, all equipment in
an opening for a Clerk Typist HI to perform
free freezer, $100 Call
A
. Copiers & Fax
available for B.S degree cluded Classes are held
753.3773
clerical, receptionist, data entry and other
Machines
For Sale,
Social Service Worker at one night a week for six
Service, Supplies or
duties. Starting salary; 85.04 per
Riverfront Terrace weeks and will be held on 1973 2 DOOR Buick Cen
hour/S378.00 bi-weekly. Experience_
Health Care, 501 N 3rd Wednesdays, Thursdays turion, air, ps, pb, 5.700 3 Demonstrations. Call
1 800 248 4319 Benton,
St., Paducah, KY Apply and Fridays. For more ton Central air conditio
Graduation
from high school including or
ner,
Phone
5400.
KY
759 4515
in person to Billy J. Tabb, information, call 762 6119
supplemented by a course in typing and
after 5P.M.
Administrator, or call
SUNBEDS, SPAS, AND
1 GALLON Assorted TONING TABLES
two years experience in clerical work
502 444 9661
E.O.E.
Shrubs
Boxwood, Wolff or Suntana After
which has been in the performance of
M/F/H/V
Holly, Eunonymous,
NEED Christian
moderately difficult clerical and typing
5 or weekends Sunshine
Azaleas, more, more, Pool
babysitter in my home
and Patio, 507 898
duties ( Each year of satisfactory clerical
more,
only
$2
99
ea
in the Elm Grove area,
34.11 .
experience or each successfully completed
Your choice New this
Train in ts..
Monday through Fri
TILLERS, 5HP Briggs
year
Flowering
gal
1
year in a recognized school of business may
day, 7A.M. 4P.M. Call
Stratton
and
engine,
Shrubs, Lilacs,
TRAVEL AGENT
be substituted on a year-for-year basis for
after 4P.M., 753 3235
Honeysuckle, more chain drive, $289.99 in
TOUR GUIDE
education requirement.)
the
carton
Wallin
Hard
varieties only 56 99
Excellent fringe package. Application
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
each At Coast to Coast ware, Downtown, Paris
Immediate opening
TORO Push mowers
Hardware
may be picked up at the Calloway County
for LPN 3 to 11 shift.
Start lof ally full time part
)7 CUBIC foot Freezer; and weed trimmers
Health Center. 701 Olive, Murray. Kentime Train on Bee airline
and
experienced
17 cu ft 'refrigerator, Also, for all Toro part
computers Horne study and
tucky, or the Purchase District Health
nurse aids, all shifts.
30" electric 'range, 19" and service see Keith at
resident training Financial
Department Administrative Offices, 916
Stokek. Tractor, Indust
Apply at
B
&
W
TV
stand,
&
old
aid available Job placement
Kentucky Avenue or other Purchase Area
rial Road, 753 1319
iron bed; 2 sets Box
Westvie w Nursing
assistance National ildotrs
springs and mattresses, TREATED Lumber in
Health Departments. Applications must he
Lighthouse PI Ft,
Home
2 end tables, couch & stock. Check our prices
postmarked
no later than midnight April
1404 S. 16th SI.
AA'.T. ?R4%
chair. 753 2659
and save! Mid South

TBACTOR-TBAILT
5

IMO
111111

I"

De(
.
u

,41140 hien •••

WANT
TO BUY

Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base

Call:
492-8366
After 5 p.m.

FURfJISHELS

SERVICEMAN
NEEDED

Servall Termite &
Pest Control Co.

Murray, Ky
E.O.E.

I 800127 777H
Accredited member NHS('

•

HP REAR Tine Rofo
Tiller, good condition
Call 753 5358

Building Supply, 312
East Washington,
Paris, 901 642-2552.

18, 1988.
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CLASSIFIEDS
38 Pets -Supplies
Livestock Supplies
38 Pets -Supplies
ARABIAN Show Horse. AKC SHIH Tzu puppies AKC Black Labrador

37

10 year old gelding, 15 from show dogs, very
hands high, gentle Will small, one male, two
teach anyone to ride, females, $175 each
trail rides Call after Ca11753 0624
5P M 753 0703
ELEVEN Head Polled 41 Public Sales
Herefords for sale 474
2342

SIMMENTAL and

Yard Sale

Per
Simbrah bulls
formance & semen
tested Excellent qual
ity $650 & up Cadiz.
Ky 522 8794.
WANT to Buy Youth
Saddle Call 753 7743
(days), 753 3992
(evenings)

Sat. I Sun
Maple Woods Estates
1 mile out on 94 East
past Eastwood Baptist
Church on right.
Jenny Lind baby bed & mat
tress high chair car seat &
Other baby accessohes gins
clothes sizes 18 mo to 14
lady & menS clothes dishes
tools new tires iots or new
glassware kids bedspread &
matching curtains furniture &
tdys

38. Pets-Supplies

ONE Year old Bluetick
Bloodhound female,
partially trained.
Ready for breeding
$150 Call 527 8341

PEKINESE Males

be
autiful AKC, shots and
wormed, 7 weeks old,
ready now. Payments
available Looking for
male Pekinese of any
age up to two years old
Will trade
435 4398
Murray
SHIH TZU Puppies
AKC, ready now
All
shots and wormed 3
months old
Females
good size for breeding
Solids and spotted Be
autiful males
Payments available
Guaranteed healthy
4.35 4398 Murray

41

Public Sales

WICKER Yard Sale, all
1977
kinos Bicycles
Cordova
2 1 96 7
Mustangs. 1965
Mustang. 1964 1/2
Mustang Convertible,
12x40 Mobile Home,
$1000
1 Washers 7
miles out 759 9673 753
6438

Yard Sale
Sat., April 8
402 S. 8th St.
1-5 p.m.
TV ,_of'et.• lab
wood coal stoyc
gas cook stove anti
much more

Garage Sale
Sat., April 9
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Go out 941 2 miles to
Holiday Boat, tak• iritt
Take another left on
Beth•I Church Rd
Follow MTG signs
Muni
se
household items and ti,,
niture beds desk ,
Clresiefs sofa cha
tools horse harness

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat.
Rain or Shine
D 5 Coach
Estates
Fri

&

Clothes sizes teen
to big antiques, furniture, cookware
odds and ends

Yard Sale
Saturday
4-9-88
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1653 Ryan Ave.
Everything
Priced To• Sell

male. 8 weeks old
Guaranteed $100 354
8714
41

Public

Sales

Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1711 West
Olive
Baby items, boys &
girls clothing some
household goods &
odds & ends

Inside
Yard Sale
Saturday
On Industrial
Road
Behind
Interstate
Battery

7:30 am-4:30 pm

Yard
Sale

509 Chestnut

Saturday

Yard Sale
Thurs. & Fri.

7:30 am-4 pm

Quilt tops, queen size
bed & mattress, prom
gowns, record player
& albums large men
& women clothes, lots
of new items

121 North, house
next to old pottery shop in
Stella

Big 5 Party
Garage Sale

Yard
Sale

909 Pogue off
South 9th
Saturday 6 am..?
Rain or Shine
In ,Cemaker in 000r truck
•or bp. furl size Ffeoch Pro-Tau canopy bed with.
.preaC16 curtains dreSSer
r.r.rnr All s.de Ciotnes & Ints

Yard Sale
1000 S. 16th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 am -1 pm
Matching love seat
& chair, like new
men's knit slacks-32
waist, some baby
items,
kitchen,
many
misc ,
decorative pieces.

YARD SALE
Sat., 7 am.-?
Take 121 North to
Stella, turn right on
Hwy. 299 (Kirksey
hwy.). Sale 21
/
2 miles
on left.
Wooden door harps
tires, end tables, nice
Children's Clothing, lots
of
miscellaneous
items Cancel if rains

Saturday
7 am -5 pm
Old Almo
Rain or Shine
Lots of odds
ends

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., April 9
8 am-5 pm
Woodgate Subdivision (oft Johnny
Robertson Rd.)
Antique furniture. 2
prom dresses sizes 3
& 6. clothes. toys &
miscellaneous

BIG
YARD
SALE
Saturday
94 West 3/4
of a mile
8 am - ?

Yard Sale
Pool Manager, Lifeguard &
Concession Workers Needed
Applications are being accepted by the Mor
ray Calloway County Parks Department for
pool mgr , lifeguards & concession workers
Deadline for applications for pool mgr will
be 4 p m April 8th Applications for
lifeguards & concession workers will also be
accepted at the Parks Office, 10th & Payne
St Ph 7'13-7640

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
Yard Sale
April 7th, 8th & 9th
804 Coldwater Rd.
759-4577
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Table Items
50' each or 3 for $1.00
Sleepers & Hanger Items
$1.00 each
Maternity Equipment & Toys

LARGE ESTATE SALE
Aprli 7, 8 & 9
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Some Consignment Items
Corner of Wiswell Road 1550 & 783 next to
Southwest School.
Some antiques, quilts, quilt tops. Currier and Ives
dishes. glassware, salt & pepper shakers, ladies
fiats books. 5 h p tiller, mower (self propelled)
Lots of material, buttons & threads, refrigerator
gas stove, washer, furniture, hospital bed. whee,
chair, walker Something for everyone'

Saturday Only
8 am.?
1712 Wells Ext.
Bicycles, clothes, air
conditioners, lawn
furniture, rowing
machine, plants,
wrought iron railing,
household goods

GARAGE &
ATTIC SALE
Sat., April 9
9 am-4 pm
4 mile* East of Mur
ray off Hwy M. right
on McDougal Rd..
Friel hotter. on left.
camping gear Col
eman stove, lantern
tent, canopy, old hot
tles, clothing for men
& ladles, and lots of
odds & ends

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat
Wiswell Rd.
Across from
Ellis Popcorn

38

Pets Supplies

30 GALLON Fish
Aquarium, complete
with hood, outside
pump, gravel, heater,
plants. Call 753 0516
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Homes for Sale

IlY Owner- Recently

48

Auto Services

121 AUTO and truck We
rebuild engines. Lowest
prices in town. Call for
free estimates.
8A.M. 5P.M 759 9924.
CLASSIC For a limited
time, paint most cars or
pick ups for 1350. Vans
or two tones extra Body
work not included at
this price. Call or see
Rick or Chuck. 759 1360,
641 North, Murray, KY.
REBUILT 114 305 Chevy
truck engine, never
started. $700 install,
exc. We can rebuild any
other engine at the
lowest prices in town
8A.M.-5P.M. 759 9924.

redecorated, 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home
on 2/3 of an acre in
Kirksey. This lovely
home includes central
heat and air, one-car
43
Real Estate
garage, separate living
1 ACRE, 3 buildings, room, dining room,
natural gas, septic tank, kitchen, and utility
10 miles north of room. Kitchen includes
Murray on 111
Call a garbage disposal,
dishwasher, electric
753 0318.
kOPPERUD Realty range, and refrigerator
offers a complete range All of these features for
of Real Estate services only $43,500. Shown by
With a wide selection of appointment only.
quality homes, all Please phone 489 2286
prices. 753 1222, toll free after 6P M.
1 800 251 HOME Ext. CHOICE Location, Can
71 1 L for courteous, terbury Estates, 3 bed
competent Real Estate room, 2 bath, central h/a 49
Used Cars
in low 70's. Call JoAn at
service. We make buy
in
& selling Real' 753-4000 for appointment. 1951 CHEVY Bel-Air,
MTG Better Homes & excellent condition
Estate easy for you.
Must see, $2,250. 1965
Gardens
WHAT does Key As
sociates Wilson Realty FOR Sale: New house Chevy II, excellent
have to offer? In Office located in Merrywood condition. Must see,
fixed rate financing Subdivision just off of $950. Call 753-9414.
from application to Benton Bypass to 1973 FORD Mercury,
closing; Excellent re - Murray • 3 bedrooms, 2 2 door, $800 or best
terra! system; baths, double garage offer. 492-8548.
Homeowners Warranty with electric opener, 1973 LINCOLN Con
for buyer and seller; built in bookcase, large tinental Mark IV, low
Unique Home viewer wood deck, plus over 800 mileage, $1500, Good
magazine; Pro , sq ft. of storage area. condition. Call 759 9924,
fessionally trained Call 527 9191 for 1973 VOLKSWAGON
salespeople. For more appointment.
For Sale. Needs a little
information on The Key
FOUR Bedroom House, work, call 753-6298 after
Advantages with Buy
miles North of 5P.M., $1000 or best
ing and Selling, call 3
Murray. 175x300 shady offer,
502 753 3263 today
1977 CUTLASS, red with
lot. Call 753 5358
HOUSE For Sale by white 1/2 top, 260 V 8,
44
Lots for Sale
Owner
3 bedroom, auto transmission, tilt,
family room and garage. cruise, air, $600. 489 2163
10 ACRES Highway (ron
before 5P.M.
tage property Located at Recently remodeled. 492Coldwater Call 489 2761 8575 or 492-8158
THREE Bedroom, 2
after 6P M
Now it's
1 1/2 ACRE on MO, 1/1 bath house and 31 1/2
acres
1/8
of
land
mile
mile off 121, niew well,
new septic system, new off Hwy. 280 on Forrest
of Muffey S FuffOn)
Rd Call 436 5318.
12x16 building 16500
TRADE YOUR HOME
759 4608
CHOICE building lots FOR OUR HOME IN
on Johnny Robertson SUNBELT: We have an
immaculate 3 bedroom
Road_ 125'x250' deep
home, 2 bath, 2 car
Call 753 5.870
New & Used
kENTUCKY Lake Lot. attached garage with
GM Executives &
12x60 Mobile Home, automatic door, central
Program Vehicles
septic, well, lot goes to heat and air, carpeted
through out, dis
TVA survey line 4.47
001-642-3900
hwasher, disposal,
1770 or 442 3631
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
ONE 1/2 acre corner double oven. Located in
Katy, Texas, a small
lot on Butterworth Rd
town of 16,000 pop. West
Trees and well 435 4263
of Houston, where there 1977 MERCURY Grand
45 Farms for Sale
is no snow or extreme Marquis, extra clean, A 1
Price mechanically, 2 owner
FARM For Sale, 47 cold weather
acres, 1 mile South of $61,000 with fixed 9 1/2% car. Call 436-2427.
Interested? 1978 BUICK Skylark,
Coldwater. 35 acres VA loan
Call owner 1713)392608.4 low miles, Also, Amana
tendable land
S800 /acre. Call or write Art Stoner, 810 Microwave. 759-4825
Sundance Valley Rd., leave message.
489 2150
Katy, Texas 774.50.
1978 LINCOLN Mark
Two Bedroom Brick VI leather interior,
House, nice neighbor- garage kept, mint con
46 Homes for Sale
hood, almost a new roof, dition, $2800 Must be
BEDROOM house in hardwood floors, built- seen to appreciate.
country 18 miles north in carport. Stove re- Phone 436 2755.
an Hwy 1211
Will f r igera tor, air coe• 1978 PONTIAC Grand
consider trade for nice ditioning, shades and Prix LJ. Call 753-0222
mobile home $8000. curtains are optional. 1980 CUTLASS
Call 753 9866
1614 Ryan St. Call Brougham, I'door, ex•
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath 753 6413
Ira nice car, 76,000
brick home near Ben
miles, PS, PB, air, all
ton
phone 527 9937
electric, cruise, $2200.
after 5P M
753 4302.
BEDROOM Home
1981 BUICK Riviera,
Edge of town, large
60,000 miles Sharp car.
On 2 or 20 Acres Near
private yard, full
492 8864.
School.
Southwest
basement
Mid '50's.
1981 PLYMOUTH
Call 759 4887
Horizon 4 door, auto753-1928
ACT Now while they
matic 11 foot Cabover
last! 15 pre owned
Camper 435-4434.
homes $2000 to $8000
1982 OLDS Toronado Call
Low monthly Payments 47
Motorcycles
753 6308.
and easy financing
1982 OLDS Delta 88.
Volunteer 1979 GS 1000 Suzuki, low
available
mileage, excellent shape, Nice, one owner Call
Homes, Lake Hwy
753 2677.
cheap! 753 7300 anytime.
P aris,TN
1985 YAMAHA 225 DR
19011642 4.466
'84 iJack & Silver
3 wheeler, $800 firm
NEW Deluxe 3 bed
room, 2 bath home only 492 8548
Fiero 43,000 Mi.
$157 per month Large 1985 YAMAHA Maxim
Brand
n•w factory war700,
1,100
miles, 2
selection of double wide
r•nty up to 60,000 ml.
homes starting at matching Fulmer
'6,000
$228/ month. On the helmets with FM radio
435.4131
and microphones. 753spot financing! Volun
Aft., 6 PM
teer Homes, Lake Hwy , 2499
P aris,TN
1986 YAMAHA Rive Jog
(9011642 4.466
1,400 miles, 1983 CUTLASS Supreme,
Moped
good condition. Asking good condition, 2 door, VBEAUTIFUL Take view
bedroom, 2 bath, garage, $425, call after 4P.M. 6, $4800. Call from
46P M. only 901-247.3945.
floating dock, deck, 753 9658
fireplace and insert, DW, 750 HONDA Shadow like 1983 OLDSMOBILE
central propane, electric new, 7,000 miles Can be Cutlass Supreme, midh/a. EC and much more
seen at Garland Used night blue, velour inter
Selling due to health, $59, Cars or call after 3P M , ior, AM/FM radio,
cruise, PS, PB, new
950 Call 436 5821
753 46.41
Michelin tires, real
good condition. Call
753 1874 after 4P.M.
1983 R X7 GSL, fully
loaded, 36,000 miles
One owner. 762 6791
(Days), After 5P.M
call 753 5280, ask for
Eddie
1984 BUICK Riviera
with 48,000 miles, sun
Call
roof, $90 0 0
753 1326
Four bedroom, 1 bath home located 1 mile from
1984 COUGAR LS, 33,
000 miles, white, full.
Ky. Lake. Reduced to S32,500. Owner says sell
size spare, interval
wipers, tilt wheel,
.cruise, rear defroster,
7531222
711 Main
power locks, AM/FM
•
cassette, power an
tenna, power trunk
release, wire wheel
covers, 305 V 8, 5 new
tires, $8,000 436-1977.
198/ RED & White
Chevy Citation II, p s.,
p.b., ac, at, good
motor Must sell. $2650.
753 8942
1985 CADILLAC De
ville, 53,000 miles, extra
nice 759 1084 after
5P.M
1905 CUTLASS
Supreme, 36,000 miles,
753 1806 or 753 1522
Remember your family and friends
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
with fresh cut flowers, baby gifts and
grey with console, letter
tires, sport wheels, pw,
many other gift items. Call for free
pl, t tops. V 8, 55,000
delivery in the hospital or visit the
miles, $8600 436 2191
P
l oibcbay-.d illy Gift Shoppe off thP mAin
79 GRAND Prix, good
condition. Call 759 4073
days, 492 8272 nights.
Hours:
FACTORY Executive
Car 1978 Buick Electra,
Mon.-Fri., 9 am.-4:30 p.m.
one local owner Clean,
loaded, tilt, cruise,
and 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
power seats and win
Sat.-Sun., 12 noon - 5 p.m.
dows. $2,195 Call 753
8096
753-5131, Ext. 175
Sale 1976 -Maroon
Dodge Aspen Station
803 Poplar
Murray KY 42071, Wagon, one owner Call

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. al
Pans, TN

3 Br. Brick House

KOPPERUD REALTY

MURRAY
CALI.CMAI
(AV NTY
1110SPITAL

FOR

7536914

49

Used

Cars

1986 BUICK Regal, ex
cel lent shape. One owner,
22,000 actual miles, tilt,
air, cruise, AM/FM
cassette, 40/60 seats, de
lay windshield wipers.
Color Grey 18,700. Phone
753 7777.
1987 MAZDA 626 LX,
18,000 miles Ultimate
Luxury, electric
sunroof, graphic
equalizer, dark blue,
aluminum wheels.
Buying van. Call 753
9487 after 4P.M.
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
F,,',,, CaVIII• At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC.
502.753.2617
Rvot

50

Used

Trucks

1975 CHEVROLET

53

Services Offered

ALL types of gravel and
white rock hauled Also,
slabs and light and dark
mulch Reasonable 753
0467
APPLIANCE REPAIR.
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigPrators, etc
Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westiinghouse,
Whirlpool 27 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4871, 43658-48 (home/.
BREAKING and disc'
ing gardens. Yard landscaping. Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753-0659.
CONCRETE driveways, patios, carpentry
and block work. Call
502-492-8160.
17.5 &DFLOOR
Covering- Carpet/ Vinyl Installations and
Repairs. Senior Citizen
Discounts. Free Estimates. Call 901-642-,
4214

53

Services Offered

MOODY'S Mower Re
pair, Pick Up & Deliv
ery. All work guaran
teed. Phone 753 5668.
PAINTING- Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates. References.
Call 436-2245.
PRE ENGINEERED
Woodframe Buildings
for commercial or farm
use. Also churches,
stables, arenas,
garages. Call today
901-642'2080. Custom
Metal Buildings.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436 2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6473.
SAWDUST, loaded single -axle truck $10.
Shomaker Lumber Co.,
Hwy. 22 N, McKenzie,
Tn., 901-352-5777.
SEWING Machine Re•
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhil), 753 26 7 4,
Stella, Ky.
HEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
STAIN Glass construction consignments.
Over a decade of experience in the construction of windows,
panels and lamps. Re- '
pairs made, special
church prices. Free
estimates. For more
information call 4928295.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
THORNTON Marble.
Certified Marble Manufacturer. Call 753-5719.

Custom Deluxe, 1 ton,
LWB, 4-speed, bucket
seats, with console, 12'
Parkhurst bed, Nanney
twin hoist, 3' solid sides,
2' slatted. 489 1740
1976 CHEVROLET
Pick Up Truck, 81,000
miles, A/C, p.s., auto.,
1 owner, well kept. Call
753 9572 after 4:30P.M.
1984 CHEVY van,
350-30, dual air, new
tires, raised roof, TV,
BRYAN'S
CB, completely new
interior, 60,000 miles.
LAWN SERVICE
Call after 4P.M.
Will mow lawns.
437-4408.
759-1433 and
1987 GMC S 15 JIMMY
4)(4, V 6 Fuel Injection,
753-0840
FAC aluminum wheels,
FREE Estimates
every available option,
6/60 factory warranty,
Never wrecked, bought ,FENCE sales at Sears
new. Call 753-7819 now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
anytime
your needs.
Sale 1982 S 10 FOR most any type
Tahoe' Package, V 6 driveway white rock
engine, automatic also, any type gravel,
transmission, power dirt and sand call Roger
steering, power brakes
., Hudson, 753 4545 or
cruise, tilt steering, air 753-6763.
conditioner, sliding GENERAL Repair
back glass, new Plumbing, Roofing,
Michelin tires, local Yard Work, Tree Work.
truck, 50,000 miles, Wood, $25 a rick. Call
perfect condition. $5900. 436 2642 or
436-5895.
753 6001 (day), 753 6145
GUTTERING by Sears.
(night).
Sears continuous gut,
FOR Sale or Trade • ters installed for your
"CAR CARE"
1972 Ford Pick Up; 1971 specifications. Call
Dodge Pick -Up. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
Spring
Special
753 9721
estimate.
Hand-wash,
vacuumed &
HAMILTON Cultured
51
Campers
windows cleaned $
marble and tile. 643 Old
1974 FORD Open Road Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Specializing In:
Motor Home Call 759
INSULATION blown in
400
by Sears. TVA ap
full clean-up, waxing,
1974 JAYCO Pop Up proved. Save on those
butting, paint touch ups
Camper Gas stove, ice high heating and cool
for cars, RV's. boats
box, water hook-up, ing bills. Call Sears
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
$900 Call 753 0062 after 753 2310 for free
15 vows iisparnance
5P M
estimate.
Free pock-up I downy
1982 JAYCO Pop up INTERIOR/Exterior
753-7637
Camper, sleeps 6, very Painting. For Free
good condition For more Estimates, call Kenneth
information, phone 753
at 436-2326_
WET BASEMENT? We
0932 or 753,5898
LAWN Care We do anymake wet basements
1988 JAYCO deluxe thing. Call after 5P.M. dry. Work completely
pop up, roof air con
753 5494 or 759 4531.
guaranteed. Call or
ditioner, 3 way refrig., LEE'S CARPET write Morgan Con
range, surge brakes,
CLEANING
For all struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
tire, sleeps 6, used one your carpet & upholst
409A, Paducah, Ky
time, must sell Save ery cleaning For a free 41001 or call 1 442 7026.
over $1000 753 7853.
estimate call 753-5827. WILL do plumbing inSatisfied references.
stallation & repairs. All
52 Boats Motors
LICENSED electrician, guaranteed. Free es
STARCRAFT residential and com- timates. Phone 492 8899
15
Aluminum boat with a mercial. Air condition- or 753-1308.
50HP Mercury motor ing. Sales and service. WILL do yard mowing,
and drive on trailer. Gas installation and large or small,
Boat has two hum
repair for natural and S4/hour, any time Call
mingbird flashers and LP Fred's Repair 753
753-7694 if interested
trolling motor., This rig 7203.
WILL do yard work for
is ready to go fishing
MAX W Parker, At
the Summer. For more
Call after 5P M., 753
torney at Law. Former information, call 753
0487 or 753 4686
county attorney; for- 3266
16' CHEROKEE mer district judge. Of
WILL haul- white rock,
Aluminum boat, 25HP
ice, 104 N. 4th St,
electric start Johnson Murray, 753 3153; rip rat, dirt, sand,
gravel and fertilizer.
motor, trailer. Call Home, 753-7900
Carlos Black, Jr , at MOBILE HOME Call Chuck Williams
753 0839 or see at Specialist, Repair, 759 135.4
Black's Decorating leveling, underpinning,
Center. 701 S. 4th St. roofs, floors, plumbing, 55 Feed and Seed
Murray, KY
wiring, washing, FOR Sale Wheat Straw
1973 SKI Barge with hurricane straps. 759- and Hay Call 753 8156
65HP Evinrude Troll
4850.
or 753 6401
ing motor, depth finder,
new cranking battery
Tilt trailer with new
paint and tires. Sharp
7::i
and clean $2,250 Call
436 2556.
5940 *
1976 BARETTA Bass
•
Custom Kitchen
Boat, Evinrude 115,
•
Cabinets
power trim, 12 & 24
•
Evinrude trolling mo
•
All Types Of
tor See at Murray Bait
•
Woodworking
•
Custom
Call 753 0062 after 5P.M
•
•
FOR Sale - Rolco Boaf
•
Trailer_ Phone 753 3331
•
•
WE buy, sell or trade
Cabinets
Bath
Kitchen &
•
boats, motors, trailers, •
'Drop by 6. see our showroom
M
11
0rsa4
au.,
parts or most anything
MURRAY
le.i.nd
409 SUNBURY
marine. Paris, Tn 901
**********************
642 3332

FOR

15

ke

53

Services Offered

A 1 TREE Service anct
stump removal Your
professional tree ser
vice All types, remo
val, topping, feeding
Free estimates 50
bucket truck and chip
per. Call 753 0906.

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.
Facts Brick start at '133°43
'Brick 'Mortar •Stone •Flue Blocks
•Flue liners •Patio Pavers •Crossties •Pottery
247-3232
Powyear. TN
Price Laird, owner

Farm Bureau Insurance
is committed to quality
Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage
in all areas of Calloway County.
We provide coverage wherever you live
County or City
AGIN'S
U

F

A R"
A'

Ray T

Brooch Bob Cornt•hsot,

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
753-4703
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Commuter airline accidents

OBITUARIES
William 1Bill Davis

NM Accidents I.

Lili Anderson
completes work
on effectiveness
of LBL brochure

I Fatalities

70
60

The funeral for William (Bill )
Davis will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate.
Burial will follow in McCuiston
Cemetery with military rites to be
conducted by a unit from Fort
Campbell.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today (Friday.

Mr. Davis, 54, died Thursday at
7:30 a.m. at his home on Rt. 5,
Murray. He was a veteran of the
Korean Conflict.
He is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Metro (Maple ) Hoskie, Rt.
5, Murray, and Mrs. Richard (Linnie ) Powell, Uniontown; three
brothers, Luther Davis, Lester
Davis and Robert Davis, all of Rt.
5, Murray.
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Accident rates
3.5 Per 100 000 departures
2.5
20

Services for Philip H. Butler
will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel .01. Bilitleck-Cole man
Funeral
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham
and the Rev. Troy DeWeese will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will
be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Jeffrey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. Saturday.
Mr. Butler, 35, died Tuesday at
his home in Taylor, Mich.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Connie Calhoun Butler, one
daughter, Vicki Renee Butler, one
son, Nathan Lee Butler, and one

grandchild, Cynthia Butler, all of
Taylor; his mother, Mrs. Mary
Sue Hopkins and husband, Jerry,
Rt. 3, Murray.

FrOInt.

Also surviving are one brother,
James Butler, Reidland; two half
sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Grimes,
Dyersburg, Tenn., and Mrs. Linda
Demrow, Franksville, Wis.; three
half brothers, Paul Allen Butler,
Kansas City, Keith Hopkins,
Detroit, Mich., and Kevin
Hopkins, Murray; grandparents,
Kelly Tucker, Hardin, and Mrs.
Ruby Tucker, Benton; stepgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Newman
W. Hopkins, Hardin.

The key finding of Anderson's
research was that literature
distributed to visitors at the
Woodlands
Nature
Center
backlawn exhibit enhanced their.
tour of the lawn.and muted them
to stay longer. The Woodlands
backlawn exhibit show visitors how
they can attract wildlife to their
own backyards.
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Chicago Tribune Graphic by Scott Holing,* Source Nationai Transportation safety Boar°

Civitan Club gets $1,772 for center
The Murray Civitan Club raised
$1,772 during its 1988 Pancake Day
March 26, according to figures
released today by Civitan Publicity Chairman Wayne Williams.
"It was the most we have ever
raised at Pancake Day," Williams
said. He noted there may be some

more expenses to calculate, but
the dollar amount reported was
fairly accurate.
Most of the Pancake Day funds
will help support programs at the
Murray Work Activities Training
Center for the Handicapped
W.A.T.C.H.I, Williams said.

Anderson
graduated
in
December from Murray State
University with a major in
psychology and a minor in French
She conducted her research with
the assistance of Dr. Terry Barrett
and Dr. Linda Kline, psychology
professors at Murray State
University.

Honduran students storm U.S. embassies, five killed
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
AP)- Students stormed two U.S.
Embassy annex buildings and set
them ablaze before they were
dispersed with bullets, beatings
and tear gas. At least five
demonstrators were killed and 10
wounded.
An Embassy spokesman
reported extensive damage from
Thursday night's attack, but said
no U.S. citizens were injured.
Police said the crowd of more
than 1,000 university students also
set fire to about 25 automobiles
belonging to embassy personnel
that were parked near the annex
complex.
The students were protesting the
forced extradition this week of an
alleged drug trafficker suspected
of involvement in the killing of a
U.S. drug agent. They also voiced
anger at President Reagan's
dispatch of additional American
troops to Honduras last month.
Private Honduran guards
posted at the embassy fired shots
and lobbed tear gas grenades at
the demonstrators from inside the
main embassy building across the
street from the annex buildings,
said police sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
But Michael O'Brien, the Em.

Hog Market
F ederal state Harket `hews herviee kgoril 5. 1110
kentup k Purchase .r.. Hog Market Report In
(lodes Pi Thu)log Station• Reeelpts Art. SST Est.
300 Harrows & 1.11to 2. loaer, %oars steady 1.011
loner (3 1 2 200 230 lb,
141.01411.30
9/48411 lbs.
530.44-41.411
9 1-3 21e-11114 lbs.
114.39-41.14
I 9 3-4 /55.2711 lbs.
$30.30-40.30
Mows
IS It 275.234
230.00-22.00
US IS 315-44/1 lbs.
120.00-31.110
IS 1.3 0441-344 lb*
120.00.31.110
IS 1.3 340 and up
LIS Oa 33.00 tea 33.50
IS 3-3 W550 lbs
$19.411-31.1111
Roars 527 30 elSe

bassy spokesman, said neither
U.S. Marine guards nor Honduran
guards stationed at the embassy
complex took violent action
against the protesters. He said
Honduran riot police had fired on
the crowd

Police identified the dead as
Betty Molina, Alberto Pineda.
Almencar Aguero, Rolando Herrazo and Henry Mencitta.
They said the four men were
university students and Molina
was a child who had accompanied

Panama leaders issue warrant for
arrest of deposed President Delvalle
PANAMA CITY, Panama AP )
- The government issued an arrest warrant for deposed President Eric Arturo Delvalle, saying
he will be charged with crimes
against the state and the nation's
economic security.
In another development, the
government offered to hold
church-mediated talks with the
political opposition. The offer
came after police fired birdshot to
break up an anti-government rally
by 50 people Wednesday. Two U.S.
soldiers were briefly detained
near the site of the protest.
Delvalle has been in hiding since
Feb. 26, when he was removed
from office after trying to fire
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega as
head of the 15,000-strong Defense
Forces. Noriega is the power
behind the civilian government.
The United States, which still
recognizes Delvalle as president,
responded to his ouster by imposing economic sanctions on
Panama in a bid to drive out
Noriega, who was indicted in the
United States on drug trafficking
charges.
The sanctions forced Panama's
banks to close and Noriega has not
been able to make the government
payroll. Food and cash are in short
supply.
The government announced
Wednesday night that it had issued

arrest warrants for Delvalle and
for Gabriel Lewis Galindo, a
businessman and former ambassador to the United States. The
government said a warrant was
issued earlier for Juan B. Sosa,
Delvalle's ambassador to
Washington who has remained
there.
In another development
Wednesday, the United States
completed deployment of 1.300 extra troops to beef up security for
American personnel and property
in the canal zone. An additional 800
Marines are to begin arriving Friday for what the White House called three weeks of routine jungle
training that had been planned
before the campaign to oust
Noriega plunged Panama into
crisis.
Panama has called the deployment a prelude to invasion
Government prosecutor Alvaro
Visuetti said an investigation had
uncovered sufficient evidence to
charge Delvalle with crimes
against the state, usurping public
duties and crimes against the nation's economic security.
Earlier Wednesday, acting
President Manuel Solis Palma
said the government had agreed to
Roman Catholic Church-mediated
talks with the opposition. which
has been trying to oust Noriega
since June.

ekeafitt L914tCki011.9
Custom Decorating Center

With every elegant Leyolorl vertical
blind you buy this month, you'll get a
matching Vogue'v valance or dust
cover valance free(retail value to $111).
Choose from our extensive selection
•Elegant Vogue valance makes our
fashionable vertical blinds even more
exquisite
'The Levolor International Collection of
Fabrics
*Fashionable and functional Inspirationiv
vertical blinds.
•Energy-efficient Lorite'v vertical blinds
with a hi-tech "S" shape

sook

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
OM OUAUTY
SMIV1CI PARTS
Ke.p Tie ry.

1976 Cadillac, 2 Or
oacied
$2,600.00

441 South
Murray
733 2617

GM

'
,
NNW. 5,
" I •,^

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

'•

WY 1cr 'CC

04-4-1
4
1-4

NO MONEY DOWN

1985 Ford 1 Ton Weed Auto 18,600 00
$950000

1985 Chevy Suburban 43459,800.00
1985 Silvered* 434 W Tool go'S 10,900.00
1965 Chevy Custom Deluxe 43458,800.00
1985 GMC CAM 1 Ton Diese138,800.00
1984 Dodge 3.W.11 Ram 1E36,500.00
1984 Dodge Ram Charger 58,500,00
1964 Chevy Van

13,900 00

1134'elerd Econoline 150

14,500 00

1984 Chevy Custom Deluie 43416,800 00
1964 Ford Conversion VanS11,500 00
1984 Jeep Wagoneer

59,800 00

1984 Chevy Silvered° 43419,800 CO
1984 Chevy Custom Deline33,500.00

SMALL TRU KS
1967 Chevy SAO Tahoe

$10,500.00

1987 Ford Bronco II 434 $12,300 00
1986 GMC 3.15

17,000 00

1986 Astro Van Cargo

16.800 00

1986 Nissan

16,000 00

1985 $.10 Bram' 2350

19.000 00

1085 Ply Voyager

59.800 00

1985 'Toyota Van

16,600 00

tges GMC Jimmy

510.500 00

1985 Chevy SAO Mazer 43419,000 00
1065 Chevy 1-10 P-U

111,500 DO

1985 Chevy $.10 fit Cab $8,800 00
1964 Chevy 1-10 434

17.900 00

1983 Chevy 110

54,900 00

1980 Chevy El Camino ern $450000
1960 Chevy El Camino WhititS4,500 00
1971 Toyota LartOcruiser

LARGE

12,500 00

ARS

11187 Caprice 'revolter++ 113 300 00
1966 Caprice Classic

17.600 00

1986 Caprice Classic

17.500 00

1 985 Buick Century I Type16.300 00
¶988 Ouica Century LoortsdS8.400 00
1965 840C11 Century

17 900 00

1965 Chevy Caprice Classic 36.500 00
1664 Caprice Classic

15,500 00

1983 Croce Electra

57.800 00

1983 Chevy Impala

15.000 DO

1962 Chevy Capric• LoadodS5,500 00
*

52.500 DO

1962 Chevy Monte Carlo 14,000 000
1981 0141 98 Regionc

15,900 00

1980 Pont lone S W

13.000 00

1980 Buick Century

13,800 00

1980 Chevy Caprice ern

13,000 00

11179 Chrysler Cordoba

12.100 00

1979 Chevy 11 C

11 900 00

11179 Butch Eoctra 125

31.900 00

1979 Chevy Caeric•

51,000 00

1079 Chevy N C

12,500 00

19711 Chevy Imp

12,500 00

1978 Chevy Coo

13.300 00

1978 Pont Catalina

$190000

11176 Chivy Imp 1 W

12.600 00

1977 ClIouy Imp

51,800 00

1978 Cadillac

52.600 00

1974 Buick Century

51,900 00

1973 Monte Carlo

$2,100 00

1966 Chevy Imp

51,900 00

1984 Chivy Imp

12.700 00

1111113ZIMILCW1111
1987 Pont Grand Al
510,000 00
1987 Ford Escort 131.
$7,900 00
1987 Bult1 Regal Limitied1113,100 00

Nse

1988 Corsica LT
Absolutely Loaded

Well Equipped

C_PS ‘k.
p

$21 40°Plter

Z

!
Conth

111.1.
1ft;

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S. 12th St., Murray, Ky.

Murray

tittle Chewy 1 Ton IV Illed 4 Speed19,900 00
1985 Ford I Ton W tied 44**,
3111,900 00

1982 Chevy Malibu

1988 Beretta GT

.1141111
-

$12,300.00

1996 Chevy Scottsdale 1.35159,100.00

1967 Ply Duster
1986 Cavalier 4Ør
1986 Camaro 2.28
11158 coeolirtly Lursporl
11166 Mazda RI?
1986 Chevy Swint
1966 Pont Parisienne
1956 Chevy Celebrity
1986 Pont 0 A

17,900 00
14,500 DO
111,600.00
$9,000.00
1111,100.00
15,000 00
$10,600 00
$8,500 00
19,300 00

1966 Chevy Nova
17.900 00
1986 Cutlass ercnigharn 890 le 112,500 00
1985 Ply Carswell*
$6,000 00
1985 Chevy Cavalipir adr 113,500 00
1985 Cluiry ChlIvistls
13,10000
1985 Ford Mustang
16.000 00
1965 Ford Mustang Cony 19,80000
1964 Chevy Citation
14,000 00
1984 Nissan Sentra
15,000 00
1984 V W Rabbit
13,500 00
1984 Chevy Ca..
14,900,00
1984 Olds Clem!.
17.000 00
1084 Chevy Citation
13.500 00
1984 Olds Cutlass
17,500 00
1964 Chevy Corvette
116,000 00
1984 lunch Regal Limited 17 900 00
1984 Chevy Chiron'
12 000 00
1964 Chevy Camaro
16,100 00
1994 Ford Escort
13,500 00

For a Limited Time Only!

Hwy. 641 N.

the windows of both annex
buildings were shattered by the
students.
O'Brien. in a telephone interview, said demonstrators had
surged into an annex complex:
"There was a lot of damage They
burned a number of goods "
He would not say what goods or
documents were stored in the annex, and.also said no U.S. citizens
were hurt.
Red Cross officials, who spoke
on condition of anonymity, said
that in addition to those killed. 10
demonstrators were hospitalized
with injuries from bullets.
beatings and tear gas.

$22201VMonth
i

48.

dr

her mother to the protest. Ages
were not immediately available
for the dead.
The riot police did not arrive at
the embassy complex until nearly
two hours after the demonstration
began. No explanation was given
for the. delay.
Several of the demonstrators
were seen carrying pistols and
students told reporters they had
disarmed about 10 of the private
embassy guards. Police said none
of the guards were injured.
All the contents of two floors of a
four-story annex building housing
U.S. Information Agency offices
were destroyed by the blaze and

PeC
‘N.

Top Off Your LEVOLOIC
Verticals in Grand
oat.
Style-Get a

1987 Chevy Silvered°

1965 Chevy Suburban

Lili Anderson of Murray, Kentucky, has completed a research
project on the effectiveness of a test
brochure at Woodlands Nature
Center in Land Between The Lakes
(LBL). She presented the results of
her research at the annual Kentucky Academy of Science meeting
in November 1987 and during a recent special program for LBL staff.

3.0

Phillip H. Butler

BIG TRUCK
1987 Chevy C-60 Van Bitz$18,500 00

502-753-3037

1962 Chevy 2,28
1083 Olds Cutlass Cierra
1082 Pont. J2000

17,000 00
$5,100 00
14,000 00
12,600 00

Ford Fairmont
Pont. 0.1.
Chevy Malibu
Olds Cutlass
Detour+ 200 IX
1981 Renault

$3,500.00
13.000 00
13,900 00
14,500 00
33,500 00

1980 Buicli Regal
1979 Olds Cutlass
1979 Chevy Malibu
1979 Pont TA
1078 Ply Fury
1976 liter XR7

54,000 00
11,900 00
12.500 DO
53,500 00
$2,900.00
$3,300 00

1981
1961
teat
1981
¶981

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

502-753-2617

•Chsev. Rebate Will Cover Lease Start Up Fees
"Raced On 48 Month Closed End Lease.
Ky. Use Taxes Are Included

Is
•

NUM.50y.00 ‘11400.111.11 •14110

Tao Mae 001Popiag 1/00 Gappaape OSP Pea
Omml
441 Smith
Negiphbor
Marrow
Chowy Pare
753.1617

5Me

